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ABSTRACT
DEVELOPING THE FOUNDATION FOR A MANUAL
OF PASTORAL COUNSELOR FORMATION IN INDONESIA
by
Totok Soemartho Wiryasaputra
The purpose of this study was to describe the best practices of American pastoral
counselor formation supervision that fit within an Indonesian context and could become
the foundation of a future manual of pastoral counselor formation supervision in
Indonesia.
The literature review examined the theological, historical, and professional
foundations of pastoral counselor formation. God, the Creator is caring in nature.
Because of his caring nature, God incarnates himself in Christ. Christ trained the
disciples to continue his caring ministry, which has become an intergenerational Christian
caring ministry. Twentieth-century pastoral counseling pioneers integrated their
intergenerational caring ministry with counseling psychology. During the 1950s the new
hybrid pastoral counseling became an autonomous profession among others and
developed its standardized professional training. Pastoral counselor formation
participates in Christ's intergenerational caring ministry to develop his sound personal
and professional caring disciples.
This study was an exploratory qualitative method. Using semi-structured in-depth
interview questions, the study employed electronic mail interviews, face-to-face
interviews, and focus group discussion with the participants. The findings of the study
demonstrated that supervision is a social system and is supported by three main
cosupporting pillars: the inner, the middle, and the outer pillars. The inner pillars, the
supervisor and the supervisees, build the different but inseparable, interrelated, and inter-
complementary three major areas of the best practices of supervision: the quality of the
interns' readiness, the supervisor, and the supervisory relationship. Each area creates its
own boundaries by certain characteristics to support the best practices of the supervision.
The described characteristics of the best practices of the three major areas could become
the foundation of developing a future manual of pastoral counselor formation.
The study found several major characteristics of Indonesia culture could impact
the formation of pastoral counselors positively and negatively. In regard to the positive
and negative impacts of Indonesian culture, the supervisor has to utilize the positive ones
at their maximum points and manage the negative ones wisely in order to create the most
ideal condition for the formation of the personal quality and professional capacity of
pastoral counselors.
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CHAPTER 1
PROBLEM
Introduction
On one typical early morning in February 201 1, in a thirty minute Javanese
Trinitarian Meditation at 4:30 a.m., I was reflecting on my 60 years of age and 30 years
ofministry. Later the same morning, the Dean of the School of Theology of the Satya
Wacana Christian University (SWCU) called me to come to her office to discuss the
possibility of leading the pastoral counselor education (PCE). I said to myself: "IfGod
provides a way for me it will become a legacy of pastoral counseling ministry and a part
ofmy project as well. I will do my best." I accepted her offer.
My pastoral counseling began in 1982 when the Bethesda Hospital in Yogyakarta
assigned me and my colleague Aart van Beek, a Presbyterian Church (USA) missionary,
to start the pastoral counseling service. I learned pastoral counseling by practicing under
his supervision. Since then I have not ceased learning. I continued to study pastoral
counseling, completing the Clinical Pastoral Education (CPE) program at Baptist Medical
Center in Jacksonville, Florida (1986-1987) and then earning my ThM in pastoral care
and counseling studies at Columbia Theological Seminary (1990). Since then I have
practiced, taught seminarians, and trained pastoral counselors and volunteers.
Several devastating disasters have happened in Indonesia: the Tsunami in Aceh
(Dec. 2004), an earthquake in Nias (Feb. 2005), another earthquake in Yogyakarta (May
2006), and a volcano eruption in Yogyakarta and Central Java (Oct. 2010). My
counseling ministry for the survivors of those disasters affected my personal and
professional life, so I attempted to learn and specialize in loss and grief counseling. In the
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summer of 2008, 1 was blessed to participate in a six-week grief counseling training with
Dr. Scott SuUender of San Francisco Theological Seminary, San Anselmo, CaUfornia.
Pastoral counseling has existed in hidonesia for more than thirty years, but no
pastoral counselor formation program has been in place. The pastoral counseling
movement has been stagnant, chaotic, and without significant development
(Wiryasaputra and Handayani iii-iv). In response to that situation, in August 201 1 the
School of Theology conducted the first pastoral counselor formation. Three graduate
students of the School of Theology of SWCU, three local church pastors, six hospital
chaplains, and a social worker of Jakarta Mentally Retarded Rehabilitation Center joined
PCE. They were from various Indonesian regions and different denominations. To
conclude PCE, nine new pastoral counselors graduated and founded Indonesian
Association of Pastoral Counselors (lAPC) on 30 June 2012. This organization was the
first of its kind and has become a certifying body of Indonesian pastoral counselors.
Like any other helping profession such as mental health counseling or school
counseling, the nature of pastoral counseling not only could be viewed as a science but
also an art. Pastoral counselors have not only learned about their profession in the
classroom, but they have also learned the art of pastoral counseling through practicing in
a real setting. They have learned the art of pastoral counseling and have developed their
personal and professional identity through reflecting on their practice. Because of the
nature of pastoral counselor formation, PCE consisted of two equal parts: the classroom
and the internship modality. The classroom modality covered 160 hours of intensive
study beyond the MDiv degree. The internship program consisted of 400 to 600 hours of
a supervised pastoral counseUng practicum.
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Because PCE had no supervision guidelines, I supervised the interns without a
framework and practiced what I learned when I was doing my own pastoral counselor
education. To provide a more effective pastoral counselor formation, I wanted to identify
the best practices of American pastoral counselor formation supervision and Lidonesian
contexts that can be integrated to develop a comprehensive and sound internship
supervision manual for the personal and professional identity formation of future pastoral
counselors in hidonesia.
Purpose
The purpose of the project was to determine the best practices of American
pastoral counselor formation supervision that fit within an Lidonesian context and could
become the foundation of a future manual of pastoral counselor formation supervision for
PCE.
Research Questions
To guide the process and effectiveness of the study, I identified three basic
questions.
Research Question #1
What are the major characteristics of the best practices of American pastoral
counselor formation supervision?
Research Question #2
What are the major characteristics of the Lidonesian culture that may affect the
best practices of pastoral counselor formation supervision?
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Research Question #3
What are the major characteristics of the best practices of pastoral counselor
formation supervision that can become the foundation of the manual of pastoral counselor
formation supervision in the future?
Definition of Terms
In this research, to simplify the process of thought, the following key terms have
specific meaning.
First, I used the description ofpastoral counselorformation supervision to refer
to the process of learning/teaching executed through an extended relationship in which
the supervisor and the pastoral counselors in internship agree to encounter in systematic
reflection the supervisees' concrete pastoral counseling practice in order to focus all
available resources on the supervisees' personal growth and professional role (Steere,
"Supervising Pastoral Counseling" 375-76).
Second, the phrase best practices of pastoral counselor formation supervision
refers to the most effect major characteristics for the development of the personal and
professional identity of interns or supervisees or pastoral counselors in training (PCiT) as
they become pastoral counselors.
Third, pastoral counselor education refers to a formal pastoral counselor
formation in Indonesia, conducted by SWCU, and certified by the lAPC, within which
the interns participate in a pastoral counseling intensive course consisting of 160 hours
and 400 to 600 hours of a supervised pastoral counseling practicum.
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Description of the Project
The School of Theology of SWCU initiated PCE as the first of its kind in
hidonesia. The School of Theology implemented its first internship from August 201 1 to
May 2012, the second internship from August 2012 to May 2013, and the third internship
of PCE from August 2013 to May 2014. Because the program was relatively new, a
supervision framework guide for the internship had not been put in place.
By implementing the study, I wanted to find a better supervisory relationship and
thus offer more effective ways of supervision. To determine the major characteristics of
the most effective American pastoral counselor formation supervision methods, I
discovered the best practices of pastoral counselor formation supervision that could be
incorporated into the future development of a supervision manual for the hidonesian
context.
Ministry Intervention
hi the process of determining those characteristics, I progressed through three
major stages: (1) discovering the best practices of pastoral counselor formation
supervision of the American Association of Pastoral Counselors (AAPC), (2) discovering
the major hidonesian cultural characteristics that might affect the relationship between
the interns and the supervisors, and (3) integrating those discoveries in order to define the
major characteristics of the best practices, or the most effective ways of pastoral
counselor formation supervision that might fit into the development of a future internship
manual.
This study took place over a span of five months. From October to November
2013, 1 developed the in-depth interview and focus group discussion protocol and
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introduced myself to some relevant parties and participants of the study. From December
2013 to January 2014, 1 developed the piloting group, recruited and trained the research
assistants, and collected the data in the form of an e-mail in-depth interview to AAPC
supervisors and interns, Indonesian pastoral counselors, and Indonesian helping
profession interns. In addition, I conducted direct in-depth interviews of Indonesian
helping professions and held a PCE intern focus group discussion (FGD). In February
2014 I analyzed the data collected and formulated the major findings of the study.
Context
Indonesia consists of 13,500 islands (Gopel 785). More than thirty ethnic groups
hve in the country. The population is 228,452,952 and is spread from Sumatra to Papua
Island. Java Island comprises a majority 60 percent of the populace. Java is one of the
most densely populated areas in the world (785). Indonesia is 88 percent MusUm, 10
percent Christian, and 2 percent Buddhist, Hindu, and others. Indonesia is a very
multireligious and multicultural entity. The religious and cultural contexts can bring
about multifaceted and complicated psychological, social, and spiritual problems.
Politically, Indonesia is experiencing the birth pangs of a democratic nation.
Many tensions and conflicts have occurred among political and economic power
interests. Intergroup and intragroup conflicts or social riots may happen at any time in
any area. Unfortunately, the government is not strong enough to manage the issues.
Those situations may cause complicated emotional and mental health problems.
Economically, Indonesia has not yet recovered from the late 1990s economic crisis. A
staggering 52.4 percent of the population lives on less than US $2.00 a day and 27. 1
percent live below the national poverty line. More than 40,000,000 Indonesians are
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extremely poor. They live in isolated rural upland areas (Gopel 786). Those economic
conditions may cause some serious emotional and mental problems.
The majority of hidonesians do not have enough financial resources for the
professional services of psychiatry, clinical psychology, counseling, or social work.
Those who do have the money may be hard pressed to find the services because they are
relatively new and rare. The country lacks psychological professionals, even in urban
areas.
Dealing with those contexts, hidonesian churches should equip their ministers and
members to combine their pastoral heritage and psychological information to become
more effective helpers. To some extent pastoral counseling and its education have to be
more interreligious and intercultural. I hope that an interreligious and interculturally
based pastoral counselor formation will accelerate interfaith and interculture dialogue and
partnership, hi fact, the graduate program of the School of Theology is in a strategic
position. The students of the program are ministers and leaders, including Muslim
leaders, from all Lidonesian regions.
The PCE will be beneficial for the students, for they will have opportunities to
gain better knowledge, skills, and credentials to help communities. Further, the PCE
could also provide chaplains for more than one hundred Christian hospitals and health
centers to serve the patients in hidonesia. The eighteen denominational founders of
SWCU, other denominations, and Islamic communities could have better opportunities to
equip their leaders and professionals to serve their members and communities.
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Methodology
Considering the purpose of the project, the questions of the project, the context of
the project, and the process of collecting and analyzing data, I decided to utilize an
exploratory, qualitative research method.
Participants
The nature of the exploratory, qualitative design of the study required me to
involve two groups of participants. The first group consisted of the participants who lived
in the United States of America. The group included nine AAPC supervisors, nine
certified AAPC pastoral counselors, and nine pastoral counselor interns of AAPC-
accredited sites.
The second group consisted of the participants who lived in hidonesia, including
nine hidonesian helping profession supervisors, nine lAPC pastoral counselors, and six
2013-14 PCE interns. The helping profession supervisors were the clinical psychology or
clinical nursing supervisors from Semarang and Salatiga Central Java Province and from
Yogyakarta.
Instrumentation
To support the exploratory qualitative research method design, I utilized three
main research instruments, namely (I) the supervisor in-depth interview, (2) the pastoral
counselor questionnaire, (3) the intern questionnaire, and intern FGD.
I developed and administered each instrument to participants at both sites, those
who lived in the US to identify the best practices of American pastoral counselor
formation supervision and those who lived in hidonesia to identify the major
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characteristics of hidonesian culture that might affect the best practices of pastoral
counselor formation supervision.
Data Collection
This study identified mainly the characteristics of the best practices of American
pastoral counselor formation supervision and the Indonesian context that might affect the
best practices of pastoral counselor formation supervision. The collection of data
consisted of two phases.
Phase one provided data from the best practices of American pastoral counselor
formation supervision. The process began when I contacted the AAPC Office and
requested their help to introduce me to nine supervisor participants and nine AAPC
certified pastoral counselor members. I collected the American best practices data by
administering in-depth interviews to nine AAPC supervisors electronically. According to
AAPC standards, the supervisors were certified by AAPC and categorized as Diplomates.
Administering in-depth interviews to nine AAPC pastoral counselors and nine AAPC
interns electronically complemented the data.
Phase two provided the major characteristics of Indonesian cultural context. This
process began when I contacted three helping profession supervisors in Semarang and
Salatiga, and six helping profession supervisors in the City of Yogyakarta and introduced
myself to them. Further, I administered one in-depth interview to each one of them. The
Administering in-depth interviews to nine Indonesian helping profession interns and nine
lAPC pastoral counselors electronically complemented the data complemented. In
addition, I conducted one focus group discussion to six 2013-2014 PCE interns.
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Data Analysis
Written data collected from American and Indonesian participants was compiled
and stored accordingly. Recorded data from in-depth interviews and focus group
discussions with Indonesian participants were transcribed into MicrosoftWord, then
compiled and stored. I organized, categorized, compared, interpreted, searched for
patterns, coded schemes, combined, synthesized, integrated, and contextuaUzed to
identify the best practices of pastoral counselor formation supervision in Indonesia for
inclusion in developing a future PCE manual.
Generalizability
First, the results of this study provided the major characteristics of the best
practices of pastoral counselor formation supervision that can be integrated into the
development of the PCE manual. Second, the results of this study provided lAPC with
the major characteristics of the best practices of pastoral counselor formation supervision
that could be adopted into its official internship supervision. Third, the results of this
study provided other pastoral counseling education programs in Indonesia with the major
characteristics of the best practices of internship supervision that could be utilized in their
supervisions. Fourth, the results of this study provided other helping profession education
with the major characteristics of the best practices of internship supervision that could be
adopted in their professional education supervisions.
Theological Foundation
The Bible confirms the monotheistic view of God (Wright 74; Irvin and Sunquist
11). Jesus and his ministry incarnated the monotheistic God and his fundamental mission
for the universe, creatures, and humankinds (Matt. 25:32). Jesus' followers perceive
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Jesus is tiie only God's ultimate incarnation of God (John 14:1-14). Because Jesus Christ
manifests the caring of God, therefore Jesus is the true image of God and of human
beings as well. God presents himself in his ultimate bilingual being: the Father and the
Son; the divine being and human being (van Deusen Hunsinger 9) in such a way that the
ministry of Jesus enables his fellows to experience and follow after God's incarnational
caring of God (John 3:1).
God's gift of the Holy Spirit to the Church, the world, and humankind incarnates
the caring of God. God the Father cares for the entire Church, the world, and humankind
through Jesus Christ the Son, and in the Holy Spirit. God's ultimate trilingual being
presents his caring through Jesus Christ and in the Holy Spirit. His unity-Trinity and his
Trinity-unity ultimate existence present his caring. I perceive the Unitarian-Trinitarian
and the Trinitarian-Unitarian nature of God as the incarnational nature of the caring
Creator. God loved the world and humanity; therefore, God sent his only Son and his
only Holy Spirit to help the vulnerable and fractured world and humankind (Matt. 1 1:28-
29).
God's future vision of the life of the Church, the world, and humankind is
prominent (Rev. 21 and 22)�to bring in God's vision and achieve God's mission of
loving-caring to the entire Church, universe, and humankind. At the beginning of his
ministry, Jesus recruited twelve people (Matt. 4: 18-22; Mark 1 : 14-20; Luke 5:1-11; John
1:35-51). Jesus mentored them to be his sustainable helpers in a wide variety of ways for,
and in, the life of the church, the world, and humankind, to help others in physical needs
(Luke 9:1-22) and emotional-psychological needs (Matt. 1 1:28). Jesus recruited another
seventy disciples to be involved in his ministry. Jesus mentored them by conducting and
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reflecting their ministry. According to Bobb Biehl's criteria, Jesus not only converted and
trained them to be disciples, but he also mentored them (29). He showed his personal
qualities by executing his ability to help others, building a facilitative relationship
climate, caring for and helping his disciples in all aspects of life, and creating his
disciples' readiness to be united with his Father's vision and be involved in God's
mission.
Jesus' postresurrection strategic short-term mentoring involved spending forty
days to help his disciples recover from their grief through a large group, a small group, a
couple, and an individual modality, hi Matthew 28:9-10, Luke 24:36-43, and John 20:19-
23, Jesus met the whole group of disciples. In Matthew 28: 1-8 Jesus met a small group of
women. The story of the walk to Emmaus in Mark 16:12 and Luke 24: 13-34 tell that
Jesus met a couple ofmen and women. In Mark 16:9-10 and John 20: 1 1-18 Jesus met
Mary Magdalene; and in John 20:24-30 Jesus met Thomas. Jesus utilized a wide variety
of methods to help the disciples to recover from the grief and take care of each other
(John 21:15-25). Just before his ascension, Jesus asked his disciples not only to convert
and train the whole world to be his disciples, but also to mentor the whole world to take
care of each other along the way to the new heaven and earth (Murry 4-5).
Overview
Chapter 2 reviews literature and pertinent research associated with the theological
issues of pastoral counseling and pastoral counselor formation. I examined current
writings on pastoral counselor formation and other helping professions' supervision. In
addition, I defined the best practices and characteristics of pastoral counselor internship
supervision. Chapter 3 describes a detailed explanation of the research design, the
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research method, and the data analysis methods. Chapter 4 details the findings of the
study. Chapter 5 completes the study, reports the major findings of the study derived
from the interpretation of the data, suggests the practical applications that flow out of the
study, and provides future inquiry and study possibilities.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE
Introduction
The problem section of Chapter 1 introduced the fact that pastoral counseling in
hidonesia started in the 1980s. A formal pastoral counselor formation was not in place
until the School of Theology of SWCU conducted its first PCE in August 201 1 . PCE did
not have any supervision framework because the internship was the first of its kind.
Challenged by the context ofministry, I attempted to determine the characteristics of the
best practices of American pastoral counselor formation supervision and the major
cultural characteristics of hidonesian cultural context that might affect the best practices
of hidonesian pastoral counselor formation supervision. To accomplish the goals, the
study began with defining the theological framework of pastoral counseling and its
pastoral counselor formation and continued by reviewing four related themes in existing
literatures, namely the genealogy of pastoral counseling, the understanding of pastoral
counseling, pastoral counselor formation, and current development of pastoral counseling
ministry in hidonesia.
Theological Framework
This study attempts to present a solid theological framework of pastoral
counseling and its pastoral counselor formation supervision. The monotheistic view of
the caring God is the most solid theological framework of pastoral counseling and its
pastoral counselor formation supervision. Based on the monotheistic view of God of
caring, the study will expand the discussion on the theme of theological discussions of
the monotheistic view of God, the biblical view of God, the biblical Trinitarian, the
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nature of God, the imago in humankind, and the historical perspective of pastoral
counselor formation.
Theological Discussions of the Monotheistic View of God
The Oxford English Dictionary says, "[M]onotheism is derived from the Greek
[Lovoq (monos) and Qeoq (theos); the doctrine or belief that there is only one God"
("Monotheism"). Yohanes B. Mangunwijaya, a late Indonesian Catholic priest, states,
"Judaism, Christian, and Islam are originated from the monotheistic faith of Abraham"
(31). In his introduction to the same book, Nurcholish Madjid a late Indonesian Islam
philosopher says, ''All followers [Judaism, Christianity, and Islam] of the Book believe
only in one God" (emphasis mine; 2). Because Jesus belonged to the Jewish community,
I assume he believed in the Oneness of God and preached the monotheistic view of God.
Because Jesus' disciples and inner circles were also Jews, I assume that they also
believed, maintained, and taught the singleness of God. Since then the majority of
Christians have maintained the monotheistic view of God.
One of the Christian theologians in the early Church named Irenaeus (c. 130-202)
discussed the monotheistic doctrine of God extensively:
He only is God who made all things. He is omnipotent and the Father who
created all things, visible and invisible, objects of sense and objects of
understanding, things in heaven and things on earth by the Word of His
Power. (Kerr 34)
An outstanding representative of the East Christian tradition, John of Damascus or
Mansur in Arabic (c. 674-749) elaborated the same theme (Kerr 68-73). In the era of
scholasticism and mysticism, Francis of Assisi (c. 1 182-1226) and Thomas Aquinas (c.
1225-1274) argued the same theological theme: the monotheistic doctrine of God (Kerr
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100-19). In the era of Reformation, Calvin also confirmed the monotheistic doctrine of
God (157-69).
I want to mention the arguments of four outstanding post-Reformation
theologians: Friedrich Schleiermacher (c. 1768-1834), Karl Barth (c. 1886-1968),
Reinhold Niebuhr (c. 1892-1971), and Richard H. Niebuhr (c. 1894-1962). Encountering
two dominant moods of his era, rationalism and moralism, Schleiermacher argued that
religion was not a knowing or a doing but a feeling of absolute dependence on the
onmipotent one, the only one God, the only creator of all things (Kerr 213). Later,
dealing with modern liberalism, Barth stood firmly for the doctrine of Trinitarianism. He
based his arguments of Trinitarian theology on the monotheistic view of God (Kerr 282-
300). The Christian faith in God, the only God, and the creator of the world transcends
the canons and antinomies of rationality. God is both vitality and form and the source of
all existence (303). In his book, Richard H. Niebuhr categorizes three forms of human
faith: the social God faith, the many gods faith, and the real one God faith or radical
monotheism (24-37). According to Niebuhr, the Christian view of God belongs to the last
one.
The Biblical View of God
After reviewing the discussions of several great theologians, I want to observe
whether the Bible views God as monotheistic. The Hebrew Bible says in Deuteronomy
6:4, "nvyV, '7H-\\i>': nin; wrj^H, :nin n?<T (Shema Yisrael YHVH eloheinu YHVH ehad^).
The New Revised Standard Version translates this verse as, "Hear, O Israel: The Lord our
God, the Lord alone." YHWH is the only God. I see the echo of the monotheistic view of
God in other verses. Deuteronomy 10: 14 says, "Indeed heaven and the highest heavens
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belong to the Lord your God, also the earth with all that is in it" (NKJV). Second Kings
19:15 testifies, "Oh Lord God of Israel,. . . You are God, You alone, of all the kingdoms
of the earth. You have made heaven and earth." Jeremiah 32:27 testifies, "Behold, I am
the Lord, the God of all flesh. Is anything too hard for me?" Isaiah 54:5 testifies, "And
your Redeemer is the Holy One of Israel." Genesis 18:25 testifies, "Shall not the judge of
all the earth do right?" YHWH is described as the Lord of Israel (Gen. 18:3), the unitary
being, the undivided one, and the only God of all the earth, all nations and all humans,
the creator of all (Gen. 15:7-8; Jer. 10:10-12); the owner of all (Ps. 24: 1); the master of
all (Ps. 99, 1 13); the Savior of all (Isa. 45:22); and the caregiver of the universe and
humankind (Job 34:5; John 4:2). The oneness of God is the foundational axiom of Jewish
faith and in turn is the foundational axiom of Jesus, the disciples, and the Christians
(Wright 71).
The New Testament might not pay enough attention to the preaching of the
monotheistic view of God, but as integral members of the New Testament Jewish
community, Jesus and his disciples confirmed monotheism. Jesus taught and preached
that YHWH was the only God of Israel and all nations. He represented his heavenly
father, the only God. The New Testament proclaims Jesus as God's historical
breakthrough intervention into the world and the life of humankind. God incarnates
himself in Jesus Christ. The New Testament focuses on telling the story of the ministry of
Jesus. However, the New Testament keeps proclaiming the monotheistic view of God.
No subject is more foundational to the Christian doctrine than the doctrine of
Christ, which is set in the context of the doctrine of the Trinity. The majority of
Christians believe that Jesus is the second person and the Holy Ghost is the third person
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of the Trinitarian God. As a pastoral counselor, following after the Gestalt school of
psychology, I view everything in a global perspective at first sight. Then I move to the
more specific things. I view a unitary angle of God first. Then I move to a more specific,
detailed angle of God, which is Trinitarian. This way of viewing God is more acceptable
for hidonesians, especially when encountering Islamic brothers/sisters. Instead of
understanding God as the Trinitarian God, as an Indonesian I perceive God as the Uni-
Trinitarian God. In this way I neither neglect the Oneness of God nor the Trinitarian
God.
Jesus is definitely God (John 1:1) and human as well, at the same time (Rom.
5:14). The Word became flesh (John 1; 14). Jesus is Messiah (John 4:25-26). Jesus is the
king (Rev. 17:14). Jesus is a prophet (Luke 13:33). Jesus is the Savior (Rom. 3:21-26).
Jesus is the high priest (Heb. 7:17). Jesus is the mediator between heaven and earth (1
Tim. 2:5). The Incarnation of God in Christ is the uniqueness of the Christian God. The
one persona is also the uniting of three different personas: the Father, the Son, and the
Holy Ghost. The doctrine of a monotheistic God cannot be separated from the doctrine of
the Trinitarian God. By being so Christians neither neglect the monotheistic God nor the
Trinitarian God. God is both the Unitarian and the Trinitarian. Instead of viewing God as
Trinitarian, Christians should understand God as Uni-Trititarian.
The Biblical Trinitarian
The Trinitarian intellectual views are related directly to the Christological
intellectual views (Sanders, Issler, and Bray 1). The deity of Christ has become a critical
intellectual inquiry of the Christology and the Trinitarian doctrine. Challenged by the
debates of Christology and the Trinitarian issue, the early Christian leaders organized
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seven ecumenical councils. Dealing with heresies, such Arianism, Appoloniarism,
Euthycianism, monophisit-ism, monoenergy-ism, monthelitis-ism (Hodge 442-82;
Sanders, Issler, and Bray 19) provoked the Council ofNicaea I (c. 325), the Council of
Constantinople I (c. 381), the Council of Ephesus (c. 431), the Council of Chalcedon (c.
451), Constantinople II (c. 553), the Council of Constantinople III (c. 680/81), and the
Council of Nicaea II (c. 787). Those councils firmed the doctrine and the Trinitarian God.
Since the Council of Nicaea II (c. 787) the majority of Christians have accepted and
maintained the doctrine of the divinity of Christ and the Trinitarian God.
According to Christopher J. H. Wright, the New Testament writers note that Jesus
shared all the characteristics of YHWH:
[PJeople who knew YHWH, the Holy One of Israel, to be the God and that
YHWH was transcendently unique in all the rich dimensions of his
scriptural identity, character and actions, constructed a careful, persistent,
point-by-point identification of Jesus of Nazareth with the same YHWH.
(106)
The New Testament says that the early stage of Christianity used maranatha (O Lord,
come) in their prayers. The phrase maranatha is the clear Aramaic expression of a well-
established part of Jesus' Aramaic followers' original liturgy. Paul exclaims maranatha
in his own handwriting letter to the Corinthians (1 Cor. 16:22). Originally, Aramaic
speaking Jews used the word mar (Aramaic) as a term for God, that is, for YHWH, God
of Israel (107). Another indication of the divinity of Jesus shows that Paul used kyrios
lesous (Jesus is Lord) 275 times in his letters. A strong belief existed in the early stage of
Christianity that Jesus was the Lord, God, YHWH, the Only God of Israel. The New
Testament testifies that Jesus performed the functions of YHWH and fulfilled YHWH's
mission (2 Cor. 4:4-6).
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The discussion of the Trinitarian nature of God should not be separate from the
discussion of the nature of the Holy Spirit, the third person of the Trinitarian God. The
Bible uses the Hebrew word ruach (nn; Davidson 678) and the Greek word pneuma
(7rv8i)|ia; Bromiley 876). Discussing the topic Charles Hodge notes, "The sacred
Scriptures use ruach and pneuma in different senses, both literal and figurative" (522).
Hodge considers that both ruach and pneuma could be used in the sense of a literal
meaning, such as wind. They could be in the sense of figurative meaning, such as the
invisible and the immaterial agents of God. The second person is the Son and called the
Word as the revealer or the true image of God. The third person is called the Spirit, the
breath or the power of God (522). The Bible uses personal pronouns in relation to the
Holy Spirit; therefore, the Bible testifies that the Holy Spirit is a person (Acts 13:2; John
15:16). The Holy Spirit is the object of faith. The Christians were baptized in the name of
the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost (Matt. 28:19). Further, the Holy Spirit comforts,
sanctifies, teaches, guides, selects, searches, reveals, reproves, and says (Acts 13:2). Both
the Old and New Testaments testify to the deity of the Spirit (Jer. 31:31-34; Eph. 2:22).
Jesus, the Lord, and the apostles spoke that the Holy Spirit possesses all divine
perfections (Matt. 12:31; 1 Cor. 2:10-1 1). This study concludes that the Holy Spirit is the
third person of the Uni-Trinitarian God. God is the mono-Trinitarian God: creator.
Savior, and loving caregiver.
Fred R. Sanders, Klaus Issler, and Gerald Lewis Bray propose a new perspective
of the Trinitarian God that is what they call the social theory ofTrinity. Each member of
the Trinitarian God�the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit�acts in self-awareness in
the presence of the other two members (56). They do not act as one divine person in
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different manifestations rather as three persons often in relation, not only to finite beings,
such as angels and humans, but also in relation to one another (56). They know and
testify of each other (57). Sanders, Issler, and Bray continue their comments:
Intra-Trinitarian relationships appear neither obligatory nor mechanical
but rather deliberate acts of volition on the part of each of three persons.
Jesus' prayers, for example, reflect distinctly I-Thou dialogue, together
with free submission: "Father, I thank you that you have heard me" (John
11:41); "Now my heart is troubled, and what shall I say? 'Father, save me
from this hour' ; No, it is for the very reason that I came to this hour.
Father, glorify your name" (John 12:27-28). Although the evidence is less
obvious regarding the Holy Spirit and while complex Trinitarian dynamics
are in play, it seems that every member of the Godhead acts personally
and freely�John 3:7-8; 1 Cor. 12:11. (57)
Each mutually indwells each other (John 10:38; 14:20). Discussing theological view of
the Trinity, they state, "A social model of the Trinity is that in which the one of divine
being eternally exists as three distinct centers of consciousness, wholly equal in nature,
genuinely personal in relationships, and each mutually indwelling the other" (59). God
not only exists in an individual nature but also in a corporate nature. God is the mono-
Trinitarian being.
The Nature of God
Because God is almighty, the natures of God are unlimited. However, because of
space and time constraints, I will explore five main characters of God that relate to the
characters of humankind, the triadic main subjects of pastoral counselor formation
supervision: the supervisor, the supervisee, and the counselee, upon which the pastoral
counselor formation supervision can be based. Therefore, I will explore the unitary God,
the Trinitarian God, the holy of God, the creative God, and the caring God.
The unitary nature of God is the first and the foundation of other natures of God,
derived from the monotheistic nature of God. The Old and New Testaments testify to the
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monotheistic nature of God (Deut. 6:4; John 17:21-23). The Bible testifies to the holism
philosophy of God (Jackson 1-4). God exists, integrates, unites, and completes by, in, and
for himself (John 17: 21-23). Here is the Lord Jesus' prayer in John 17:22:
"iva oxjiv ev KaGox; r\ii�iq ev eaiievor" (Greek Bible) or "Ut sint unum sicut nos unum
sumus" (Latin Vulgate Bible) or ". . . that they may be one just as we are one" (KJV). In
other words, God is self-integrated, self-united, self-completed. God is wholly, healthy,
and perfect in his own individuality and personality (Exod. 32:4; Matt. 5:48). God is the
single personality and the self-organizing self God is unseparated, undivided in himself
God has no section, separation, or division. God is singular, unitary self-existence.
Indonesians usually use the personal pronoun Dia for God. The Indonesian
personal pronoun Dia is more inclusive than he or she in English. Indonesians use Dia for
both genders, male and female. The Indonesian language has no gender division for or
separation of God. For Indonesians God is neither male nor female. God is wholly
holistic in himself or herself. Using the personal pronoun he or she for God, as well as
thinking God is male, is difficult for me. God is neither male nor female; God is
undivided; God is unseparated; God is unitary; God is whole; God is holistic, by, in, and
for Dia. God is singular, mono-persona.
The unitary nature of God contextualizes the second nature of God, which is
trinitary. Even though the first foundational character of God is singular, according to the
Bible, God is plural, the second character of God. Dealing with the fact that God is plural,
Sanders, Issler, and Bray suggest a "social economic model of understanding of God"
(53). They define the social economic model of the Trinity as "the one divine Being
eternally exists as three distinct centers of consciousness, wholly equal in nature.
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genuinely personal in relationship, and each mutually indwelling the other" (44). To
continue the elaboration, they state, "The New Testament church was a marvelously rich
Trinitarian experience. As believers glorified the Father, they likewise exalted the
incarnate Son, and through the indwelling presence of the Holy Spirit" (45). God is the
one persona in the thice personas. God is also the three personas in the one persona. God
is both the mono-multipersona and the Uni-Trinitarian God. Biblically speaking, God is
communal persona and individual persona as well, an intra-mono-persona relation or
inter-three-persona relation in God.
histead of using a social economic model of the Trinitarian God, the study
suggests using a systemic corporate model to understand the plural nature of God. The
systemic corporate model is very clear in Genesis 1:26. An I and Thou relationship is in
God's existence. God exists as a being that encounters and relates to himself (Anderson
73). I understand God is in three equal personas systematically, organically, perfectly,
and holistically in such a way to form one persona to have one vision and mission:
creating, saving, loving, and caring for the entire world and the family of humankind. The
systemic corporate model of the second character of God is more acceptable for
hidonesians than using a social economic model. Indonesians are familiar with a
corporate personality. An Indonesian husband may say isteri kami or our wife when he
introduces his wife to someone he meets. However, what he means is my wife. He stands
by himself before his own wife and the one he meets.
According to the creation story, God created humankind in Genesis 1:26: "Let us
make man [emphasis mine] in our image." According to Genesis 1:26, God testifies
about himself as a plural being. Another example is in John 17:22. When Jesus was
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praying, he said, "[T]hat they may be one just as we are one." Some other New
Testament texts testify to the plural character of God. The Father, the Son, and the Holy
Spirit are rhentioned in various combinations. After healing the wound of the disciples'
loss and grief, Jesus commanded them to reach out to the entire world in such a way so
no strange, conflicted, or fractured part of the world would prevail and bring them into
the peaceful communion with the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit (Matt. 28: 19). The
Bible testifies to the plural character of God. To conclude his letter to the Corinthian
Christian community (2 Cor. 13:14), Galatian Christian community (Gal. 6:16-18),
Ephesian Christian community (Eph. 6:23-24), Philippian Christian community (Phil.
4:19-23), and Thessalonian Christian community (1 Thess. 1-28; 2), Paul sent God's
blessing (the Father's, the Son's, and the Holy Spirit's blessings) in a wide variety of
formulas. Paul's blessing formula testifies to the plural character of God. They may seem
to be casually expressive (and not theologically and systematically sound) of the
bountiful threefold experience with God in the early church (Sanders, Issler, and Bray 68-
69).
The Bible testifies unlimitedly to the third character of God, which is holy.
Discussing about the holiness of God, Hodge comments, "This is as a general term for
the moral excellence ofGod" (413). The Old Testament testifies in 1 Samuel. 2:2, "There
is none holy as the Lord; no other Being absolutely pure, and free from all limitation in
his moral perfection." The Bible also says, "You shall therefore be holy, for I am holy"
(Lev. 1 1:45), and "You shall be holy, for I the Lord your God is holy" (Lev. 19:2). The
New Testament shares the Old Testament's belief "Our Father in heaven, hallowed be
Your name" (Matt. 6:9); "But as He who called you is holy, you also be holy in all your
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conduct" (1 Pet. 1:15); and,"Be holy, for I am holy" (1 Pet. 1:16). The Old and New
Testaments confirm that God is holy. The holy character of God is actualized by the third
persona of the mono-Trinitarian God: the Holy Spirit (Gen. 1:2; 2:7; John 1:32-34). The
Holy Spirit is the one who created, organized, and made all things alive, allowing them to
become a dynamic and organic ecological system. Matter came into existence because
the Holy Spirit spoke it into existence (Oswalt 13). The Holy Spirit, the third persona of
God created humankind and made them alive to be the creator's ministers and manage
other created existences. The Holy Spirit guided the Old Testament Jewish community to
be holy and to be God's ministers to bless other nations. The Holy Spirit, the third
persona of God, helped the Lord to be faithful to implement God's mission on the cross.
According to John N. Oswalt, being holy means being perfect in the sense of whole,
complete, and without defect (46-63), individually and corporately. In other words, being
holy not only becomes the business of humans individually but also corporately. The
Holy Spirit is the one who has guided the believers since the New Testament era, the
early Christian Community up to the present time.
The Unitary-Trinitarian-Holy God is the almighty. God is almighty and
omnipotent (Hodge 407) so that God is creative, the fourth nature ofGod. God has
absolute power to create anything (Matt. 19:26; Ps. 1 15:3). God is the almighty source of
human creativity in the world, including the creativity of the personal and professional
identity of pastoral counselor. In Genesis 17:1, God declares himself as the almighty.
God's declaration can be found in other biblical texts, for example in Genesis 14: 18-20
and Luke 1:32. They confirm that God is the most high God. According to Genesis 1:1-
2:25 God created the entire universe, existences, and humans from nonexistence or
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creatio ex nihilo. God created anything out of nothing. God made heaUhy water from the
unhealthy water ofMarah (Exod. 15:22-27). God created water from the rock ofMassah
and Meribah (Exod. 17:1-7). God created humankind from the dust of the ground. God
made them male and female from the ground and breathed into their nostrils to be living
beings (Gen. 1:26-28). God created Adam from adamah, sl Hebrew word for the ground
(Gen. 2:5-7, 9; Ps. 105:35). By being created from the ground, a continuity of humankind
and their physical environment and the sameness of humankind and their surrounding
physical world exist.
The whole history of the Old Testament, the New Testament, the Apostolic
Christian, the Middle Age Christian, the postmodern Christian community, and the
history of the universal human family testifies to the creativity of God. God has created
ordinary and extraordinary new things alongside the history of the Jewish and Christian
community. The Old Testament demonstrates the historical and extraordinary creativity
of God, for example, the creation of the universe and humankind (Gen. 1-2), God's
intervention in the history of Abraham (Gen. 12-23), Jewish slaves' liberation from Egypt
(Exod. 3-40), and the bondage of Babylonia (Zech. 10; 11). The New Testament
demonstrates God's Incarnation as the most extraordinary creativity of God on which the
salvation history of the entire universe and humankind depends. The second coming of
Jesus Christ will be the last extraordinary God's creativity of the universe and the human
family history (Rev. 21; 22).
Throughout the whole history of Israel and Christianity, God has demonstrated his
love and caring creativity to save the universe and humans. This nature of God is the
fifth: loving and caring. The Old and New Testaments testify that God is love in a wide
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variety of ways. For example, Exodus 22:27 and 34:6 testify that God is merciful,
gracious, and loving, providing the reason for why God Ustened to Israel and freed them
from all bondages. Psalms 86:5, 103:8, 1 1 1 :4, and 145:8 testify that God is full of
compassion; he is gracious and merciful. From other texts in Psalms, I learned how the
psalters praised God for his love and asked God's love to be with, listen to, help, comfort,
sustain, deliver, and save them (31:22; 33:5; 36:8; 51:3; 52:10; 57:11; 59:17; 69:17; 85:8;
86:5; 90:14; 94:18; 106:1; 107:1). To summarize, I would like to confirm that God is
love, hi addition, I want look at several other texts from the Book of Prophets. They
testify that the God of Israel is also gracious, merciful, and slow to anger; has great
kindness; and is full of compassion (Jer. 9:24; 31:3; Neh. 9:17; Jon. 4:2; Joel 2:13).
The New Testament confirms the loving nature of God. The most phenomenal of
the New Testament's demonstration of the loving nature of God is the Incarnation of God
in Jesus Christ (John 1:1-13; 3:16). God is concerned with and interested in the world and
human Ufe issues. God loves building a direct contact with all human life inside out and
outside in (Mark 10:21). Christ is the ultimate actualization of a loving God. Jesus asked
his disciples to love their enemies (Matt. 5:44). Jesus called his disciples to love God,
their neighbors (others), and even themselves fully and hohstically (Mark 12:27-32).
Loving God, others, and ourselves fully and holistically means, "[W]e have to love with
all aspects of our life, which is physically, mentally, socially, and spiritually" (van Beek,
Pastoral Care 24-29). Paul opened his letters (Rom. 1:7; Gal. 1:3; Eph. 1:2-3; Philem. 3)
and concluded his letters (1 Cor. 16:22-23; Phil. 4:23; Col. 4:18; 1 Thess. 5:28; 1 Tim.
6:21; Tit. 2:15; Philem. 25) with a simple salutio and blessing formula. It testifies that
God is merciful and full of compassion. Paul believed God is loving. Christians are
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bound to the one loving God in Christ in such a way that they have to love one another
and develop a loving brotherhood or sisterhood.
As God loves, so God cares for the world and humankind. To care means to have
interest in and or concern with something, especially, a life issue. The life issue for which
one cares may be a joy or a sorrow or an admiration or awe. Since the beginning of his
ministry, Christ is the ultimate incarnation actualized of the loving God (Strunkl4). Jesus
interacted with people from all walks of life, especially those who were helpless,
hopeless, outcast, marginalized, oppressed, sick, and poor. He worked mostly in the
northern part of a Jewish land to show his love to the unfortunate social segments of
Israel. Jesus was with those people. He listened, comforted, helped, and healed them
physically (Jesus healed a leper in Matt. 8:1-4), mentally (Jesus called those who were
heavy laden in Matt. 1 1:28-29), socially (Jesus healed some of social deficiency�he
called Matthew the tax collector to be one of his disciples in Matt. 9:9-13), and spiritually
(Jesus died on the cross to free humankind from spiritual bondage and sin in Matt. 26-27)
to reveal the loving Trinitarian God: the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit (1 John 4: 1-
21).
The Imago Dei in Humankind
According to Genesis 2:7, God formed Adam from adamah (Hebrew ground),
and God breathed into his nostril the breath of life. Then humankind became alive. God is
the only Creator, and humans are creatures. However, because ofGod's special
intervention, humankind not only became similar to other creatures but also different.
Humankind is unique. Humanity is created to be God's image and representative so
humans have to be accountable to God. To execute their position as God's
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representatives, humankind had several similarities with God. Their similarities were not
in their substance but in their characters. I view Psalm 8:5, "You have made man a little
lower than angels," as an echo of Genesis 1:26-27 and 2:7. God made humankind to
represent him to oversee, manage, and benefit from earth and other creatures so
humankind had to be accountable to God. Humanity had the freedom to represent God
before other creatures, but they had to be God-centered representatives.
The biblical anthropology cannot be separated from the biblical understanding of
God, for humankind is created to follow after God's image. The unitary nature of God
originates the understanding of holistic humankind nature. The image of an individual
human is unitary and undivided. Any human corporate must be seen as a holistic system.
Ontologically man is a unity (Anderson 207). Phenomenologically humanity may be seen
from their four main dimensions�^physical, mental, social, and spiritual. However,
humans have to be understood as holistic beings first, as they understand God. All aspects
of human life form an entity in such a way so that they become a systemic organism. Any
attempt to compartmentalize the personhood will reduce the totality of human nature. The
integration and the unity of the individual human nature will not be respected. The human
holistic system will be destroyed, and humankind is dehumanized. Any effort to focus on
a particular dimension must facilitate and foster the individual and the humankind
corporation becoming whole.
Even though humankind is holistic in nature, they are multidimensional, for God
is monotheistic in nature but he can be seen as the Trinitarian persona. The human
physical dimension came from the ground when God created Adam (Gen. 1:26-27; 2:7,
20-23). By having physical dimension, humans become tangible, touchable, and
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measurable. Humans' similarity, connectivity, and continuity with their physical
environments make humans unique. Finite, the human is still an integral part of the whole
existence of the physical world. Human life depends on surrounding physical
environments. I believe human physical dimension is a part ofGod's covenantal gift to
humankind. Human physical dimension has worth and is good (Gen. 1:31). By having
physical dimension, as God's representative, humans can relate to their environment so
humans' physical dimension is not necessarily bad.
Humankind is related directly to and dependent on its surrounding physical
environments. However, humans are separated and different from their surrounding
physical world and other living beings. The biblical message of the imago Dei
symbolizes the discontinuity and dissimilarity of human existence with the physical
environment and other living beings. Humans have a mental dimension that covers
cognition, emotion, behavior, psychomotor skills, and conation or motivation. . Because
of the mental dimension, humans are able to develop intraaction and interaction and
intracommunication and intercommunication, for God is able to execute the same things.
I consider the Trinitarian God as a systemic corporate model so God not only
considers an individual human from the perspective of God's standalone individuality but
also from a corporate personality for the Trinitarian God as a systemic corporate model.
God not only created humans to have physical, mental, and spiritual dimension but also
to have social dimension. According to the Genesis story of creation, God not only
created Adam as a man alone, or Eve as a woman alone, but God created humankind,
male and female (Gen. 1 :27). God created a man in his relation to a woman, and God
created a woman in her relation to a man. Both are created to be equal partners to
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represent God's loving and caring (Gen. 1:28-31). Both are created to have physical,
mental, and spiritual dimension to develop the universal human family. They live under
the same Trinitarian God, stay in the same world, and belong to the same family. To
name the universal human family communion would be more theologically appropriate.
histead of universal human family communion, Nonna Verna Harrison utilizes "universal
human community" (170). I agree with Ray S. Anderson's understanding of individual
"is always co-humanity" (50, 73). To actuaUze the nature of cohumanity, humans have to
be a caring community. Being human means becoming a helping being in order to
develop mutual caring and providing a shared space to grow mutually with others.
Humans not only actualize themselves as physical, mental, and social beings but
also as spiritual beings. The spiritual dimension is grounded on the understanding of God
as the creator. A fundamental relationship exists between the creator and humans.
Commenting on this fundamental issue, Stuart D. McLean cites what Karl Barth said,
"Man is linked with God from the beginning" (31) in "a covenantal relationship" (18,
28). For humans are originally from God; therefore, they depend on God. Humans are
spiritual beings, for humans are summoned to respond to God's initiative. The climax of
the narrative of Genesis 1: l-2:4a is the institution of the Sabbath celebration. The climax
of the creation is the entire of creatures' communion with and worship to God.
Historically, the celebration became a social-psychological unifying factor for the Jewish
slaves in Egypt. The process of freedom from bondage began with the worship of God
and the communion with God (the Passover in Egypt) and moved to the end of a spiritual
journey that was communion with God and worship to God in Jerusalem. In the middle of
the spiritual journey was communion with and worship of God on Mount of Sinai.
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The physical, mental, social, and spiritual dimensions can be distinguished, but
they cannot be separated. They are interrelated, interdependent, and complementary. The
best metaphor of the relation among them is a symbiotic relation by which two
components or dissimilar organism is in a mutually beneficial relation. They are different
but they exist together, relate to each other, support each other symbiotically, and create a
mutually beneficial relationship in such a way to create a uniting system of human life.
Humans are created to be holy for God the Creator is holy. The strongest biblical
message of the human hohness is Psalm 8:5: "For You [God] have made him [human
being] a little lower than angels. . ." or a littie less than God" (RSV). Other passages that
show human holiness clearly include the story of Genesis where God blessed humans,
male and female (Gen. 1:28) and placed Adam and Eve in Eden (Gen. 2: 1-15). They
created a harmonious and peaceful relationship with their environments. When God
breathed the living breath into the nostrils of humans (Gen. 2:7), he not only breathed the
energy of life but also the energy of being holy. God is the only legitimate source of all
holiness. Otherwise humans would not manage, oversee, and utilize their surroundings
responsibly, accountably, and ethically. The story of the Fall in Genesis 3 tells that
humans did not want to be God's representatives anymore, but they wanted to be the
master of the world, that is God. Humankind crossed over their original humanity
boundary (Gen. 3:1-3), capacity, and responsibility. They wanted to be God. Since then
humans have lost their holiness. As a result of crossing over the humanity boundary, the
harmonious and peaceful relation among humans and other creatures was broken and
fractured, histead of being responsible, accountable, and ethical in dealing with
environments, humans were manipulative, exploitative, irresponsible, unaccountable, and
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unethical. The human environmental management was not God-centered but Adam-Eve
centered. To help humans to regain their holiness, God interjected into human history by
giving the Ten Commandments on Mt. Sinai (Exod. 20), Jesus Christ's Incarnation
(Matthew; Mark; Luke; John) and the Holy Spirit (Acts 2).
The adjective creative means having power to create and derives from the verb to
create ("Creative"). According to the Oxford Student's Dictionary, the word create
means "cause something to exist, make something new, give rise to, and produce" (138).
Creativity comes from the human mental process and capacity, causing something to
exist, making something new, or giving rise to or producing something new, for example,
to invent a new idea, drawing, painting, sculpting, crafting, and writing. God gave
humans creativity in the creation. Previously, I discussed God is creative, for God created
the universe, humankind, and all existences in heaven and on earth. The Incarnation of
Christ is the ultimate actualization of God's creativity. God is the only legitimate
resource of all human creativity. God created humans, male and female, to be living
beings. When God created humans, God breathed the creative capability into humans
holistically: physically, mentally, socially, and spiritually.
As God's image, humans are blessed with God's creative power. All human
creativities derive from God's creative character. Humankind can create, cause something
to exist, make something new, give rise to something, and produce. Creativity comes
from human mental process and capacity. As God's representatives, humans are blessed
to have the capacity to create, manage, cultivate, oversee, and benefit from the
surrounding environment creatively, effectively, responsibly, accountably, and ethically.
Even human creativity can be used for creating new ideas, theories, means, models.
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skills, and techniques of universal human mutual caring in general terms and particularly
in pastoral care and counseling ministry. Creating a new specialty of pastoral counseling
ministry is also caused by the creative power of humankind. Creating a new pastoral
counseling education and pastoral counselor supervision can also be an actualization of
the human creative power.
For God the creator is love so the humans as his image have the capacity to love
and to be loved individually and corporately. God not only breathed human energy of
life, mental dimension, and creativity, but also love. Because God is the absolute source
of loving energy, so humans have to utilize their loving energy responsibly, accountably,
and ethically. The affective and emotive capabilities are parts of mental capabilities of
humans. God's covenant with humankinds has been heavenly and worldly, physically,
mentally, socially, and spiritually. Humanity has the capacity to love and be loved
holistically. God commands humans to love God, fellow humans, and themselves
holistically: "You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart [emotion, affection,
conation, psychomotor], with all your soul [spiritual being, life style, holiness] and with
all your minds [cognition]" (Matt. 22:37); and, "You shall love your neighbors as
yourself (Matt. 22:39). According to the original intention of God's creation, humans
became a community of love individually and corporately (Gen. 1:27; 2:7-8, 21-25).
The Historical Perspective of Pastoral Counselor Formation
Jesus Christ is the ultimate Incarnation of God. He is the Son of God and the Son
of humans as well. Jesus Christ incarnates ultimately a loving nature of God and the
imago Dei as originally designed. In order to be able to love others holistically, Jesus
trained, mentored, and empowered his disciples in such a way so they had personal
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qualities, attitudes, and abilities to participate in God's caring ministry, especially with
and for those who encountered life issues in order to grow holistically in their likeness of
God.
Since the beginning of Christian history. Christian community from generation to
generation has participated in the ministry of God's loving and caring, hi the next
sections, the study elaborates the issue of the intergenerational caring ministry of
Christian community from the beginning of its history to the twentieth century. The
beginning of the twentieth century was really a turning point of Christian
intergenerational ministry where the Christian community began to integrate its
intergenerational wisdom of caring for human souls with modern psychological wisdom
to become what I see as pastoral counseling. This study views pastoral counseling as a
bilingual ministry, integrating theological and psychological wisdom to help those who
deal with life issues to experience them fully and finally to grow holistically and function
at a maximum level.
To some extent pastoral counselors have to own a bilingual wisdom: theology and
psychology. Through pastoral counseling formation supervision, pastoral counselors
learn a certain level of bilingual personal and professional identity that is a theological
and psychological language. Pastoral counselor formation supervision participates in
God's caring and the universal human family's caring as well, hi Christ, God (John 1:1-
13; 3:16) incarnates God's own caring for the sake of human life holistically, including
human sorrows and joys, so pastoral counseling supervision is a part of God's caring
ministry for human sorrows and joys. In an eschatological sense pastoral counselor
formation supervision participates in Christ's ministry to recruit, mentor, and format his
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disciples continuously and sustainably to care for each other until his second coming, hi a
narrow sense, all related parties of supervision participate in Christ's ministry to form
personal and professional identity.
The Genealogy of Pastoral Counseling
Pastoral counseling was a twentieth-century phenomenon and appeared among
American Protestant pastors who incorporated psychological findings into their ministries
of caring. Loren Townsend considers that pastoral counseling emerged as a twentieth-
century expression of white male American Protestant clergy (39-40). Totok S.
Wiryasaputra and Rini Handayani note that pastoral counseling was conceived in the
United States of America at the beginning of the twentieth century as an integration of "a
nineteen centuries old Christian caring" and "the Twentieth century emerging
psychological helping profession" (32). Using pastoral counseling, American pastors
could help their church members and communities effectively.
Pastoral counseling was founded at the beginning of the twentieth century,
developed, and culminated when the pastoral counseling guild named AAPC was
organized in 1963. However, Christian caring ministry has had a long history since the
beginning of Christianity (Kemp 23). Pastoral ministry was patterned, maintained,
revitalized, enriched, contextualized, reformed, and transformed by the Christian from
generation to generation in many different cultures and was supported by faithful
believers. Pastoral counseling divinely originated from God the Creator, the Father of
caring, incarnated completely by God's only Son, and manifested sustainably by God's
only compassionate Spirit, and has become a new hybrid of the intergenerational
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Christian caring ministry. The process could be seen as a form of twentieth-century
metamorphosis of an intergenerational Christian caring ministry.
Christian intergenerational caring could be viewed as proto-pastoral counseling.
Humankind as the Imago Dei was created to follow after the caring nature of God so
proto-pastoral counseling has existed as long as humans have been on this planet
(Wiryasaputra, Ready to Care 17). As in any other community, the Jewish community,
since its beginniilg as a cultural, political, faith, koinonical entity was represented by an
individual or a group (such as Adam, Eve, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Moses, Aaron,
Joshua, elders, priests, judges, kings, prophets, Mary, Joseph�^the worldly father of
Jesus, and other male and female believers) who all believed in the caring nature of God.
The story of the caring nature of God is the metanarrative of the Old Testament.
The Era of Jesus�The Incarnational Foundation of Pastoral Counseling
The meta-story of the Old Testament was maintained by the New Testament, even
by its ultimate form of Incarnation: Jesus Christ, the Son of God, and the Son of human
beings as well. One feature among others of Christ's care was illustrated by a metaphor
of the Good Shepherd:
"[LJeaves the ninety and nine and seeks the one lost sheep" (Luke 15:3-7)
. . . "when he saw the crowds, he had compassion for them, because they
were harassed and helpless, like sheep without a shepherd" (Matt. 9:36)....
He referred to himself as a shepherd "I am the good shepherd. The good
shepherd lays down his life for the sheep" (John 10:1-18). For other
references to the shepherd motif read Ps. 23, 79: 13, 100:3, where God is
referred to as shepherd; Isa. 40:1-1 1, Ezek. 34:2-10, Jer. 23:1-4,
Zech. 13:7-9, where those who worked in God's behalf are described as
under shepherds; Matt. 15:24, 18:12-14, Luke 12:32, where Jesus referred
to himself as the good shepherd. In John 21:15-19, he commanded Peter to
care for the sheep. (Kemp 23)
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In contrast to the poUtical, economic, and reUgious shepherds of his era, the Good
Shepherd spent more time with the marginahzed (Mark 7: 1-17), powerless (Matt. 9:35-
37), voiceless (Mark 3:7-1 1), needy (John. 6:22-59), poor (Matt. 5:1-1 1), hungry (Mark
8:1-9), thirsty (John 7:37-39), heavy-laden (Matt. 11:28), possessed (Mark 1:16-19),
spiritually broken (Mark 5:1-20), conflicted (Mark 2:13-17), sickened (Mark 1:40-45),
paralyzed (Mark 2:1-12), blind (Mark 8:22-26), deaf (Mark 7:31-37), and grieved (John
1 1: 1-44), so he had no time to rest (Matt. 8: 18-22). His caring ministry with and for
others, especially in the northern area of Israel, occupied Jesus' time. He was the great
proto-pastoral counselor and the solid incarnational foundation of pastoral counseling as
well.
He gave everything he had and offered his life on the cross to help the entire
world�humankind and creatures. He opened the door of heaven, the peace of God's
kingdom, and the wholeness of brokenness (Luke 23:42-43). He was buried in three days
and resurrected. After his resurrection he took care of his disciples, male and female,
healed from the grief. He spent forty days visiting one by one (John 20: 1 1-18�Mary
Magdalene, 24-28�Thomas), a couple (Luke 24:13-34�the Walk to Emmaus), or a
group of disciples (John 20: 19-23) to help them recover. He was the great grief
counselor. Jesus knew his disciples needed time to recuperate. After his ascension he
continued to be with his disciples through the Holy Spirit (Acts 1:1-5). Christ never left
his disciples alone; he sustained them.
In his ministry, Jesus presented that proto-pastoral counseling could use several
modalities: one to one relationships, a couple, family, group, and conamunity to help
those who dealt with painful issues. Moreover, he also displayed good examples of
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holistic proto-pastoral counseling ministry into which he integrated physical, mental,
social, and spiritual ministry. Mostly Jesus utihzed short-term counseling. For example,
Jesus used the forty days after his resurrection to help his disciples recover from grief.
The majority of people in his era believed that the main source of life problems was sin
and spiritual brokenness, therefore Jesus prioritized his ministry on "the cure of the
souls" or cura animarum (Oden 49). This priority of Jesus' ministry was transmitted,
maintained, adjusted, and contextualized by the Christian intergenerationally (Clebsch
and Jaekle 1).
Intergenerational Proto-Pastoral Counseling
The early Christians took the command to feed the hungry, care for the needy,
extend hospitality to strangers, provide opportunity for confession, and minister to every
form of need seriously and faithfully (Kemp 23). Christian mutual caring (John 15:12-17)
in the first three centuries helped them survive through tribulations and hardships. I am
not naive about the contribution of orthodoxy teaching in the first three centuries for
Christianity's survival. However, without practicing mutual caring, the Christian would
not have endured in the fourth century. The transmission of proto-pastoral counseling
went very well. The Didache was one of the pastoral ministry forms in the second
century (Irvin and Sunquist 58-65; Firet 50-58). The teaching of the early apostles
provided instructions for confession and dealing with guilt (Kemp 27). During the first
three centuries. Christians kept the priority of pastoral ministry: "the cure of the souls" or
cura animarum (Oden 186-203; HoHfield 17).
During the medieval era, the institutional church, the Christians, religious orders,
monks, and nuns kept alive the spirit of compassion and developed new methods for
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dealing with humanity's sin and guilt. For example, pastoral care ministry was provided
to the church through Holy Communion, annual confession, and other sacramental rites
(Kemp 23). Confession of sin was the most popular means of pastoral care. I assume that
pastoral ministry started to be formalized, structured, patterned, and standardized in the
beginning of the medieval era, and unfortunately was monopolized by those who had
clerical office at the end of the era. The religious profession presumably came into being
in the early part of this time period and became the only agent of the church to oversee
the members of the parish.
During the Middle Ages, several outstanding pastoral ministry leaders such as
Gregory the Great (the sixth century), Bernard Clairvaux (the twelfth century), Thomas
Aquinas (the thirteenth century), Francisco Bernadone (the thirteenth century) existed in
Christian history. Even though the church tended to be more structured and elitist.
Christians continued to keep the pastoral ministry a priority that is, "the cure of the souls"
or cura animarum. Proto-pastoral counseling was transmitted from the first century,
through the second to the third century, then from the forth to the sixth centuries, and
eventually came to the medieval era (from the seventh to the fifteenth century).
The Reformation and Post-Reformation Eras
A major change occurred in Christian history. Resulting from rejection of the
rigid structure and the centralized power of the institutional church, marginalization of
the parishioners, and the excessive use of irrational symbols, in most cases in the
Reformation era, the reformed Christian abandoned the centralized power of the
institutional church and the churches' excessive use of irrational symbols (Kemp 23).
However, the major reformers of the Protestant Reformation era, Luther (1483-1546),
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Calvin (1509-1564), Zwingli (1484-1531), Melancton (1457-1560), Bucher (1491-1551),
and Knox (1505-1572), maintained the pastor-office or a clergy-based caring ministry.
They were reformers, but also good counselors (Kemp 32). Based on the biblical
message, they introduced a new theological idea of the priesthood of the believers with
which the lay people could participate more in the caring ministry.
From the post-Reformation era until the end of the nineteenth century, the spirit of
Christian caring in a broad sense, and pastoral care ministry in a narrow sense was not
lost (Kemp 25). Due to the influence of rationalization, romanticism, and the
enlightenment, pastoral ministry started to integrate other thoughts, such as psychological
wisdom, into their efforts of "cure of the souls" or cura animarum ministry. Many
outstanding Christian leaders made important contributions to pastoral ministry in the
post-Reformation era. Some of these early important figures are discussed in the
following sections.
Richard Baxter (1616-1691) was a nonconformist, a leader of the Puritan
Christians in England. He published The Reformed Pastor in 1656. Since then his book
has become the main reference book of pastoral ministry, hi his writing he mentioned, "A
minister is not to be merely a public preacher, but to be known as a counselor for their
souls as the physician is for their bodies" (Kemp 28). John Watson (1850-1907) whose
pseudonym was Ian McLarren, was a minister of the Free Church of Scotland and
published The Cure of the Souls (1896). His book was commendable in his era and has
become an excellent pastoral ministry reference up to the twenty-first century. His well-
known saying was, "Be kind; for everyone you meet is fighting a hard battle" (Kemp 28).
William Booth (1829-1912) was a Methodist minister in England who initiated the
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Salvation Army�a good preacher and pastor as well. He had compassion for those who
were not fortunate physically and psychologically (25). Jacob van Oosterzee (1817-1882)
was an evangelical pastor from Holland and a former pastoral theology professor at
Utrecht University. He published his book Practical Theology in 1878. His writing had
an important influence on American pastoral theologians (Kemp 25). Thomas Chalmers
(1780-1847) was a minister of the Free Church of Scotland and a former moral
philosophy professor at St. Andrew University, Glasgow, Scotland. He was diligent in
visiting his people and counseled them individually (28). Jonathan Edwards (1703-1758)
was a minister of a church in Northampton, Massachusetts. He belonged to the Reformed
tradition, was a Puritan, and contributed to the Great Awakening Movement (25). One of
his publications was Religious Affections (1754). Washington Gladden (1836-1918) was
part of an American congregational church (26), one of the social gospel movement
leaders, and wrote the Christian Pastor (1896).
Those historical leaders could show us that the proto-pastoral counseling of the
Christian conmiunity was transmitted from the first century to the nineteenth century.
Those individual Christians represented the mutual caring of the Christian community.
From the sixteenth century to the nineteenth century, the proto-pastoral counseling
ministry was utilized and enriched by other social science wisdom over time and was
ready to be integrated with modern psychological information in the beginning of the
twentieth century. At the turn of the twentieth century, both sides were ready to merge.
The Twentieth Century�The Birth of Pastoral Counseling
The Church had practiced its intergenerational proto-pastoral counseling for
nineteen hundred years, making the time right for a metamorphosis. Pastoral counseling
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is historically a twentieth century phenomenon. Pastoral counseling ministry was born in
the early part of the twentieth century and became the real turning point of the history of
pastoral ministry in the United States of America. This new hybrid of pastoral care
ministry founded, developed, and became an autonomous profession in America then
migrated to the other parts of the world (Lartey 25-32). The birth of pastoral counseling
was triggered by several important factors externally and internally in the life of the
church.
The advancement of social work. One of the first major forces of change
involved the advancement of the social sciences. At the end of the nineteenth century,
America experienced social transformation. Many complex social problems developed
accidentally. American farmers experienced extremely bad weather and a long dry season
so they lost grain and cotton in the fields. The draught made the farming business go
badly and most farmers lived in poor conditions. At the same time, American emerging
industrialization moved the economic activities from rural areas to most urban areas. The
economy and capital powers were centralized and controlled by a very small group of
people: the new emerging class named capitalists. Prosperity was not equally shared by
all sections of the population. The new American capitalist class controlled bit by bit the
life ofmost American farmers, and indirectly, the workers. The working and health
conditions of rural farmers and factory workers were even worse. These social problems
caused other complex problems such as massive and bloody union strikes and the rapid
increase of crime (Hudson 309-10).
Several decades after the Civil War, social sciences such as sociology and
psychology came to the forefront (Hudson 266). American scholars attempted to study
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social phenomena with a scientific method. They studied poverty, crime, the workers'
life, hidians' life, and the lives of African-Americans in different perspectives. For
instance, research in New York found that one-third of the population lived in a marginal
world with extremely poor lives (Hommes, Toisuta, Wiryasaputra, Gotrohutomo, and
Gubbins 10). American sociologists used their research to encourage both federal and
state governments to provide a better service for poor people. The emerging social
workers began developing new methods to deal with social problems in a scientific way
in the hope that they could solve social problems effectively. Social workers left their
charity approach then used case work and group work approaches. They also tried to
study the relationship between poverty, family problems, and social structures.
Furthermore, they studied the role of the government, religious institutions, and social
organizations in a new way. Several scholars studied the relationship between poverty
and religious faith. For example. Dr. Richard C. Cabot analyzed the relation between
religious faith, health problems, and social structures.
The birth of pastoral counseling should be seen in the context of the birth and
development of social work in the early decades of the twentieth century. The inception
of pastoral counseling was triggered by the advancement of the new social work
profession, particularly clinical social work (Jackson 91). The new pastoral ministry
movement started using the case study method in its education. Those who were
educating ministers began using a new method. Later, this new method of minister
education was called clinical pastoral education. Richard C. Cabot represented the close
relationship between new pastoral ministry and clinical social work. He was a pioneer of
both clinical social work and clinical pastoral education. He began to train some
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seminarians along with social worker students in a hospital setting knowing that
theological education would be more practical and at the same time the social work
education would be more aware of the spiritual problem.
The advancement of social science triggered the birth of two movements, namely
personal pastoral ministry and theological education methods of the church. The first
movement was aimed at improving the quality and the method of individual ministry.
Both movements had been interrelated and complementary. The final result of the efforts
of the first movement was the estabhshment of the American Association of Pastoral
Counselors a by national conference of one hundred pastoral counselors held in New
York in 1963 (Townsend 26). According to Townsend, "The conference speakers
stressed on the need for national organization to set standards for counseling centers and
regulate the growth of pastoral counseling as a clergy specialty" (26). As a professional
association I could assume that the purpose of AAPC was also to establish standards for
professional preparation and professional ethics of pastoral counselors. The second
movement was aimed at improving the quality of the minister's education. The final
result of the efforts of the second movement was the establishment of Clinical Pastoral
Education (ACPE) in 1967. According to Townsend "The association standardized CPE
as a professional education programs for ministry that provided supervised practice in
pastoral care with a focus on pastoral identity, interpersonal competence, and chaplaincy
skills" (19). Historically the birth and the development of AAPC and CPE are interrelated
and interconnected.
The advancement of psychology. The second major force came through the
advancement of psychology. In order to discuss the birth of pastoral counseling, I must
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also discuss the development of psychology in the early years of the twentieth century.
The beginning of the twentieth century was marked by the work of Frank Parson. He
began introducing vocational guidance in 1909 (Sipe 41). Any present form of
counseling inherits from Parson's efforts. And for the first time, Sigmund Freud
introduced his psychoanalysis theory to American academic circles when he was
lecturing at Clark University in 1909 (42). After his lecture at Clark University,
American psychologists began to be interested in his theory. Since then many
psychologists have tried to respond to Freud's psychoanalysis theory in many different
ways: rejecting, accepting, modifying, or applying the theory in a wide variety of
disciplines: medicine, education, social work, pastoral ministry, and so forth. Freud's
theory seemingly overwhelmed the United States of America during the 1920s and the
1930s.
To some degree the American academic circle's interest in psychoanalysis theory
triggered the early development of pastoral counseling. Conventionally, individual
pastoral counseling focused on individual teaching, preaching, praying, and judging
ministry. The new pastoral counseling focused on the psychodynamics of an individual,
attempting to relate peoples' religious experience to their inner life dynamics. The inner
life of a human being was not as simple as used to be thought by the old pastoral
ministry. Pastoral counseling had learned that the healing function of the church not only
could be done by faith healing, for example only using prayer but also by psychological
and social intervention. This process was a kind of a new healing ministry of the church.
Understandably, the 1940s saw a wide variety of studies of the church as a holistic
healing community: physically, mentally, socially, and spiritually (Jackson 101). Pastoral
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counseling was a part of the new movement that was the holistic healing ministry of the
church. The intergenerational method of healing and the new psychological information
was creatively integrated.
hi the beginning of the nineteenth century, many theological scholars tried to
study intensively the interrelation between the psychological and spiritual issues of
human life. Because studies of the interconnection between psychology and religion,
especially regarding religious experience, were emerging, many scholars consider the
beginning of the twentieth century as the rise of a new scientific discipline called
psychology of religion. The rise of the psychology of religion might trigger the
development of a new form of personal pastoral care ministry of the church called
pastoral counseling. Because of the historical background of pastoral counseling, some
experts view the process as a specialized ministry within the general ministry of the
church (Townsend 19-25), especially within personal pastoral care ministry.
The advancement of philosophy. The advancement of philosophy served as the
third major force. At the end of the nineteenth century, American philosophical thought
was marked by pragmatism, introduced by an American, William James (Popkin 172).
His efforts could be seen as a revolt to European metaphysical thought (Hudson 266-67).
James was a physician who taught at Harvard University. Later, he turned to study
psychology (Popkin 172). He was interested in studying the psychology of intellectual
and religious life. As a result of his extensive research, he then turned to study
philosophy. William James' thought represented the post-Civil War situation in the
United States of America. Since that time, the center of economic activities had moved
from the rural to urban areas. Capitalism, individualism, humanism, professionalism, and
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secularism had had a strong influence on American life, so the orientation of life had
been based on a money-benefit orientation.
The main theme of the pragmatism point of view is cash value. All of
humankinds' intellectual activities have to be based on solving the problem or difficulty
that they experience, hitellectual activities should become their efforts to accomplish
something. Some concrete end result must be accomplished. People determine whether
their thoughts are true or false based on function or concrete end result. James was also
called the father of the functionalism school of psychology. Again, his most important
question was always, "What is the end result of our intellectual activity?" Thoughts are
instruments, and they can be judged in terms of their success (Popkin 172). A theory is
true if it works. A theory must be workable and applicable. Many European metaphysical
views are false. According to James, a truth is not static or unchangeable, but dynamic,
changing from time to time. The truth is determined by its benefit or cash value. James'
main point of view represents and reflects American cultural dynamics in the early years
of the twentieth century.
John Dewey, the father of instrumentalism, based his theory on James' pragmatic
point of view (Popkin 174). For Dewey, a scientific method was an instrument to solve a
problem. Dewey's thought strongly influenced the studies and practices of applied
psychology (such as counseling and clinical psychology) and theology (such as pastoral
care and counseling, pastoral psychotherapy). Generally, the main responsibility of
applied psychology and applied theology, such as pastoral care and counseling, is to
solve some people's problems. I would like to say that the United States of America has
become the homeland of applied psychology�clinical psychology, mental health
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counseling, professional counseling, addiction counseling, and genetic counseling�and
applied theology�new pastoral ministry, pastoral care, pastoral counseling, and pastoral
psychotherapy.
To some degree I believe that both applied psychology and applied theology
belonged to helping professions that focused on problem solving. The modern secular
applied psychology and the modern applied theology were developed to help people
solve their problems. For secular applied psychology practitioners to use the
psychological-humanism prescriptions and pastoral counseling and for pastoral
psychotherapy practitioners to use psychological-theological-spiritual prescriptions to
help counselees is understandable. Even though conservative Christian pastoral ministry
practitioners have rejected what they called secularized or worldly pastoral ministry, they
have been influenced by the new philosophical trend of the twentieth century and use
biblical verses and prayers to solve the problem of the people. Even though their means
are different, the end result of the helping process is the same: peoples' problems solved.
The influences of pragmatism on the creation and the development of clinical
pastoral education and pastoral counseling were very obvious. The pioneers of clinical
pastoral education, such as Cabot, William Keller, and Anton Boisen expected
theological education (particularly, pastoral ministry studies) to be based more on
practical issues (Powell 3-7). With that kind of expectation, they began to experiment
with pastoral ministry education. They used a hospital setting as a theological education
arena where seminarians worked together with other professionals, such as medical social
workers, medical doctors, and psychotherapists. Since its inception, this new approach of
theological education has struggled with "the living human document" (50). In this new
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pastoral ministry model, the student pastors not only use pure biblical hermeneutical
resources but also psychological and sociological resources scientifically. Pastoral
theology and pastoral ministry studies have been more concerned with the real context of
human life.
Because of the strong influence of a pragmatic way of thinking, new pastoral
ministry/pastoral counseling has been more concerned with the middle and upper classes
of the American population in the past several decades (Sipe 50)�the ones who have
given better financial rewards and enable the institution to maintain its ministry.
Moreover, pastoral counseling has not paid attention enough to unhealthy social, cultural,
corporative, and structural systems and behaviors that might have caused so many
mental, psychological, and behavioral problems of the people. Pastoral counseling has
focused on curative efforts and has paid less attention to preventive efforts, including
health education and promotion. The challenge of pastoral counseling is in the present as
well as in the future, particularly in an hidonesian context where the church deals with so
many issues of unhealthy social, cultural, corporative, and structural systems and
behaviors.
The advancement of biblical study. The advancement of biblical study methods
was a fourth major force, hi the late nineteenth century, many biblical scholars
introduced a new approach to biblical study called text-criticism and historical criticism.
They tried to apply textual and historical scientific approach methods to biblical study
(Hudson 269). As a result of this research, in 1881 the English Revised Version of the
New Testament was published (Hudson 266). Almost at the same time, many biblical
scholars and theologians began to be interested in the relationship between the evolution
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theory of Darwin and theology. The main topic of scholars' discussions was about the
view of biological evolution (267-68). For example, John Fiske says, "Evolution is God's
way of doing things" (qtd. in Hudson 269). Then many biblical scholars and theologians
followed after him, such as Lymann Abbot, Henry Ward Beecher, and Henry Drunmiond.
Those studies created American theologians' interest in studying the personality
development and the history of the individual. American theologians thought the time
had come to reexamine and reorient the focus of theological studies to be in on the real
situations of human life. To this end, individual pastoral caregivers had to build a bridge
to those towhom they ministered through personal relationships. Unfortunately, in the last
several decades of the nineteenth century, pastoral ministry did not pay attention enough
to personal relationships. They did not focus on the relational dynamics between the giver
and the receiver of pastoral ministry. Pastoral ministry was focused on the ministry of
preaching, teaching, and celebrating. The church ministers did not give enough time to
small group dynamics and interpersonal ministry.
The interpersonal ministry of the church generally was based on superstitious
beliefs and traditional faith healing. The central issues of personal ministry to the church
were sin, guilt, penance, and penitence. Exorcisms became an important part of pastoral
ministry. Pastoral theology theorem was based on those central issues. Religious
resources, such as laying on hands, prayer, Bible reading, and sacred song were used as
the main intervention techniques of pastoral ministry. Neither psychological-behavioral
nor sociological approach was used in the process of pastoral ministry, hi this kind of
situation, pastoral care givers needed no listening skills at all. hi the new era of
psychology, sociology, social work, psychotherapy, and guidance counseling, pastoral
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ministry scholars thought pastoral ministry was in need of reexamination and
reorientation.
The post-American Civil War era was marked by the development of a wide
variety of social problems. This condition encouraged the scholars to study the
interrelation between religious factors and society. In this perspective, the birth of the
social gospel movement is understandable (Hudson 312-15). Practically and
professionally, Jane Addams and Graham Taylor administered an educational experiment
in which they conducted a joint social work clinical training for social worker students
and theological students, or seminarians. They used "hospital, urban, and rural poor
settings" as their textbooks (Hudson 316). The reflection and analysis were primarily
based on the social structures, systems, and real human conditions. This new experiment
encouraged social gospels, thus Cabot and Boisen began their new approach of pastoral
ministry education (Powell 3-7).
The unemployed former World War I chaplains. The unemployed former
World War I chaplains became a fifth major force. After World War I many former
military chaplains worked in hospital settings to take care of war casualties. In addition,
they also took care ofmany American families who lost their loved ones in the war.
Unfortunately, they had never prepared for this kind of pastoral ministry. The sudden
complicated influx of emotional problems of those to whom they ministered forced them
to minister in different ways. They needed new tools to cope with the emotional and
psychodynamic issues of those to whom they ministered. Theological education needed
to help them conduct pastoral ministry professionally among others in the hospitals. In
working for hospitals, they not only had to deal with the patients, but also their families,
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as well as hospital staff, so they needed a new kind of pastoral training in an academic,
scientific, and professional standard.
They worked in different settings so they had to adjust to their new environment.
They were a part of the whole group of interprofessional helpers in the hospitals. To
some extent they had to develop a new kind of pastoral role. Moreover, this new ministry
setting motivated the churches and theological educators to develop a new kind of
practical theological training that dealt with human life crises in a real sense. The story of
the age had encouraged theological education to utilize more clinical experience for their
pastors. The time of new pastoral ministry was coming to America. A new form of
pastoral ministry, later called pastoral counseling, and a new method of pastoral training,
later called clinical education, were conceived.
The position of American ministers. The final factor in the birth of pastoral
counseling was the role of ministers in American life and culture. From the inception of
America, religious life has played an important role in the life of American society. I
believe that the role of religious clergy in America was still very important in the
nineteenth century. People, especially the parishioners, expected pastors to be present to
celebrate with them the joys and sorrows of life, such as the death of loved ones,
sickness, engagements, marriages, the birth of babies, baptism rites, confirmation rites,
and so forth. Until the end of the nineteenth century, no other more powerful profession
existed in America than the reUgious profession and the physician. Protestant ministers
enjoyed the prestige and privilege in American daily life.
However, the role of religious profession became less and less important with the
coming of the twentieth century because of the emerging new secular helping professions
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such as psychologists, psychotherapists, counselors, and social workers. These emerging
helping professions experienced a more important role in the life of American society.
Pastors wondered whether those emerging professionals were friends or enemies,
compatriots or competitors within the domain of church-caring professions. To encounter
this new context ofministry, ministers had no other choice except to gain the methods
and skills of emerging professions to be incorporated or integrated with their old pastoral
ministry methods and skills with which they could serve their people better, hi the end,
they maintained their prestige and privilege in American society.
In the beginning of the twentieth century was the emerging era of psychology,
psychotherapy, social work, and counseling moving people away from traditional helpers
when they experienced crises. They began to fmd help from secular helpers, such as
psychotherapists and counselors. Dealing with this new trend, ministers might think
about their lack of personal relationship and helping skills, and they might think about
losing their powerful role, prestige, and privilege in the American life. They might see
this new era of psychology, psychotherapy, social work, and counseling as difficult, and
they could become the unbeatable competitors. However, this challenging context of
ministry encouraged the theological schools to develop a new approach of pastoral
ministry that they synergistically incorporated and integrated with the new scientific
findings into their intergenerational pastoral approach. Those efforts answered the
emerging psychological needs of Americans for the more modern culture and more
alienated Americans.
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Those internal and external factors were interrelated in such a way to trigger the
birth of a new form of Christian caring ministry: pastoral counseling as a new helping
profession and a new model of pastoral education called clinical pastoral education.
The Development of Pastoral Counseling
Pastoral counseling was introduced at the beginning of the twentieth century in
America, at least in its embryonic form, hi this section I describe the development of
pastoral counseling and how it came into Indonesia.
During the 1900s Rev. Elwood Worcester (1905) established the Emmanuel
Movement at the Massachusetts General Hospital. He was an Episcopalian pastor of
Emmanuel Church in Boston. In 1908 the Emmanuel Movement published its own
journal Psychotherapy (Holifield 201) in which many interdisciplinary scholars such as
physicians, biblical scholars, historians, neurologists, and so forth wrote articles. Because
of the strong influence of Freud's visit and lecture at Clark University (1909), the
Emmanuel Movement was encouraged to study intensively and deeply the relationship
between religious experience, psychodynamics, and psychotherapy. Brooks E. Holifield
noted the strong influence of Freud's ideas on the Emmanuel Movement by saying, "As
early as 1909 the associate rector of the Emmanuel Episcopal Church announced that he
and his fellow ministers ranged themselves on the side of Freud" (195). To apply its new
interest and create a new type of pastoral ministry in the 1900s, the Emmanuel Movement
began to train social workers, seminarians, and church members.
During the 1910s, motivated by Freud's psychoanalysis ideas, American
psychological circles experienced "Psychological Revivahsm" (HoUfield 212-13). The
psychologists published many new articles that received attention from the press. For
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example, in 1913 Abraham A. Brill translated Freud's works, hi 1914 John Watson
published his Behaviorism for the first time. In 1915 Walter Lippmann wrote several
articles regarding Abraham A. Brill's lectures at the Mabel Dodge Salon in New York
City in The New Republic Newspapers (HoUfield 213). In the same year, Walter
Lippmann' s article on "Diagnosis of Dreams" appeared in Good Housekeeping
magazine. John Dewey was a prolific pastoral care writer in the 1930s who defined the
meaning of adjustment for pastoral care. His article, "Democracy and Education," written
in 1916, "was described as a hidden classic of [the] pastoral care movement" (HoUfield
223). Furthermore in 1918, more than one million soldiers were exposed to the first
psychological testing in America (212). This psychological revivalism swept through
churches all over America and they experienced the fever of psychology. The
conservative stream of American Christianity could not accept this new development of
using psychological help in the church (207), but the efforts of the Emmanuel Movement
triggered some other efforts and continued to progress into the second and third decade of
the twentieth century.
In 1906 Dr. Richard C. Cabot and James Jackson Putman began sponsoring many
lectures on the relationship between religious issues, moral issues, and the psychological
treatment of nervous and emotional disorders (Holifield 201). They turned from the soul-
healing ministry to the mental and emotional healing ministry. Later, in 1920, Cabot
began to train social workers and seminarians, and he introduced the use of the hospital
setting as a clinical training place. Separated from the Emmanuel Movement, Cabot and
Putman began serving through a counseling clinic for the middle class. Both the
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Emmanuel Movement and Cabot began their efforts with the expectation that theological
education should be more scientific, practical, and effective.
During the 1920s, Ohio native William Sebald Keller (1923) conducted similar
efforts. He was a physician and a social gospelist. He trained social workers and
seminarians during the summer months. Their textbooks were the hospitals and slum
communities. One year later (1924), Rev. Dr. Anton T. Boisen became the first hospital
chaplain in America, at Worcester State Hospital in Boston. He began studying the
relationship between religious experience and psychotherapy. He introduced "the living
human document" (a kind of case study) and "the record of conversation" (usually called
verbatim) as methods of clinical pastoral education (Asquith 16). His major research was
published in The Exploration of Inner World (1936). hi this research, he related the
religious experience and schizophrenic disturbances. He was the father of clinical
pastoral education and pastoral counseling as well.
During the 1930s Russell Dick, as the first full time hospital chaplain in America
(Holifield 236), was interested in counseling the sick. Collaborating with Cabot he wrote
The Art ofMinistering to the Sick (1936). He attempted to integrate a psychotherapy
approach into his pastoral ministry. Holified notes that 80 percent of the Protestant clergy
claimed that one to one conversation in discussing personal problems became their main
ministry in pastoral visits (219). Holified thought that one to one ministry or pastoral
counseling would be the major ministry of church pastors in the future (219). Pastoral
counseling pioneers continued to be influenced strongly by the thoughts of Freud.
Generally they tried to incorporate Freudian concepts into their understanding of human
growth and development. They tried to analyze the inner life of humankind. They
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focused on the psychodynamics of the relationship between the helped and the helper.
They began to encounter a person as a case. This approach was popular until the end of
the 1930s.
Harry Emmerson Fosdick at Riverside Church in New York City led another
direction in the 1930s. Fosdick was a pastoral counselor, but he was very interested in
integrating pastoral sensitivity with social transformation (HoUfield 219).
The 1930s decade was marked by the establishment of the Council for Clinical
Training (1930) of Theological Students. This Council has struggled with the standards
of clinical training and the supervising of clinical training, hi 1938 the council was
sponsored by Andover Theological School (Massachusetts), and the New England
Theological Schools Committee on Clinical Training was established (Holifield 234).
These two organizations worked separately.
During the 1940s, America was overwhelmed by the psychology of personality
pioneered by Henry A. Murray, Walter Lowen, and William Herbert Shaldon. Then, in
the late 1940s, psychologists, social workers, and pastoral counselors began to accept the
client centered therapy introduced by Carl Rogers (Holifield 259). He also introduced the
self-centered view. He focused on the personality of the self He reflected the alienation
of humans in the modern society of America. According to Carl Rogers, the self is god.
Clients must help themselves. The helper is only the facilitator. This thought continued
influencing psychologists, pastoral counselors, and social workers until the end of the
1950s. The task of the counseling service and of pastoral counseling was to help the
clients help themselves. Through Rogerian, pastoral ministry learned about its function as
a healing, sustaining, guiding, and reconciling ministry. The training of pastoral ministry
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was focused on human interpersonal skills, such as listening, empathy, and therapeutic
abilities.
During the 1950s, as a result of the influence of psychology, of personality, and
client-centered therapy, pastoral counseling introduced an approach of helping clients-
patients to help themselves. The tide of Seward Hiltner's book. Pastoral Counseling:
How Every Pastor Can Help People to Help Themselves, reflects this approach. At that
time the intervention of the pastor in the process of helping relationships was perceived to
enable the patients, or the clients, to help themselves. The pastoral counseling process
was only facilitating the people to heal themselves. The energy of healing was from
within the people, not from outside, hi this kind of intervention, this holistic health
concept separates people from their relationship with their community and their religious
resources (God).
hi the 1950s pastoral counseling was forty years old. To some degree the pastoral
counseling profession had matured, separating from the pastoral ministry of the church
and psychology to be an autonomous helping profession, creating its own pastoral
counselor formation/training, being recognized by the official, and entering into the
public service domain. However, a tension remained between two ranges of the spectrum
of the pastoral counseling movement. The left range of the spectrum wanted to move
away from church ministry and be a real helping profession among others. The idea of
moving away from the church was also strengthened by the resistance of the majority of
the churches and theological schools to recognize the existence of a new kind of
specialized ministry called pastoral counseling. The left range of the spectrum felt that
they were unwanted. The profession was accused as too secular and psychologizing
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religious issues. The right range of the spectrum of the pastoral counseling movement
maintained this new pastoral ministry in the church without becoming a new helping
profession. They viewed pastoral counsehng as a part of pastoral ministry. They did not
want a new profession within pastoral ministry. The ministers of the church had to learn
counseling to improve their ministry but they needed a new profession called pastoral
counseling.
During the 1960s the trend of the pastoral counseling movement to be
professional, secularized, and moved away from church ministry seemed to be
continuing. Several factions of the church did not want the new pastoral counseling to
exist, but the emerging pastoral counselors established many more counseling services in
the hospitals, prisons, campuses, schools, and independent centers in the public domain
across America. Several seminaries did not accept pastoral counseling, but to some
degree the profession was ready to enter the world of theological education. Some
seminaries welcomed pastoral counseling, which then grew rapidly in the schools
especially by the end of the decade. Several theological schools started their pastoral
counseling master and doctorate programs. For instance, Columbia Theological Seminary
started its pastoral counseling doctorate program in 1968.
Furthermore, pastoral counseling was ready to find its exclusive professional
collegia] organization among others. In 1963 (Ewing 24), the emerging pastoral
counselors met in New York City and planned to establish their legal professional guild,
later called the American Association of Pastoral Counselors. During the 1960s pastoral
counseling and pastoral counselor formation had established its systems, competences.
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and standards. Several states released state licenses for pastoral counselors to practice in
public.
In the preceding two decades, another range of the spectrum of the pastoral
counseling movement consisted of those who did not want pastoral counseling to be an
independent, autonomous profession. Pastoral counseling became separated from the
ministry of church. The right range of the spectrum tended to religionize all mental and
psychological and issues of human life, and the left range of the spectrum tended to
psychologize all spiritual issues of human life. Because Hiltner and Wayne E. Oates
belonged to the right range of the pastoral counseling movement, they were excluded
from the New York meeting (1963) to establish a new guild of pastoral counselors.
Eventually, Oates joined the AAPC in 1969, but Hiltner never joined.
The battle continued until the establishment of the AAPC and beyond. However,
under the leadership of Howard Clinebell, the first president of the AAPC, both ranges
compromised and the AAPC became the middle range of the spectrum of pastoral
counseling formally and organizationally. Clinebell' s wisdom and agile leadership style
enabled him to lead the new guild through the conflicts of the right and the left ranges.
The right range consisted of those who did not expect pastoral counseUng to be
professionalized, autonomous, and separated from the church ministry. Pastoral
counseling was expected to be dependent and move back into its original habitat. The left
range consisted of those who wanted pastoral counseling to be professionalized,
autonomous, separated from the church ministry, and moved away from the original
habitat and its dominion in such a way that it could berdiri sama tinggi and duduk sama
rendah stand up as high as other helping professions and sit down as low as other
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helping professions or be equal and share prestige. The left range wanted pastoral
counseling to be independent and move away from its original habitat and enter the
public domain services as other helping professions did. These relatively new left range
pastoral counselors wanted to equip themselves as well as possible to enter public domain
service as much as possible.
The middle range is characterized mainly by its basic idea of pastoral counseling
as an autonomous-specialized ministry within the church pastoral ministry. Pastoral
counseling is neither dependent on, nor independent from, the ministry of the church. I
believe pastoral counseling is interdependent with the church pastoral ministry�a kind
of autonomous ministry, a ministry specialty, a subdiscipline of pastoral ministry that
provides pastoral counseling services for church and non-church members within a
church-related body or non-church related body. The institution needs to be
professionalized in such a way to become a helping, therapeutic profession among others
such as psychiatry, clinical psychology, psychology, mental health counseling, and so
forth. Considering those basic characteristics, pastoral counselors need a certain body of
knowledge, wisdom, art, skill, method, technique, standardized competence, personal
identity, attitudes, professional identity, coUegial association, professional codes of
conduct, and professional license given by the state or other public authority. Pastoral
counselors have to be bound to the church ministry as its basic habitat, but they have also
to be bound to the public service authority in relation to their public domain ministry.
According to the middle range, pastoral counseling is based on the single habitat which is
the ministry of the church, and operated in the double-domain ministry, church-related
and un-church-related institution for the church members and the non-church members.
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At the beginning of the pastoral counseUng movement of the 1940s, 1950s, and
the early part of the 1960s (Townsend 27), Clinebell seemed to belong to the left range.
However, some factions of the movement believed that he would be able to lead the new
professional association to solve the conflicts between the right and the left. The majority
of those who attended the New York meeting agreed and elected him to be the first
president of the AAPC. Eventually he set aside his own ideas and compromised with the
right range without disregarding the agenda of the left. He made peace with himself and
finally made both factions dialogue, compromise, and come to an agreement (28). He
perceived pastoral counseling is really the ministry of the church, done by persons in
ministry (25, 28) without neglecting its professionalization in such a way to enter in the
public domain (28). Because of that compromise, the AAPC could overcome the two
conflicting organizational turbulences, survive during 1960s and 1970s, and grow rapidly
during 1980s.
During the 1970s the AAPC as a new professional organization experienced rapid
growth. This growth was marked by the development and the completion of the code of
professional conduct; the standard of the competence of pastoral counselors; the standard
of the competence of the supervisor of pastoral counselor formation; the standard of
pastoral counselor formation placement; and the standard of the operation of the pastoral
counseling center. The rapid growth was also marked by the number of seminaries or
theological schools that conducted master and doctorate programs in pastoral counseling;
the growth of the number of pastoral counseling professors; the growth in the number of
supervisors of pastoral counselor formation; the growth of the number of the sites of
pastoral counselor formation; the growth of the NUMBER of counseling centers; the
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growth of the number of pastoral counselors; and the growth of the number of members
of AAPC.
Organizationally, the AAPC was designed to be the middle range of the spectrum
of the pastoral counseling movement. However the remarkable growth of the AAPC did
not eliminate the entire battle of the left and the right range (Townsend 28-29). The
AAPC compromised toward the left range and allowed them to have a double
membership in AAPC and some other professional organizations, for instance a pastoral
counselor can be a member of AAPC and a member of the American Psychological
Association (APA), or the American Counseling Association (ACA). They were pastoral
� counselors and psychologists as well. However, some of those who were trained to be
pastoral counselors and psychologists did not want to be members of AAPC and only
wanted to join other helping profession organizations and enjoy their prestige. They can
be seen as the far left of the range of the pastoral counseling movement. Some of those
who belonged to the right range founded their own new guild. Even small numbers of
them were interested in using biblical verses literarily in counseling. They could be seen
as the far right range of the spectrum of the pastoral counseling movement.
Another challenge to the emerging pastoral counselors and the AAPC came from
the social activists and those who worked for non-governmental organizations nationally
and globally. According to them, pastoral counselors were too therapeutic, clinical,
personal, and elitist (Leas and Kittlaus 1-15). They enjoyed their privilege and prestige of
working with the middle and upper classes of society. They only care about emotional
and psychological problems of the middle and upper classes and did not pay attention to
the lower ranks of American society. They did not pay attention to unjust structures and
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systems that might create some individual psychological or mental problems. According
to social and non-governmental organization activists, treating individuals did not change
anything. Moreover pastoral counselors had been accused of losing their biblical
theological roots and values. Pastoral counselors in turn accused the social and non
governmental organization activists of not caring about individual mental, psychological,
or emotional issues. The social transformation to a better condition had to be based on
individual transformation, hidividual emotions had to be changed to help the
transformation of society; otherwise, the social transformation plan would not work.
During the 1980s more than 5 percent of the members of the AAPC were Catholic
nuns and representatives of other religious conmiunities such as Islam, Hinduism,
Buddha, and so forth. Many members of AAPC were from evangelical and charismatic
groups. In the beginning of the 1980s was an awakening of evangelical groups both in the
Protestant and the Catholic churches. More Asian-American, Latino, and African-
American pastoral counselors joined the AAPC. Moreover, African-American pastoral
counselors who were excluded (Townsend 39) in the 1980s, could now come out on the
political surface of the AAPC. The AAPC and predominant white male American
pastoral counselors had to pay attention to a more multicultural nature of the professional
and political games.
Those factors influenced the pastoral counseling movement in the 1980s. The
movement moved away from the 1920s to 1970s inter-personal relationships and turned
to trans-personal relationships. Since then pastoral counseling has focused on
transcendental relationships and paid more attention to human spirituality, moving from
human to human encountering (J/-alogue) to human to God to human encountering {tri-
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alogue). Counseling moved back to its original habitat, the ministry of the church in a
broad sense, and intergenerational caring ministry in a narrow sense. Pastoral counseling
started to be concerned about the multicultural, social, and poHtical phenomena and was
more committed to the lower class of society and unjust social structures and systems that
might make people sick mentally, psychologically, emotionally, spiritually, and
physically. The new awareness of the interrelatedness of human physical, mental, social,
and spiritual aspects came into being among pastoral counselors. According to
Wiryasaputra: "Of course those aspects are different but they cannot be separated for they
are interrelated and inter-complementary" {Ready to Care 41). hi the 1980s pastoral
counseling also began to be concerned with the theological, ethical, religious, and
cultural values of human life.
hi these kinds of trends, pastoral counseling came to hidonesia brought by the
ministry of van Beek, my colleague in the Bethesda Hospital in Yogyakarta in 1982
(Wiryasaputra and Handayani 49-53). hi the next sections, I would like to explore the
understanding of pastoral counseling. My elaboration may reflect the climate of the
pastoral counseling movement in the 1980s.
Understanding Pastoral Counseling
The study on pastoral counseling literature revealed neither a univocal definition
nor agreement about the understanding of pastoral counseling among experts. The experts
and practitioners utilized their own perspectives to understand pastoral counseling and
might have presented different ideas of pastoral counseling. However, when I reviewed
them thoroughly, I saw the common thread among them was the nature of pastoral
counseling, the practitioner of pastoral counseUng, the target group of pastoral
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counseling, the purpose of pastoral counseling, and the characteristic of the pastoral
counseUng relationship.
The Nature of Pastoral Counseling
God is the Creator, the ultimate source, the Father of humankind�the Christians
and the non-Christians. According to the Bible, the nature of God, the Creator, the Father
is caring. God created humankind as the imago Dei or the image of God (Howe 28). The
original nature of humanity is caring. Even though humans are diverse, they are united by
and in one body of caring "just as God in three persons united in one essence" (Harrison
173). In its very nature, mutual caring unites all humankind. Unfortunately, because of
sin, humankind cannot realize fully their mutual caring nature any longer. However,
some of God's body-print is in all human beings regardless of their origin, race, culture,
skin color, hair type, or religion. Because the world was fractured, God incarnated
himself fully and holistically in Jesus Christ. He was the only, ultimate Incarnation of a
caring God meant to transform all humanity to be the imago Dei individually and
corporately.
Theologically, Christ as the ultimate incarnation of a caring God has created the
Church as his worldly body. As the body of Christ, the Church has participated
intergenerationally in Christ's ministry in the world (Purves 1). The intergenerational
proto-pastoral counseling was the Church's participation in Christ's ministry to, for, and
with the world and humanity. A minister or any religious professional was only a part of
the whole body of the caring ministry of Christ. Any caring ministry of the church should
not be based on the pastor-office but on God's ministry of caring. Pastoral counseling of
the twentieth and the twenty-first century also participates in Christ's and the universal
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body of Christ's ministry. The ontological and theological nature of pastoral counseling
is in the ministry of Christ and the Church. Pastoral counseling has to be contextualized
in the entire body of the Church's ministry of caring. Theologically, all pastoral
counsehng ministries by any profession and in any setting are human participations in
Christ's and the universal body of Christ's ministry of caring.
Culturally, human experiences of crises, sorrows, problems, issues, or concerns
encourage people of all cultures customarily to care for each other. In expressing human
mutual caring, a community has developed, maintained, revitalized, reformed, or
transformed a certain kind of tradition, habit, or custom. Counseling and psychotherapy
of the twentieth century is rooted in the mutual caring nature of a universal human family
as the image of God (Wiryasaputra and Handayani 5-6). Counseling and psychotherapy is
a professional actualization of a community mutual caring. Counseling and
psychotherapy cannot be separated from their intergenerational prototype. Counseling
and psychotherapy help people directly when members of the community struggle with
more complex issues and indirectly to empower them to help themselves through
community.
Historically, pastoral counseling has inherited two great traditions of caring. The
first one was from the Judeo-Christian intergenerational caring and the second one from
the intergenerational universal human family caring. In Indonesia, because Christianity is
a minority, the social prestige of Indonesian ministers is not as elevated as American
ministers. I assumed the Indonesian Muslim's strong curiosity and resistance to being
Christianized; therefore, grounding pastoral counseling ministry on God's ministry and
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on mutual human caring is better than on the shepherding perspective of the pastoral
office.
Oates, a former theological consultant for the Norton Psychiatric Clinic,
University of Louisville Medical Center, Kentucky, and pastoral care and counseling
professor at Southern Baptist Theological Seminary has a different idea from the rest of
the group. He applied the theological idea of the priesthood of all believers to the
ministry of pastoral counseling:
Regardless of a counselor's professional identification, social role, and
body of data in which he (sic) has expertise, that person's counseling
becomes pastoral [emphasis mine] when the counselee or the counselor
focuses the relationship upon the relation of God to the process of their
life. (11)
According to Oates, regardless of the professional affiliations of those who offer caring
ministry, counseling ministries become pastoral when counselors and counselees ground
their relationship and life in God. Counseling becomes pastoral when rn-alogue
relationship and communication exist in the process of counseling.
Oates' idea makes the pastoral counseling internship in hidonesia inclusive and
open, not only for ministers but also for all other helping profession graduates. For
example, guidance counseling graduates, school of psychology graduates, or graduates of
some other related disciplines can join in pastoral counselor internships to become
pastoral counselors. The inclusiveness of pastoral counselor internships will mend the
gap of the shortage of helping profession practitioners and solve the problem of the
limited number of church ministers who are willing to specialize in pastoral counseling
ministry. The shortage of church ministers in hidonesia prevents the denominational
leaders from allowing their church ministers to join in pastoral counselor internships and
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becoming pastoral counselors. I think the hidonesian context needs a different internship
for pastoral counseling that is not only for ministers of the church but also for other
helping profession graduates.
Anyone who has the competency to integrate applied theology (pastoral care) and
applied psychology (counseling) can qualify. In addition, the professional organization of
helping professions in Indonesia has not been as rigid as or as exclusive as in America.
To some extent in an Indonesian context, those who are not ordained ministers are in a
better position to train as pastoral counselors than ordained ministers. In Indonesia the
word pastor is an address for catholic priests exclusively. According to my working
experiences in two different hospitals in Indonesia, my title of minister could prevent me
from helping hospital patients, both Christians and non-Christians. Some Christian
patients were afraid of being preached or judged, and non-Christian patients were afraid
of being Christianized.
Pastoral counseling is a new hybrid of the twentieth-century bilingual helping
profession (applied theology and psychology), an autonomous profession, standing
equally among others (including the ministry profession), utilizing the wisdom and
information of applied theology called pastoral care, and applied psychology called
counseling or psychotherapy (Wiryasaputra and Handayani 30-31) to help people
celebrate their joys and sorrows fully in such a way to grow holistically and function
maximally. The profession is rooted in both disciplines namely divine and secular,
theology and psychology. Derived from the intergenerational proto-pastoral counseling of
the Christian community, and integrated creatively and synergistically with the
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information of a proto-psychological counseling profession, or the twentieth century
applied psychology helping profession called counseling (78).
The Practitioner of Pastoral Counseling
After the 1990s consolidation to cease the battle between the left and the right
range (Townsend 30), the AAPC confirmed pastoral counsehng as originating from the
ministry of the church and saw it as a ministry speciahy. As a consequence of this
position, pastoral counseling practitioners, usually called pastoral counselors, must be
specialized ministers of the church. They must be ordained ministers of the church
(Patton 16) or they at least have to represent a certain community of faith. In his book,
Hiltner, an American pastoral theologian, argues that pastoral counseling should be done
by ministers as shepherds of the church (18), at the setting of the church, and targeted for
the members of the church (19). According to Hiltner, pastoral counseling is a part of the
functions of the minister. He opposed the professionahzation of pastoral counseling as a
separated and autonomous profession. Ministers of the church must learn pastoral
counseling to complement their ministry professions to serve their church members
better. Ministers of the church do not need to be pastoral counselors, for the ministry
profession does not need another profession within itself.
Some other American pastoral experts share the perception of pastoral counseling
practitioners. Charles F. Kemp confirmed pastoral counseling is a part of the pastoral
responsibilities of the minister (38-39). C. W. Brister understands pastoral counseling in
the shepherding perspective as a part of pastoral works (19-21, 167). Don S. Browning in
his "Introduction of Clinical Handbook of Pastoral Counseling" describes pastoral
counseling as one of the pastor's activities (5). Howard Clinebell perceives pastoral
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counseling as ministry specialty (16). Thomas C. Oden (13-14) and Andrew Purves (187-
213) shared the opinion that pastoral counseling is based on the pastoral office and the
context of pastoral counseling is the ministry of the pastor of the church, hi summary,
ministers of the church must provide pastoral counseling. According to these experts, the
practitioners of pastoral counseling are the ministers of the church.
Clinebell categorized pastoral counseling practitioners into two types: generalists
and specialists (67). The generalists are the ones who provide pastoral ministry or
pastoral care in the broadest sense, including preaching and teaching (26). He holds that
the church ministers, hospital chaplains, nursing home chaplains, prison chaplains, police
chaplains, army chaplains, navy chaplains, air force chaplains, marine chaplains, fire
department chaplains, and the like belong to the generalist type of pastoral counseling.
Sometimes they are called pastoral care givers. They may get a certain unit of CPE, but
they do not need specialized training.
Clinebell also mentions another type of pastoral counseling practitioners named
the pastoral psychotherapist (26). Because of the nature of the psychotherapeutic
profession, both specialists and super-specialists need more education and training to
serve the church members and the public who experiences more complex and
complicated social, mental, and spiritual issues that affect their normal functions and
holistic growth. In addition, they need professional organization, competence
certification, a code of conduct, and a license from a public service authority. John H.
Patton (17) and Browning ("Introduction to Pastoral Counseling" 5) share the same
divisions of naming the pastoral counseling practitioner: generalist, specialist, usually
named pastoral counselor, and super-specialist, usually named pastoral psychotherapist.
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Since 1985 the majority of counseling experts and practitioners have considered
counseling similar to psychotherapy (Corey 5-6; Curran 4). I subscribe to the opinion of
the similarity of counseling and psychotherapy (Wiryasaputra, Ready to Care 24). The
history of the rise of counseling and psychotherapy might be different, but their last
development presents similarities. Because I do not differentiate counseling from
psychotherapy so I cannot differentiate pastoral counseling from pastoral psychotherapy.
However, I want to categorize two types of pastoral counselor: generalist and specialist.
The first one can be called pastoral counselor general practitioner and the second one
can be called pastoral counseling specialized practitioner. This study was intended to
discovery the best practices ofpastoral counseling general practitionerformation
supervision.
A minister does not belong to the pastoral counselor generalist category
automatically. Church ministers are not inherently pastoral counselors for they have
never been prepared to be pastoral counselors in the seminaries. They are professional
ministers in the church and in the public domain as well. As any other profession holder,
ministers can utilize counseling as a technique for their ministries to help people to whom
they are assigned or called to minister to grow holistically and to function maximally in
such a way so that their ministry profession has some kind of added value. If they want to
be pastoral counselors they must complete a pastoral counselor formation. If pastoral
counselors want to be specialists such as marriage and family pastoral counselors, or
practice any other type of specialized pastoral counseling, they must complete an
advanced or specialized pastoral counselor formation.
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Within the hidonesian context, pastoral counseling education would be better if
pastoral counselor internships were open to those from some other disciplines, especially
psychology or any counseling related disciphne. In the process of formation, they must
learn how to practice applied theology as theologians have to learn how to practice
applied psychology (counseling). By doing so, pastoral counseling presents itself as a
partnership in which to conduct interdisciplinary dialogue in such a way as to help people
to grow holistically (physically, mentally, socially, and spiritually) and function
maximally.
The Target Group of Pastoral Counseling
In discussing the purpose of pastoral counseling, Hiltner speaks implicitly about
the target group of pastoral counseling:
There is a sense in which the aims of pastoral counseling are the same as
those of the Church itself�bringing people [emphasis mine] to Christ
and the Christian fellowship, aiding them to acknowledge and repent of
sin and to accept God's freely offered salvation, helping them to live with
themselves and their fellow men (sic) in brotherhood (sic) and love,
enabling them to act with faith and confidence instead of the previous
doubt and anxiety, bringing peace where discord reigned before. (19)
Because Hiltner based his view of the nature of pastoral counseling on pastoral office, I
could assume that the target group of pastoral counseling is the members of the church
(15-19). Furthermore, as a consequence of Hiltner's opposition to the professionalization
of pastoral counsehng, I could assume that according to him the target of pastoral
counseling ministry is only the members of the congregation. By accident pastors might
minister to those who do not belong to their congregations, but they are not the main
target groups of their pastoral counseling ministries.
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The nature of pastoral counseling is our participation in the ministry of God,
Christ, and the worldly body of Christ. So the target group of pastoral counseUng is the
same as those to whom God, Christ, and the worldly body of Christ minister. Wright
observes that the whole universe is the target group of God's ministry (395). I consider
the target of pastoral counseUng to be the same as those of God's ministry; so the
ultimate target group of pastoral counseling is the whole universe, including the entire
family of humankind. Discrimination is not present in the target group of pastoral
counseling. No one is left behind at the micro- (i.e., the individual), messo- (the church),
or the macro- (i.e., global) level of human life (van der Ven 13-43). Practically speaking,
pastoral counseling serves both the members of the church and the nonmembers, the
Christians and the non-Christians, especially those who experience some life concern that
prevents them from growing holistically and functioning maximally regardless of their
origin, race, skin color, hair type, culture, or religion. They may be individuals, couples,
families, groups, or communities (Wiryasaputra and Handayani 72).
According to the story of Genesis, God created humanity by his special action for
a special purpose. God has a special relationship with human beings in such a way that
allows them to relate to God, the Creator, the ultimate transcendent existence (spiritual
aspect). God created human beings from the dust of the ground (Gen. 2:7) so he can be
seen and touched tangibly (physical aspect). Then God breathed into his nostrils (Gen.
2:7) so he became a life being and had the capacity to feel and think (mental-
psychological aspect). God created the fellow creatures and the partner of Adam (called
Eve), the first human being (Gen. 1: 18-25). God gave humanity the capacity to relate to
their fellow creatures (social aspect). God created humankind soundly and perfectly.
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Humanity constitutes four interrelated supporting systems: physical, mental, social, and
spiritual. Existentially humankind has the capability to harmoniously relate with
themselves, other fellow human beings, and God the Creator.
The target group of pastoral counseling is human beings as the pastoral counselor
is human too. Theologically, both sides of the pastoral counseling, the counselor and the
counselee, are the image of God, so the target of pastoral counseling is not an object but a
subject. The counselee is a fellow human being of the pastoral counselor. God, the
Creator gives humankind four different but interrelated and undivided aspects: physical,
mental-psychological (emotion, affection, cognition, and motivation), social, and spiritual
so pastoral counselors have to consider their counselees as holistic subjects. Pastoral
counselors cannot disregard any aspect of their counselees for the four aspects of the
counselee are interrelated and complementary. Because of the bilingual nature of their
profession, pastoral counselors may prioritize to deal with the mental, psychological, and
spiritual aspect of their counselees but they cannot neglect the physical and social aspect
of their counselee. Handling the physical and social problems of their counselees,
pastoral counselors must refer to another profession that has professional authority to
handle social issues, for example a social worker, or another profession that has
professional authority to handle physical-biological issues, a medical doctor for example.
The Purpose of Pastoral Counseling
Pastoral counseling participates in God's, Christ's, and the worldly body of
Christ's�the Church's great mission and ministry (Wiryasaputra, Widiastuti, and
Handayani 52), so I view the ultimate purpose of pastoral counseling as the same as that
of God's, Christ's, the worldly body of Christ's�the church's great mission and
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ministry. The ultimate purpose of pastoral counseling is the eschatological one, creating
long-term impact and participating in Christ's vision and mission of the new heaven and
earth, which brings about bonus mundi. God intends to reestablish his holding love and
caring over the cosmos and humanity in such a way that they are communed with God
holistically. The purpose of God's creation and intervention in the world and human
history must be interpreted divinely right and contextually appropriate so that the purpose
ofGod's great mission and ministry is saving the entire broken world, creatures, and
humans to be whole to glorify God individually and corporately.
hi accordance with the incarnational paradigm of God in Jesus Christ basically no
contradiction exists between the understanding of the missio Dei of the conservative and
liberal stream. Through the incarnation of Christ, God utilizes a very special intervention,
namely the bilingual divine presence�Godly and humanly presence; the Word and the
word; the Scripture and the context; and above and below. In Christ, godly being and
humanly being united; the ultimate transcendence and the ultimate immanence united; the
Word and deed united; and, the Scripture and the context united. In the incarnation of
Christ, God uses both worlds above and below to present God-self and move the entire
fractured world, creatures, and humankind toward the wholeness in the kingdom of God
at the end of history (Rev. 21:1-8).
The ultimate purpose of pastoral counsehng must be specified in more tangible,
concrete, specific, measured, and middle term purposes. Discussing this topic, Edgar N.
Jackson expresses this thought as "from fraction to wholeness" (1-10). I consider these
the intermediate purposes of pastoral counseling. I could also include self-enlightening
ecologically, including spiritual ecology and self-empowering to help pastors and others
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in the intermediate purpose of pastoral counseling. Exploring these intermediate purposes
of pastoral counseling, Chnebell specifies six dimensions of wholeness:
six dimensions of wholeness, namely enlivening one's mind, revitalizing
one's body, renewing and enriching one's intimate relationships,
deepening one's relationship with nature and biosphere, growth in relation
to the significant institution in one's Ufe, and deepening and vitalizing
one's relationship with God. (31)
I consider Clinebell' s six dimensions as philosophical purposes of pastoral counseling.
hi the more practical perspectives or short-term purposes, Hiltner views the
purpose of pastoral counseling as "the attempt by pastor to help people help themselves
through the process of gaining understanding of their inner conflicts" (19). I consider
Hiltner's ideas that the purpose of pastoral counseling is the immediate purpose of
pastoral counseling. The immediate purposes deal with here and now life
issues/problems, hi the immediate purposes, a pastoral counselor helps a counselee to
solve his/her own problems. According to Hiltner, through pastoral counseling ministers
help their people when they sense that something is wrong (21). Further, Oates discusses
the purpose of pastoral counseling:
Counseling is a nonmedical discipline, the aims of which are to facilitate
and quicken personality growth and development, to help persons to
modify life patterns with which they have become increasingly unhappy,
and to provide comradeship and wisdom for persons facing the inevitable
losses and disappointment in life. (9)
Clinebell and Oates understand the purpose of pastoral counseling is similar which is
empowering or facilitating the counselee to help himself or herself However, in pastoral
counseling, Hiltner and Oates have different means to empower people. As a
psychoanalytic model, Hiltner focuses on helping people to find understanding of their
inner conflict; meanwhile Oates focuses on the obstacles of personality growth and
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development. Oates' ideas of the purpose of pastoral counseling are developmental and
Clinebell' s ideas of the purposes of pastoral counseling are psychoanalytical.
Browning has a quite different perspective on the immediate purpose of pastoral
counseling. According to him pastoral counselors have to deal with conflicted human
freedom, moral, and religious discernment ("Introduction to Pastoral Counseling" 6).
Browning describes the moral or value discernment of pastoral counseling more
specifically:
Pastoral psychotherapy is still pastoral because it takes place within the
moral and religious assumptive world associated with the Judaeo-Christian
tradition. These assumptions constitute the faith of that tradition. There is
a discernible moral tradition in this religious heritage. Although this moral
tradition is under some crisis at more concrete levels, there is still wide
agreement at higher levels in general principle and fundamental
perceptions of the good. There are also within this tradition widely shared
assumption about the nature of human nature and the fundamental
character of the world. (6-7)
Pastoral counseling aims at revitalizing the Judeo-Christian moral heritage and applies
Christian ethical discernment to modern life. Browning suggests that "pastoral care" is
"an ethical enterprise" (Practical Theology 195). Pastoral counselors as specialists of the
church pastoral ministry could not withdraw themselves from ethical enterprise then only
pay attention to psychodynamics of the issues instead (195). In another book. The Moral
Context ofPastoral Care, Browning viewed pastoral care and counseling as a part of the
church ministry to construct a moral religious-cultural world in a society of rapid social
change (93). In pastoral counseling practices, a pastoral counselor might face a moral or
ethical issue. Charles A. Curran believes that counseling must become a "religious value
investment" (19) and Oates believes that pastoral counseling must become "prophetic
ministry" (20) and even he mentioned that a pastoral counselor is "an ethicist."
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According to Gerald Corey, a counselor is not a value free individual (21). As an ethical
expert, especially in the process ofmaking complex and multifaceted decisions, pastoral
counselors could propose a moral, ethical, or religious value consideration to their
counselees to choose the right decision without imposing their own (23). However,
pastoral counselors have to be careful not to lead themselves into temptation that twists
their pastoral counseling process to become a moral, ethical, and religious value debate or
teaching/indoctrination. Pastoral counseling cannot alter all psychological, emotional,
spiritual, and social issues of the counselee to be moral, ethical, or religious value issues.
hi addition to helping counselees be aware of their inner dynamics, quicken
personality growth and development, and make ethical decisions, I could specify another
ten immediate purposes of pastoral counseling based on my experiences in the past,
which I have documented in Ready to Care: Psychological Caring and Counseling.
Counselors must help the counselee to (1) experience himself or herself holistically�
physically, mentally, socially, and spiritually, (2) gain full self-understanding�what he
or she feels, thinks, dreams, wants, and acts, (3) grow fully, (4) function maximally, (5)
learn a better lifestyle, (6) learn better communication, (7) learn better attitude, (6) learn
better behavior, (8) express himself or herself appropriately, (9) adjust to the new life
situation wisely, and (10) alleviate negative symptoms�confusion, sorrow, anger, and so
forth.
After discussing three purposes of pastoral counsehng, I will discuss the main
characteristics of pastoral counseling. Because pastoral counseling derives from
intergenerational Christian and universal human caring civilization, I could assume that
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the major characteristics of both civilizations have impacted the characteristics of
pastoral counseling.
The Main Characteristics of the Pastoral Counseling Relationship
The foundation of pastoral counseling is based upon two worlds �theology and
psychology, inheriting the main characteristics of both sides. Pastoral counseling inherits
the main characters of two great intergenerational caring traditions. The first one is
derived from the universal human mutual caring through the intergenerational proto-
counseling. The second one is derived from the Christian community mutual caring
through the intergenerational proto-pastoral counseling. Both traditions are derived from
God's caring. God givens all caring characters to humankind as the imago Dei. hi the
following section, I will describe the main characteristics of pastoral counseling.
First, counseling has been interpreted in a wide variety of ways in accordance
with the view of its main characteristic. Gaylord Noyce identifies counseling as a
conversation (5). Muhammad Surya identifies counseling as an interview (9). Yusuf
Gunawan shares that opinion (116). Johan S. Tukan identifies counseling as an education
(36). Singgih D. Gunarsa identifies counseling as a consultation (67). Then Corey
identifies counseling as a therapy (17). Each one of them can become the main aspect of
counseling, but counseling is not merely characterized by its conversational, interview,
educational, consultative, or therapeutic nature; nor can this type of caring ministry be
reduced to be merely a conversation, an interview, an education, a consultation, or a
therapy. By having one of those characteristics, or a combination of them, counseling
may fall into a kind of subordinating relationship through which the counselor becomes a
subject and the counselee becomes an object.
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Counseling is fundamentally a human-to-human encounter. Such encountering
cannot be illustrated as a human to animal encounter or vice versa. Usually humans
subordinate animals in some way. During the counseling sessions the counselor and
counselee are involved in an interhuman encounter. This process may be expressed in
verbal and nonverbal communication, hi appointed sessions, counselors are present with
and for their counselees to listen, understand, and accept the counselees' stories fully and
express their responses in such a way that the counselees are being with the counselors
comfortably. Theologically I consider the counselor-counselee interaction to be a
manifestation of the hicarnation of God, in which God is willing to take action in the real
life of the world and encounter humankind.
Second, counseling is characterized by its interhuman, existential, confidential
encountering, for the session may deal with the counselee' s top secret issues, top sacred
issues, or life and death issues. To some degree the counselor and counselee have to let
down their resistance to enter into the holiest place of the counselee. hi the process,
counselors have to be with a very specific, special, and unique human being: the
counselee. Counselors incarnate themselves for the counselee so that the counselor is
becoming the real counselor and the counselee is becoming the real counselee. By doing
so, counselees are helped to experience all of their life issues fully and holistically: where
they were, where they will be, in such a way so that they utilize all resources that they
have (physically, mentally, socially, and spiritually) to change, grow, and function
maximally.
Third, Daniel Day Williams perceives that counseling becomes pastoral when
"God becomes the third person in the pastoral counseling relationship" (11). Both
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pastoral counselor and counselee believe God's presence in the process of the pastoral
counseling relationship. Oates enlarges Williams' idea:
histead of simply being dialogue, a rn-alogue becomes into being. Quite
apart from the officialdom of therapeutic bureaucracies, being pastor in
one counseling is not the private possession of paid, officially appointed
priests. The reader can readily see that the point of view here is based
upon the belief in the priesthood of all believers, including the counselee
himself. Often, in spite of the protestations of the counselor or without his
awareness of it, the counselee consciously reworks the counseling process
into a God-in-relation-to-persons framework. When this happens, the
counseling becomes pastoral, (emphasis mine; 1 1)
Oates views pastoral counseling as a tri-alogue of the counselor, God, and the counselee.
According to Oates, the main distinctive characteristic of pastoral counseling is "The
God-in-relation-to-persons consciousness" (1 1). In the process of counseling, the
counselor and the counselee are aware ofGod's relationship with them and God's
presence in them. Oates adds several other distinctive characteristics. For example, the
counselor's and the counselee' s awareness of God as reality in the process of counseling
makes it pastoral (13); the prophetic concern of doing justly, loving mercy^ and walking
humbly with God is the state of being and angle of vision (13); counselors involve
themselves risky participation with persons in their life-and-death struggles for moral
integrity in relation to God (14); and, counselors speak honestly about faith in God
without exaggerating and being phony (14-15).
Brister distinguishes pastoral counseling from others since this form of counseling
has several distinctive elements such as a God to man dialogue of existence. Several
other characteristics differ pastoral counseling from other forms such as the contextual
grounds of a Christian setting, unique Christian resources, and conversations between
responsible ministers and their parishioners (174-78). Pastoral counseling is "the process
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of conversations between a responsible minister and a concerned individual or intimate
group, with the intent of enabling such persons to work through their concerns to a
constructive course of action" (175-76). The pastoral counseling process should not only
talk about God, but also experience God's presence in the midst of a disorganized person,
couple, family, group, community, entire social life, and the world in a such a way as to
make a person, a couple, a group, a community, a society, and the world better, healthier,
more hospitable and fruitful.
Pastoral counsehng is also characterized by its conversational nature. Based on a
conversational characteristic of pastoral counseling, pastoral counselors may not pay
attention to the non-verbal expressions of their counselees. The nonverbal expression is a
part of the mutual encountering of the counselor and counselee in the sessions
(Wiryasaputra, Ready to Care 126). The verbal conversation can be the major part of
pastoral counseling but not the only part. When counselors help those who are dying or
grieving over significant people or things, they may not use their verbal expression at all.
They may only offer an appropriate physical touch, laying on of hands, breathing
exercises, an empty chair, a facial tissue, a drink, candlelight, oil, soothing aromas,
sprinkling water, silent prayer, meditation, brain gym, or music.
Fourth, Patton thinks counseling could become pastoral if processed by what he
calls pastoral relationship:
I use the term "relational humanness" as a normative concept for
describing what pastoral counseling should offer and for determining
whether or not a particular type of counseling can be understood as
pastoral (14).. . . Relational humanness with a person or persons to whom
one is attempting to minister is made possible and sustained by three
active relationships or ongoing dialogues ... (15): the first dialogue is with
the Christian story, particularly the story of Jesus was and is for us.. . .
[T]he second dialogue is with the role and function of the Christian
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minister,. . . and the third is with the community which authenticates one's
ministry. (15)
Pastoral relationship depends upon "the offering of humanness in relationship which is
patterned after the humanness of Christ for us" (14). Pastoral relationship is the central
specification of any counseling offered that can be called pastoral (14). Patton views that
relational humanness was a normative concept of determining if "a ministry" offered by
one who attempted to minister to a person or persons could be seen as pastoral (15).
According to Patton, "The relational humanness was made possible and sustained by a
three active relationship or ongoing dialogue in the process of pastoral counseling" (15).
The first dialogues were with Christian story, particularly with the story of the
incarnation of God in Jesus Christ (15). The second dialogues were with the role and the
function of the Christian minister (15). The third dialogues were the with community that
authenticated one's ministry (15).
Fifth, opposing the trend of being religious, the left range of the pastoral
counseling movement supported values-free counseling during the 1950s, the 1960s, and
the 1970s. Browning reconfirms that pastoral counseling inherits the Judeo-Christian
religious-moral values. For Browning, value-free pastoral counseling does not exist, hi
his article "Introduction to Pastoral Counseling," Browning says that pastoral counseling
is characterized by its combination of psychological-developmental understanding with
moral and religious perspectives on human behavior {Practical Theology 67). Pastoral
care "must hold together religious, ethical, and psychological perspectives. Pastoral
counseling brings the full witness of the Christian community�even the moral
perspective�to each interpersonal exchange" (5). In the process ofmaking decision in
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counseling, a counselor can bring up his or her theological-biblical values. However, he
or she should do it wisely.
hi his book called The Moral Context ofPastoral Care, Browning criticizes that
the majority of pastoral counselors are not sensitive enough to social ethical issues that
may be related to individual problems (17). He suggests that pastoral counseling must be
rooted and contextualized back to Judeo-Christian moral, ethical, and religious values,
and ethical enquiry has to become an integral part of the pastoral care and counseling
ministry (129). Clinebell shares Browning's opinion: "Growth toward Spirit-centered
wholeness must include growth in life-guiding values and ethical commitments" (138),
and, "[cjounseling on ethical, value, and meaning issues is not just one special type of
pastoral counseling" (139). Reflecting Indonesian context, I agree with both of them.
Because I consider that individual psychological issues are related to social-cultural
system problems and vice versa, so pastoral counseling ministry should pay attention to
social-cultural system problems, too.
As far as I have learned, Oates is of the same opinion:
Therefore with basic technical data and a conscious use of known frames
of concept in ethics, the pastoral counselor ponders with the counselee
"the shape of things to come," the forms of justice and love in the here and
now, and the weight of the past in the process of ethical decision and
responsible living. (23)
To some extent I agree with Browning's idea of the reUgious, moral, and ethical
sensitivity of pastoral counseling. However, taking into consideration the multicultural
and multifaith context ofministry in Indonesia, I would think that moral, ethical,
religious, and cultural issues can be a part of the pastoral counseling helping process.
Pastoral counseling sessions cannot be twisted or manipulated to be an ethical, doctrinal
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discussion or debate. Indonesian pastoral counselors have to be wise and have some kind
of intercultural and interfaith sensitivity otherwise pastoral counseling will be twisted
into an endless ethical discussion and debate. Pastoral counselors can suggest some
moral, ethical, religious, and cultural values to their counselees to be considered in the
process ofmaking decisions. Even in counseling sessions, pastoral counselors have to be
aware of their own and their counselees' moral, ethical, religious, and cultural values.
Counselors cannot impose their own moral, ethical, religious, and cultural values on their
counselees. I do not agree with Curran who thinks that counseling is value education (3-
4). Pastoral counseling should not be twisted merely to be value education in a narrow
sense or any other educational paradigm in a broad sense.
The Stages of Pastoral Counseling
Two dynamics are prominent in pastoral counseling sessions, namely the inter-
relational and problem solving dynamics. The first is related to the quality of the
counselor and counselee interpersonal relationship. The relationship depends on whether
the pastoral counselor attends fully in the process of pastoral counseling sessions and
responds to the presence of the counselee accordingly. The quality of the pastoral
counseling sessions depends on the personal character of the pastoral counselors such as
whether they are hospitable, interested in counselees' stories, empathic, patient, open
minded, spontaneous, genuine, and autonomous (Wiryasaputra, Ready to Care 97-120).
In addition, the quality of pastoral counseling sessions depends on the skills pastoral
counselors use to relate to the presence of the counselee and all of their life issues. They
need to understand, listen to, coach, inform, advise, question, and challenge their
counselees wisely and appropriately (Wiryasaputra, Ready to Care 120-47).
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However, pastoral counseling also has to have good end results; otherwise, the
process is only an informal conversation. At the end of the pastoral counseling contract,
pastoral counselors have to help the counselees deal with their life issues. Pastoral
counseling as professional, formal, structured, and contractual help has to go to an end
that is solving the counselee 's problem. Pastoral counselors have to be together with,
work with and for, and help the counselees to use all the resources they have to solve
their problem. Such counseling sessions cannot be executed randomly; they must be
intentional, systematic, and methodical to solve the counselees' problem creatively,
efficiently, and effectively. The counselors and the counselees have to go through certain
stages. The process can be painful, but will move toward an end where the counselees are
self-reliant, empowered, and changed, grow holistically, and function maximally.
While they are encountering each other, the counselor and the counselee, in the
problem solving dynamics, have to go through at least three different stages: the early,
the middle, and the last stage (Wiryasaputra, Ready to Care 93). hi the early stage,
counselors have to introduce themselves, the institution where they work, their
credentials, pastoral counseling sessions, what may happen, the expected result, and who
may participate in the process in order to develop the counselee' s trust, hi the middle
stage, the counselor works with the counselee to find relevant and holistic information
related to the counselee' s problem (anamnesis), the real cause of the counselee' s problem
(diagnosis), develop a treatment plan, and execute the treatment plan where the counselor
and the counselee may use all the resources that they may have to solve the counselee' s
problems, hi the treatment plan, the counselor decides which models and techniques of
pastoral counseling should be used (Wiryasaputra, Ready to Care 149-74) to help the
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counselee solve his or her problem, hi the evaluation the counselor may decide which
course, model, or technique would be changed and what lesson the counselor and the
counselee may learn. At the last stage, the pastoral counselor terminates the pastoral
counseling contract.
I want to summarize that pastoral counselors must understand the root of the
intergenerational proto-helping counseling and proto-pastoral counseling tradition well,
contextualize their counseling firmly, be wisely accountable for their autonomous helping
profession, serve a wide variety of target groups, gain pastoral counseling purposes
creatively, effectively, and efficiently, bring pastoral counseling tri-alogue characteristics
into practice appropriately, and carry out the three stages of pastoral counseling
customarily. Being those kinds of pastoral counselors without sound preparation,
education, and training academically and clinically is hardly possible (Bradley 27).
The Pastoral Counselor Formation Supervision
From September 1986 to August 1987, 1 participated in a year-long CPE
internship at the Baptist Medical Center, Jacksonville, Florida. One weekend afternoon I
was looking in a bookstore for a supervision book. My sight came across two books by
Carlton E. Munson: An Introduction to Clinical Social Work Supervision and Supervising
Student Internships in Human Services. Previously, I had not been able find a book on the
subject of pastoral care and counsehng supervision. The Munson books introduced me to
the field of helping-counseling clinical supervision. Since then I have read other pastoral
counselor formation supervision books, journals, and articles.
During the studies I discovered five pivotal, related issues to pastoral counselor
formation supervision, namely the nature of pastoral counselor formation, the participants
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of pastoral counselor formation, the purposes of pastoral counselor formation, the quahty
of the supervisory relationship, and the stages of pastoral counselor formation. I will
explore these topics in the following sections. In order to have a sound understanding of
pastoral counselor formation supervision I will draw from both secular counseling
resources and pastoral counseling supervision.
The Nature of Pastoral Counselor Formation Supervision
In An Introduction to Clinical Social Work Supervision, Munson defines clinical
supervision as "an interactional process in which a supervisor has been assigned or
designated to assist in and direct the practice of a supervisee in areas of teaching,
administrative, and helping" (emphasis mine; 3). A supervisor is the one who is given the
right by an agency, organization, or statute to supervise, assist in, and direct another's
practice�the supervisee (3) in order to develop the supervisee's own personal and
professional identity to teach, manage, and help. The basic learning approach of
supervision is experiential. The supervisee completes and then reflects upon the task to
learn from it. Munson 's definition of supervision is based on interactional process among
the supervisor, the supervisee, and the client, and covers three areas namely teaching,
administrative, and helping (4-5).
Based on the psychoanalytic approach of psychotherapy and counseling, Susan
Gill mentions, "The trend of psychodynamic supervision has shifted from an
authoritarian-didactic model to a more inter-relational model in which the interpersonal
dynamics between the supervisor and supervisee are seen as central to the development
of a productive learning experience" (xv). Supervision is traditionally seen as more or
less the job of experts to help relatively new analysts deepen their understanding of
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psychotherapeutic cases. This supervision is mainly didactic and counselee oriented,
focused on counselees' psychodynamics and defenses, and the analyst's understanding of
psychoanalytic theory and technique are the main media of supervisory relationship. The
role of the supervisor of the old approach of psychoanalytic supervision was mainly that
of being teacher.
The role of the supervisor of the new approach of psychoanalytic supervision is as
participant, hi the new concept of psychoanalytic supervision, the supervisor helps the
supervisee not to be a detached analyst, observer, and interpreter of what goes on within
the patients but to be a participant in the psychoanalytic process and an integral part of
the very process he or she is attempting to observe and understand (Gill 4-5). hi this
approach the supervisor and the supervisee pay more attention to the intra-relational
dynamics within themselves and interrelational dynamics with the counselee. The
supervisor is a facilitator helping the supervisee to have a better relationship with his or
her counselee in such a way that the counselee is not merely an object to be analyzed but
an active participant in the process of helping.
AntonyWilliams calls the new approach of psychoanalytic supervision "clinical
wisdom" (7-1 1). In this paradigm, the supervisors not only become teachers but also
facilitators, consultants, and evaluators of their supervisees (31). Loretta J. Bradley
explains a similar opinion:
Supervision is defined as the function of overseeing the counselor's work
for the purpose of facilitating personal and professional development,
improving competencies, and promoting accountability in services and
programs. To accomphsh those purposes the supervisor engages in the
four activities of consultation, counseling, training and instruction, and
evaluation. (26)
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Supervisory relationship includes the establishment of the objectives and strategies of
supervision and is the supervisor's predominant activities. Strategies for consultation may
allow the supervisor to remain consistently in the consulting activities, or they may
involve the activities of counseling and training/instruction, during which the supervisor
digresses temporarily from the consultant stance. Evaluation is another major activity of
supervision that is often a companion to consulting and training/instruction (27).
Even though Munson, Williams, and Bradley use different perspectives, they have
some similarities. They define the nature of counselor supervision as a working alliance
between the supervisors and supervisees to facilitate, teach, consult, counsel, train, and
evaluate the supervisees in developing personal and professional identity. Counseling
supervision is a partnership effort of both parties to reflect on the supervisees' works to
develop their personal quality and professional identity as counselors. I can apply
Munson' s, Williams', and Bradley's main ideas of counseling supervision for pastoral
counselor formation supervision. Pastoral counseling supervision is a partnership effort
ofmore experienced pastoral counselors (supervisors) and less experienced pastoral
counselors (supervisees) to reflect on the supervisees' works to develop their personal
and professional identity as pastoral counselors.
Since the 1950s pastoral counseling is a relatively new member of the twentieth-
century helping and counseling professions, it has developed its own education and
training standards (Townsend 3). hi his book Supervision ofPastoral Care, David A.
Steere says that among the professions, no group has maintained more stringent standards
in training and accrediting supervisors than clinical pastoral educators. The quality of
supervision came to be regarded as the key to effective clinical learning (21).
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Doran McCarty describes the nature of the supervision ofministry students:
We are under supervision all the time even if we do not recognize it as
such. When we stop for a traffic light at an intersection, we are being
supervised. This supervision is by a mechanical supervisor although
certainly there is human programming behind it, which in turn represents
the supervision of society. Society supervises us through laws, traditions,
mores and taxes.
Our earliest experiences were related to a most important supervisory
team�our parents. Early in our lives they supervised almost completely
our eating, playing and sleeping. Our parents are still partially supervising
us through psychic tapes which we recorded during our childhood and
adolescence and now replay in life situations. (8)
According to McCarty supervision takes place all the time. I consider this daily life
supervision as a covenantal because people carry out the task for people, voluntarily,
naturally, and existentially in daily life and social interrelation. God's intention of
universal human caring in the creation is being fulfilled. Humankind is created by God to
provide a voluntary, existential, mutual support system for growing human personhood
and performance (6). hi daily life an individual human can supervise and be supervised.
This kind of supervision is a part of human mutual existential caring,
hi addition, in the workplace individuals, especially if they are in a position of
superiority, can supervise their subordinates in official supervision, one-way supervision,
or top-down supervision. Overseeing must be done in accordance with an individual's
official position and supervisory level (Walker 143-44; Robbins and Coulter 7, 21). The
superior conducts the official supervision of his or her subordinate functionally,
structurally, administratively, and officially. Supervisors oversee their subordinates
because they must; otherwise, they will lose their positions.
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Two kinds of supervision are practiced, the covenantal and the official. However,
in the following sections I would like to explicate the third kind of supervision that is a
formal, contractual, educational, and learning model.
McCarty does not stop at the point of the covenantal supervision understanding.
He moves one step forward to formal, structured, educational, and learning supervision as
a continuation of the covenantal supervision:
An important ingredient in developing a supervisory support system is
formalizing of the relationships and the structures so that the supervisor
and supervisee will be conscious of the various aspects of the supervisory
tasks. This formalizing will be an agreement between them about how
they will organize themselves to achieve their goals. The goals themselves
are also a part of formalizing of relationships. The formalizing also takes
into account the structures within which the supervisor and supervisee
work. The structure may mean that the relationship of the supervisor to
supervisee is that of a teacher to a student or an employer to an employee.
The structures will include forms of reporting, meeting and dealing with
the issues. (8)
The nature of pastoral counselor formation supervision is a partnership effort between the
supervisor and supervisee to reach goals that enhance the enrichment of personhood or
personal identity and assist in the performance of tasks or professional identity.
Barry K. Estadt expresses his opinion of supervision in his article "On Becoming
a Pastoral Counselor" in a book called Pastoral Counseling. Estadt sees that the art of
counseling is not something we can be taught, it can only be learned (49). He quotes
Erich Fromm's work The Art ofLoving in the following:
The process of learning an art can be divided conveniently into two parts:
one, the mastery of the theory; the other, the mastery of practice. If I want
to learn the art ofmedicine, I must know the facts about the human body,
and about various diseases. When I have all this theoretical knowledge, I
am by no means competent in the art ofmedicine. I shall become a master
in the art only after a great [deal] of practice, until eventually the results of
my theoretical knowledge and the results ofmy practice are blended into
one�my intuition, the essence of the mastery of any art. (50)
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Estadt writes in regard to the process of supervision:
The student's ongoing counsehng experience has come to be regarded as
the primary catalyst in facilitating an integration which includes: (1) an
incorporation of the body of knowledge common to the field of counseling
theory and practice; (2) the development of specific counseling skills and
a general way of being toward clients that facilitates personal growth in
the client; and (3) a formulation of one's personal theological
understanding ofministry. (49-50)
The nature of supervision is a kind of partnership process between a supervisor and a
supervisee in a real counseling practice motivating supervisees to integrate their theories
into practice, and form their personal and professional identities as pastoral counselors.
Thomas W. Klink suggests a lengthy definition of supervision:
A unique and identifiable educational procedure; it requires as supervisor
one who is both engaged in the practice of his profession and duly
qualified to supervise; it assumes as a student a candidate seeking fuller
qualification in the practice of his intended profession; it requires for its
setting an institution within whose activities there are functional roles in
which students and supervisor can negotiate a "contract for learning"; the
roles of both supervisor and student must be appropriate to their particular
professional identity (in this case the Christian ministry); lastly,
supervision requires for its environment a wider community of
professional peers associated in common task. (qtd. in McCarty 9)
He does not suggest a clear-cut definition of pastoral counseling formation supervision.
He only proposes six interrelated aspects of supervision, namely supervision procedure
(supervisory learning contract), qualified-experiential-professional supervisor, supervisee
who is ready to learn, conducive-qualified institution, clear professional identity both for
supervisor and supervisee, and association with a wider professional organization.
Steere suggests a compact definition of supervision as "an extended relationship
in which an experienced clinician helped trainees to reflect upon the concrete processes
of their care of others to increase their competence in pastoral role" (Supervision of
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Pastoral Care 22). He bases his definition of supervision on the supervisor-supervisee
relationship, reflecting concrete pastoral counseling function, and increasing the
competence of supervisee. The nature of pastoral counseling supervision is based on
reflective activities so pastoral counselor formation supervision is called "the reflective
ministry" (23). This kind of supervision needs more than ordinary teaching skills. Special
skills are required to enable the supervisees to observe for themselves, draw their own
conclusions, make their applications of theory to practice, and grow personally and
professionally in the process (21).
Supervision has become a specialized profession in both the secular helping-
counseling field and the pastoral counseling profession as well. These professions are
usually called clinical supervision in secular helping/counseling, and reflective ministry
in pastoral counseling. The ACA confirms that supervision is an autonomous specialty
within counseling. Counseling supervision needs a certain preparation, education, and
continuous training. Code of Ethics Number F.2a requires the following: "Prior to
offering clinical supervision services, counselors are trained in supervision methods and
techniques. Counselors who offer clinical supervision services regularly pursue
continuing education activities including both counsehng and supervision topics and
skills" ("ACA Code ofEthics"). The Association for Counselor Education and
Supervision (ACES) shares the same opinions and practices. ACES consists of
supervisors who supervise counseling graduate interns. The Ethical Standard for
Supervisors of ACES requires certain qualities to be supervisors:
Counseling supervision is a distinct field of preparation and practice.
Knowledge and competencies necessary for effective performance are
acquired through a sequence of training and experience which ordinarily
includes the following: "Graduate training in counseling; successful
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supervised employment as a professional counselor; credentialing in one
or more of the following areas (certification by a state department of
education, licensure by a state as a professional counselor, and
certification as a National Certified Counselor, Certified Clinical Mental
Health Counselor, Certified Rehabilitation Counselor, or Certified Career
Counselor); graduate training in counseling supervision including didactic
courses, seminars, laboratory courses, and supervision practica; continuing
educational experiences specific to supervision theory and practice (e.g.,
conferences, workshops, self-study); and research activities related to
supervision theory and practice. ("Ethical Standard")
The AAPC, the largest accrediting and certifying body of pastoral counselors in
the world only certifies someone who is an AAPC Diplomate to be a supervisor.
According to AAPC Membership Standard and Code of Ethics Principle V, AAPC
Diplomates have to comply with certain requirements:
The candidates are certified as an AAPC Fellow, have demonstrated
achievement in at least three of the following areas: academic (doctoral
level degree), research, publication, leadership in AAPC, contribution to
church and community, and contribution to another mental health
discipline. They must also hold a state license or certificate to supervise,
or be approved by a cognate group to supervise in specific mental health
disciplines, or receive fifty hours of supervised supervision; provide at
least 150 hours of pastoral counseling supervision; submit a paper with
annotation and bibliography of one's supervisory theory; and complete a
minimum of thirty clock hours of graduate level course work in clinical
supervision. ("AAPC Code of Ethics")
After reviewing both resources, the nature of supervision appears to be (1) a learning
process, (2) a use of practice as the primary learning media, (3) facilitation by more
experienced pastoral counselors (supervisors), and (4) the ability of relatively new
pastoral counselors (supervisees) to form their personal and professional identity.
Instead of using the term education or training, I agree to use the latest term
formation, proposed and utilized by AAPC (Bidwell and Marshall 2). The pastoral
counselor formation supervision is a formal, contractual, structured, and negotiable
learning process of relatively new pastoral counselors through counseling practices.
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Supervisors reflect, interpret, confirm, criticize, and even scrutinize the interns'
counseling practices theologically and psychologically. During those processes the
supervisors help the interns to incorporate all counseling skills, techniques, and
approaches with the real life of a certain counselee. The interns may also be able to find
new understanding of human life issues theoretically and scientifically.
The Participants of Pastoral Counselor Formation Supervision
Traditionally the participants of pastoral counselor formation supervision are only
the supervisor and the supervisee. Most pastoral counselor formation literatures are
focused on discussing two participants�the supervisor and supervisees�and related
issues (Nishwander 45-51; Cardwell 53-57; Hinkle 63-68). The medical-therapeutic-
psychoanalytic model in which the patient is considered an object unconsciously affects
the traditional understanding of the supervision participant. Patients must be patient to
wait for the healers to come to heal them. As an object the patient has to be patient to
wait for the healer to conduct anamneses, analyses, diagnoses, and treatment plans. This
model is usually called the patron-clientmodel of relationship. Because the supervisor is
usually an experienced clinician, the medical-therapeutic-psychoanalytic model could
affect the relationship between the supervisor and supervisee, especially if the supervisors
view themselves only as teachers or super-visionary persons, hi those kinds of
backgrounds, supervisors can easily manipulate their supervisees to be objects.
histead of using the medical-therapeutic-psychoanalytic model inspired by
McCarty' s understanding of the continuation of the covenantal and formal supervision, I
use a social system in which all relevant parties in the process of learning and supervision
are considered a co-supporting system. Social system is defined as "[t]he patterned series
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of interrelationships existing between individuals, groups, and institutions, and forming a
coherent whole" ("Social System"). I consider that the supervisors, the supervisees, and
the institutions for which they work, the professional associations to which they belong,
and all other associated parties are interrelated, governed by some patterned
interrelationship series and form a coherent whole. They become the supervisee's
cosupport systems for personal and professional growth. Therefore, I divide supervision
participants into three pillars namely the inner, the middle, and the outer pillar.
The inner pillar consists of the participants, namely the more experienced pastoral
counseling practitioner, or the supervisor and the pastoral counseling practitioner in
internship, or the supervisee. They are interrelated and complementary cosupporting
systems and have to create a partnership to build a sound learning climate, to be a sound
supervisor, and a sound supervisee to accomplish their learning-formation goals. One
cannot work well without the other parties working well. A good supervisor requires a
good supervisee and vice versa. Furthermore, they cannot accomplish their learning goals
without support from the middle and the outer support system. The middle pillar consists
of the counselees and their relevant social relations. The outer pillars consist of the
institution where the pastoral counselor in internship works, the professional organization
to which the supervisor and the supervisee belong, and all other parties with whom the
supervisor and supervisee may work (e.g., to get a second opinion or referral). Helped by
the supervisor, the supervisee learns how to connect to all social sub-systems
accordingly. Furthermore, the supervisor facilitates the supervisee to involve all social
cosupporting systems, as much as possible, in all the supervisee's learning business.
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The three pillars of pastoral counselor formation supervision must support inter-
complementarily and perfectly the accomplishment of the purpose of the pastoral
counselor formation supervision that will be explored in the following sections.
The Purpose of Pastoral Counselor Formation Supervision
hi the previous sections I elaborated the ultimate, intermediate, and immediate
purpose of pastoral counseling. Because the supervisees share these purposes in their
practices of counseling during the supervision, they have to own several basic purposes
of the supervision of pastoral counselor formation which I will explore in the following
sections.
hi her book, Bradley states, "The purposes of counselor supervision are (1) the
facilitation of the counselor's personal and professional development, (2) the promotion
of counselor competencies, and (3) the promotion of counseling and guidance services
and programs" (8). I think Bradley's basic idea of the purpose of supervision is based on
the clinical-medical-therapeutic model. I think pastoral counselor formation supervision
should go one step further otherwise the pastoral counselor formation supervision is
similar to secular psychotherapy and counseling supervision.
hi the supervisory relationship the supervisors create a climate in such a way that
the presence of God can illuminate all issues, processes, and activities of pastoral
counselor formation supervision. The supervisors help the supervisees to be aware of and
experience the presence of God so the supervision becomes a triangular relationship: the
supervisors, the supervisees, and God. The supervisory relationship becomes the process
of spiritual formation with which the supervisees grow spirituality (Driskill 69-85;
CuUigan 36-49). The supervisors can facilitate the supervisees to develop their sensitivity
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to the holistic ecological life system: physically, psychologically, socially, and spiritually.
By doing so the supervisors helps the supervisees create the same counseling relationship
with their counselees.
hi the hidonesian context, supervision not only utilizes curative but also
educative, preventive, and rehabilitative approaches. The supervision should facilitate the
supervisees to learn how to partner with other helping professions and the stakeholders of
hidonesian society to transform Indonesians to be healthier physically, psychologically,
socially, and spiritually. The supervisors help the supervisees learn how to help the
counselees to experience themselves fully, gaining self-understanding, learning better life
style, learning healthier communications, learning how to express themselves
appropriately, adjusting to new life situations, alleviating negative symptoms,
enlightening ecologically, learning how to empower themselves, and reconstructing
spiritual values. Through practicing counseling, the supervisees learn how to develop
their personal and professional identity as pastoral counselors.
To create a sound climate for the counselees' growth, the supervisees have to
form nine interrelated personal qualities as good pastoral counselors: (1) hospitable-
warmth, (2) empathic, (3) interested in, (4) patient, (5) open-minded, (6) spontaneous, (7)
genuine, (8) self-understanding, and (9) autonomous (Wiryasaputra, Ready to Care 99-
120). In addition to form the professional identity to provide a good therapeutic process
for the counselee, the supervisees must master nine interrelated basic skills: (1) listening,
(2) clarifying, (3) paraphrasing, (4) interpreting, (5) focusing, (6) summarizing, (7) giving
information, (8) questioning, and (9) confronting (Estadt 16-19; Wiryasaputra, Ready to
Care 123-46). By having those nine personal qualities and mastering the nine basic skills,
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pastoral counselors are able to be with and for their counselees and respond to the
counselees' stories congruently.
Estadt, Melvin C. Blanchette, and John R. Compton suggest that supervisors
facilitate their supervisees' learning how to personahze and integrate pastoral counselor
personal qualities and basic skills, and present them instinctively, automatically, and
accordingly in their relationships to counselees. To facilitate the process of professional
identity, the supervisors use and reflect on the supervisees' concrete ministries to master,
personalize, integrate, and apply all psychological, theological, and pastoral counseling
theories, approaches, and techniques for a real and specific counselee instinctively,
automatically, accordingly, and wisely (19). The purpose of supervision is to help
pastoral counselors in training to integrate their theological and psychological wisdom in
the practice of pastoral counseling to respond to specific counselee stories or life issues
so that they can grow fully and function maximally in the short and long-term.
To summarize, practically the purpose of supervision is primarily to facilitate the
supervisees, be competent at personal identity, create a good climate for the personal
growth of the counselees, and be good at professional identity to help the counselees
solve their problems. After being supervised, the supervisees will become competent
pastoral counselors.
The Quality of the Supervisory Relationship
Supervision aims at the formation of competent and integrated pastoral counselors
eschatologically, personally, and professionally. To accomplish that noble goal, the
supervisory relationship should have certain qualities.
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The qualities of the supervisory relationship mainly depend upon the state of
interpersonal relationship (Deck and Morrow 35) of two equal participants: the
supervisor and supervisee. According to C. Loganbill, E. Hardy, and U. Delworth,
supervision is "an intensive interpersonally focused, one-to-one relationship in which one
person is designated to facilitate the development of therapeutic competence in the other
person" (4). Mary Deck and Jim Morrow view the supervisory relationship as a helping
relationship that parallels counsehng and consulting relationships (35). However, I
believe that the supervisory relationship is not a helping relationship but a forming
relationship focused on facilitating the supervisees to form, personalize, and integrate
their personal and professional identities to be competent counselors for their present and
future counselees. A helping relationship is a therapeutic relationship. The supervisory
relationship uses the supervisee's therapeutic relationship with the counselee as a media
of formation, development, and learning to encourage supervisees to form personal and
professional identities.
Because the supervisory relationship is based on two equal partners, so the
supervisor and supervisee must handle some misunderstandings and irrational beliefs that
may prevent them from being equal partners. Edward S. Bordin states that the
supervisory relationship is not only focused on the activities of counseling but also on the
feelings that emerge within the counseling and supervisory relationships (qtd. in Deck
and Morrow 36). At the beginning of the supervisory partnership, the supervisee may feel
inferior before the supervisor, or the supervisor may feel superior before the supervisee.
These feelings may have originated from professional, social, cultural, or religious biases.
For example, at the beginning of a supervisory relationship, one of my supervisees said,
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"You are up�I am down"; "You are the supervisor�I am the pastoral counselor in
training"; "You are an experienced counselor�I am an inexperienced counselor"
(Pattinama). Dealing with these misunderstandings and irrational beliefs, supervisors use
all modalities and resources that they have to discuss the above issues as soon as possible
in a hospitable, warm, emphatic, nonjudgmental, open-minded, genuine, authentic,
respectful, concrete, and honest interrelationship (37-40).
According to Bradley, to create such supervisory relationships the supervisor
should possess twelve qualities: (1) integrity, (2) empathy, (3) capacity for intimacy, (4)
concreteness, (5) courage, (6) sense of humor, (7) sense of timing, (8) flexibility, (9)
tolerance, (10) openness, (11) confident expression, and (12) wise consideration (6, 41).
hi the perspective of clinical social work supervision, Munson makes a list of eleven
characteristics of social work supervisor, namely (1) enjoy teaching others, (2) have
patience when others do not understand, (3) be able to make indirect suggestions, (4) be
able to plan, (5) not be irritated when expected to answer questions and explain their
actions, (6) be able to discuss organizational problems in a constructive way, (7) be able
to tolerate others' making mistakes, (8) be able to give and take criticism, (9) enjoy
decision making, (10) be able to work with others in a team approach, and (1 1) be able to
manage paperwork (28-29). These differed from Bradley's due to the nature of the social
work profession. Munson specifies several administrative skills that social workers need
to master, such as the abihty to discuss organizational problems in a constructive way and
to manage paperwork.
According to my experience, the supervisee must have twelve quahties:
willingness to work (1) with all supervision participant layers�supervisor, peer group.
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counselee, the institution where he or she works, the institution staff, any professional
organization, and the community; (2) for self-examination; (3) on practicing reflection;
(4) for mutual growth facilitation; (5) for mutual criticism; (6) for mutual confrontation;
(7) with an open mind; (8) with realistic thinking; (9) toward personal growth�nine
pastoral counselor qualities; (10) toward professional growth�nine pastoral counselor
basic skills and other psychological therapeutic modahties; (11) toward spiritual growth;
and, (12) through personal issues that may happen in a supervisory relationship.
Deck and Morrow specify personal issues that may happen in supervisory
relationships and that prevent supervisees from growing fully such as anxiety, boredom,
willingness to terminate the supervision, hesitation, loneliness, being silent, resistance,
anger, aggression, fear compounded by anxiety, defensiveness, and intellectualization
(44). The supervisees may experience problems about learning, that is, some personal
social-psychological-spiritual issue that prevents them from growing their professional
identity. The interns' problems about learning may hinder them to reflect easily and
systematically on their practices for the purpose of building their pastoral counselor
identity.
From the psychoanalytic approach. Gill mentions two other games supervisees
may play, narcissistic vulnerability and perfectionism (19-48). According to my
experiences as a supervisor, supervisees may experience what I call a religious
withdrawal. They may say think that pastoral counseling is not their call or that their
bosses (or parents) asked them to participate in the internship, or that supervision is a part
of their academic degree and ministry requirement. Deck and Morrow believe that the
supervisor may also experience supervisory anxieties. Even supervisors may play games,
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such as manipulating demand levels, reducing power disparity, and controlling the
situation (46-54). Gill mentions another game the supervisor may play: negative
internalization (9-11). The supervisor may also cause religious withdrawal by saying,
"My church has assigned me to be supervisor here, and anyway I am ready to move." A
wide variety of problems about learning can happen in the process of supervision.
Those issues can happen from time to time unconsciously in the supervisory
relationship and prevent the supervisor and supervisee from accomplishing the purpose of
pastoral counselor formation supervision. The most important thing is how the supervisor
is to create an open, honest, and helpful climate in which the supervisor and the
supervisee can execute self-examination, self-reflection, and self-analysis so they know
what happens within. The supervisory relationship can also be seen as a spiritual
formation so hopefully their awareness of the presence of God could help them to deal
with those issues spiritually, hi dealing with those issues, the supervisor could initiate
discussion with the supervisee as quick as possible and find a way to solve the problem.
Because the supervisor or the supervisee cannot manipulate the supervisory relationship
to be a therapeutic relationship (Munson 26), so the supervisor could suggest that the
supervisee get help from another resource. Supervisors continuing to deal with those
problems alone may prevent them from being competent facilitators. Therefore, they
should get help from outside resources. For example, supervisors could have a
consultation with their institutional superiors or their fellows in professional
organizations to discuss their supervisory issues.
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The Stages of Pastoral Counselor Formation Supervision
Pastoral counselor formation supervision is a formal and contractual learning
relationship that has to go through certain stages that include a beginning, middle, and
end. The series of continuous efforts and activities of the supervisor and the supervisee to
accomplish the goal of learning contract is the formation of a good pastoral counselor.
The beginning part can be seen as the induction stage, the middle part as the working
stage, and the end part as the termination stage. Steere described those stages as "frozen,"
"de-freezing," and "refreezing stages" (73). hi the induction stage, the supervisor opens
the door, welcomes the supervisee, conducts an introduction, and signs the supervisory
contract, hi the working stage, supervisors help the supervisees' work on their task to
become competent pastoral counselors personally and professionally. At the same time,
they partner with the supervisors to handle "problems about learning" or their resistance
to learning (Steere, Supervision ofPastoral Care 83), their negative feelings and the
games they may play. Then, in the termination stage supervisors release the supervisees.
Loganbill, Hardy, and Delworth categorize the supervisory relationship into three
stages: stagnation, confusion, and integration (17-20). The stagnation stage is mainly
marked by a false sense of security and simplistic black and white thinking, narrow and
rigid thought patterns, a low self-concept, strong dependency, and the notion that new
learning must come from an outside source (Steere, Supervision ofPastoral Care 72).
The confusion stage is mainly marked by instability, disorganization, erratic fluctuation,
disruption, conflict, feelings of incompetence and failure, disappointment, and anger 73).
The last one, the integration stage, is mainly marked by reorganization, new cognitive
understanding, flexibility, personal security, feelings of competence, feelings of
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acceptance, an ongoing process ofmonitoring important issues of supervision, a sense of
direction, emerging realistic thought, reasonable view of the supervisor, and reasonable
view of themselves, feeling peace with God, and feeling peace with themselves.
John R. Compton considers that the beginning of the supervisory relationship has
to be started with developing what he calls "The Supervisory Learning Contract" at the
beginning of a journey to an unknown destination without a map:
The end result of such a venture is usually the loss of time, money and
energy, a feeling of frustration and anger, and the very real probability that
you will never reach your intended destination at all. The journey of the
supervisory experience also needs a map. This tool takes the forms of the
supervisory learning contract which the supervisor and the student create
together at the beginning of the supervisory experience. (41)
Because pastoral counselor formation supervision is a formal, structural, and contractual
learning-teaching process, Compton' s ideas that at the beginning of a supervisor
relationship, the supervisors and the supervisors have to create a negotiable supervisory
learning contract are sound.
Steere considers the supervisory learning contract to be a learning covenant
(Supervision ofPastoral Care 70). The supervisory learning contract clarifies the
expectations of both parties, the purpose of supervision, the relation to the agency, the
boundaries and parameters, a role model, approach of supervision, activity of
supervision, timing of supervision, location and setting, taping expectation, evaluation
process, working hours, and financial matters, including fee, payment, stipend,
commission, and taxes (41-52). At the induction stage, the supervisor, the supervisee, and
the authorized representative of the agency sign the supervisory learning contract.
Using a certain supervisory format in the middle stage, supervisees must reflect
on their work or learning problems with their counselees and handle problems about
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learning to form their personal and professional identities as pastoral counselors.
According to Compton a certain format of supervision is like the compass for the driver
(53). This supervisory format consists of individual supervision, a clinical case seminar,
interdisciplinary case conferences, regular supervisor's evaluation, regular peer's
evaluation, regular self-evaluation, and interpersonal relation group dynamics (53-63). In
this middle stage, the supervisee learns how to accept and be accepted, listen and be
listened to, analyze and be analyzed, criticize and be criticized, challenge and be
challenged, change and be changed, use and be used, and grow and be grown.
At the last stage of the supervisory relationship, the supervisors and the
supervisees, as psychological beings, experience accomplishments fully. After going
through some stressful supervisory relationships, at last the supervisees feel comfortable
and reconciled with themselves, cointerns, supervisors, and other relevant participants.
As social beings, the supervisees may celebrate their accomplishments with their
cointerns and supervisors. As spiritual beings, the supervisees may experience their
accomplishments of formatting their pastoral counselor identities as intimate
communions with God. The supervisees experience their peak moments with themselves,
others, and God. The supervisees have deserved qualities as pastoral counselors to serve
their future counselees.
Supported by their supervisors, counselees, agency staff, and professional
association representatives, the supervisees can celebrate their accomplishments of being
integrated as a new pastoral counselor personally and professionally. The time is coming
for the supervisor and the supervisee to be creative and sum up the covenantal-
contractual, supervisory learning relationship, bringing it to completion, being accepted
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and understood (Blanchette 108), and to celebrate the accomphshment of the supervisor
as a good supervisor and the supervisee as a new good pastoral counselor at the last stage
of supervisory learning.
To conclude this section, the nature of pastoral counselor formation is a
contractual and educational relationship of the two equal subjects, developing competent
pastoral counselors personally and professionally, enabling them to participate in God's
caring ministry for all fractured humans to grow holistically and function maximally.
Regarding the hidonesian context, I believe the hidonesian church and community need a
pastoral counselor formation program.
Current Development of Pastoral Counseling Ministry in Indonesia
Historically pastoral counseling was born in America at the beginning of the
twentieth century and became an autonomous helping profession in the 1950s. Pastoral
counseling as a new member of the entire family of helping professions needed a certain
coUegial association and education/training to help practitioners master their academic
knowledge, develop their personal qualities, and integrate their professional skills. A new
guild of a pastoral counseling professional association named the American Association
of Pastoral Counselors was founded in 1963 has since become the first, largest, and most
globally well-known pastoral counseling professional association. The majority of
pastoral counseling education and training are accredited by AAPC�^particularly pastoral
counselor formation supervision in pastoral counseling centers or any other facility
conducted by AAPC-certified supervisors.
The birth and development of pastoral counseling ministries, its education,
training, and professional organizations in the other part of the world have some
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connection to the AAPC. hi August 1982 van Beek initiated the first pastoral counseling
ministry in the Bethesda Hospital of the city of Yogyakarta, Indonesia. He worked under
Howard Clinebell while pursuing his DMin at Claremont School of Theology, Southern
California. From 1985 to 1990 I worked toward my master's degree at Columbia
Theological Seminary, Decatur, Georgia. I was under the supervision of those who have a
relationship with the AAPC: Jasper N. Keith, Brian Child, and Larry D. Wagoner.
Eighteen years later, in the summer of 2008, 1 had an opportunity to take several courses
at the San Francisco Theological Seminary, San Anselmo, California. I worked under the
supervision of Scott SuUender who also has a relationship with AAPC.
Since the 1980s several colleagues ofmine, especially those who have been
involved in practical theology courses have made efforts to develop and improve the
ministry of pastoral care and counseling and its education and training in Indonesia. Most
of them have conducted short-term trainings, courses, workshops, and seminars. For
example, when van Beek worked in Indonesia, he initiated several groups of pastoral care
training both in Salatiga and Jakarta. In the late 1980s, he initiated several groups of
pastoral care trainings. Unfortunately after he left to return to the United States of
America, no one continued his efforts.
To the best ofmy knowledge, none ofmy colleagues have received formal
professional education for pastoral counseling. Some seminaries or theological schools
have provided pastoral care and counseling courses. A few of them have conducted
pastoral care and counseling graduate programs. However, they have had no academic
and practicum standards. As far as I have learned, no solid standardized pastoral
counselor formation supervisory has been in existence. In addition, no pastoral counselor
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professional association had been formed until lAPC, a guild of a pastoral counsehng
association founded 30 June 2012. Those programs are not supported or accredited by
any pastoral counselor professional association, nor do they have connection with any
professional association, hidividuals with hmited pastoral counseling experience,
education, or training lead these programs. As a resuh, van Beek states, "Pastoral
counseling ministry in Indonesia has been somewhat stagnant, even chaotic. So it needs
professionalization through providing better academic program and solid pastoral
counselor formation supervision in the field" (Personal interview). To some extent I
agree with his observation.
I trust that God will provide a way for the results of this study to become the
foundation of developing a pastoral counselor formation supervision manual in Indonesia
and participate in Christ's ministry to develop a better Indonesian pastoral counseling
ministry so that God's hands will touch more people through those who have better
preparation, spiritual formation, education, training, practice, and accountability of the
pastoral counseling ministry.
Research Design
Richard M. Grinnel, Jr. divides research into two categories. The first is the one
that utilizes positivistic paradigm and the second is the one that utilizes naturalistic
paradigm (9). According to Meredith D. Gall, Joyce P. Gall and Walter D. Borg,
"quahtative research methods design" is derived from the naturalistic, and "quantitative
research methods design" is derived from the positivistic paradigm (323, 379; Glesne 4).
Because the purposes of the study were general, broad, and seeking to understand
the participants' experiences (Creswell 54), I decided to use exploratory qualitative
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research methods design. The quahtative research methods design "describes phenomena
in words instead of numbers or measures" (46). The method "has its origins in descriptive
analysis, and is essentially an inductive process reasoning from the specific situation to a
general conclusion" (Wiersma and Jurs 13). It takes natural setting of the research with a
holistic understanding of the phenomena (13; Idrus 38). This qualitative research design
utilized three main methods.
First, I designed "supervisor semi-structured in-depth interview questions"
(Maykut and Morehouse 82), and I administered it electronically to identify nine AAPC
supervisors' perspectives of the major characteristics of the best practices of pastoral
counselor formation supervision. In preparation, I reviewed AAPC-related documents
(Glesne 4) to complement the collected data from the electronic in-depth interviews.
Then using similar semi-structured questions, I administered in-depth interviews to
identify nine Indonesian helping profession supervisors' perspectives of the major
Indonesian cultural characteristics (Subagyo 69; Wiersma and Jurs 169) that might affect
the supervisory relationship.
Second, I designed three "pastoral counselor semi-structured interview questions"
(Maykut and Morehouse 82). Then using those semi-structured questions, I administered
in-depth electronic interviews to identify nine AAPC pastoral counselors' perspectives of
the major characteristics of the best practices of pastoral counselor supervision in the
United States of America. I also used the same semi-structured interview questions
electronically to identify nine Indonesian pastoral counselors' perspective of the major
hidonesian cultural characteristics (Subagyo 69; Wiersma and Jurs 169) that might affect
pastoral counselor formation supervision in Indonesia.
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Third, I designed "intern semi-structured interview questions" (Maykut and
Morehouse 82), which I administered as in-depth interviews electronically to find nine
AAPC pastoral counselor interns' perspectives of the major characteristics of the best
practices of pastoral counselor formation supervision. I used similar semi-structured
intern interview questions to define nine hidonesian helping profession interns'
perspectives of the major hidonesian cultural characteristics that might affect the
supervisory relationship in hidonesia. hi addition, I used the shorter format of semi-
structured interview questions to administer a focus group discussion (Creswell 226-27)
to explore hidonesian pastoral counselor interns' perspectives of the Indonesian major
cultural characteristics that might affect the supervisory relationship in Indonesia.
Summary
The literature study of the pastoral counselor formation supervision related issues
in this chapter discovered that the Unitarian-Trinitarian-God is the only creator, the only
ultimate source of caring nature of humankind. Christian and non-Christian. The review
also discovered that the Incarnation of God in Christ was the ultimate incarnation and
manifestation of the loving-caring God. The Christian community has transmitted the
caring nature of Christ from generation to generation in a wide variety of areas and
cultures as intergenerational proto-pastoral counseling. Pastoral counselor formation
supervision is a part of Christian participation in God's and Christ's ministry to mentor
ministers to be new qualified pastoral counselors personally and professionally.
In the beginning of the twentieth century, the intergenerational proto-pastoral
counseling metamorphosed to a form of creative-synergistic integration of psychological
and caring ministry of the church and became an autonomous pastoral counseling
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profession among others. Pastoral counseling further developed as an integral part of the
helping profession without neglecting its basic habitat. Pastoral counsehng professional
education has been standardized since the 1950s and for completion by competent
supervisors, readable supervisors, and contributive supervisor-supervisee relationships to
form healthy pastoral counselors personally and professionally.
During the 1980s' amazing growth, gaining back its basic habitat as the ministry
of the church, being aware of its multicultural setting and holistic nature of human
beings, pastoral counsehng traveled a long way to hidonesia and settled in Yogyakarta,
on the Island of Java, then reached out to all Indonesian regions. Unfortunately, the
pastoral counseling profession in Indonesia did not have a formal pastoral counselor
formation before PCE initiated in 201 1 and has had no supervision guidelines. So the
time has come to research thoroughly to define the major characteristics of the best
practices of pastoral counselor formation supervision in Indonesia that could become the
foundation of the future development of the supervision manual.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Problem and Purpose
Chapter 1 described that the pastoral counseling ministry in Indonesia was
initiated in the early 1980s, but until the SWCU conducted PCE in 201 1 no standardized,
certified, or accredited pastoral counselor formation/education existed in Indonesia. Even
PCE had no supervision guidelines. Challenged by the context ofmy ministry, I
described the purpose of the study as developing the foundation of pastoral counselor
education supervision in Indonesia through determining the characteristics of the best
practices of pastoral counselor education supervision in the United States of America and
the major Indonesian cultural characteristics that might affect to the best practices of
pastoral counselor education supervision in Indonesia.
Research Questions
To guide the process of the study and to promote change in the participants
efficiently, I identified three basic questions.
Research Question #1
What are the major characteristics of the best practices of American pastoral
counselor formation supervision?
To answer the first research question, using semi-structured questions I
administered in-depth interviews electronically to nine AAPC supervisors, nine AAPC
pastoral counselors, and AAPC pastoral counselors in training. Each interview consisted
of eleven questions and mainly related to the issues of the qualities of supervisees,
supervisors, and supervisory relationship. In addition, the interview questions covered
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one question of how the supervisors and supervisees managed problems about learning.
Further, helped by the AAPC office, I sent those interviews electronically to nine AAPC
supervisors, nine AAPC pastoral counselors, and nine AAPC pastoral counselors in
training. When I saw a reasonable need, I also used AAPC documents and other relevant
documents to support those e-mail interviews. By doing so, I collected the qualitative
data comprehensively from the perspective of the supervisors, pastoral counselors, and
the interns.
Research Question #2
What are the major characteristics of the Indonesian culture that may affect the
best practices of pastoral counselor formation supervision?
To answer the second research question, I used similar interview questions to
AAPC supervisors to administer in-depth interviews to nine Indonesian helping
profession supervisors. The interview consisted of eleven semi-structured questions
related to the qualities of supervisees, supervisors, and the supervisory relationship. One
question of those eleven questions related to how the supervisor and supervisee managed
problems about learning. However, it focused more on the basic characteristics of
Indonesian culture that might affect the supervisory relationship.
To explore Indonesian pastoral counselors' perspective of the major Indonesian
cultural characteristics that might affect the best practices of supervisory relationship, I
administered in-depth interviews electronically to nine Indonesian pastoral counselors
who lived in East Java, Yogyakarta, Jakarta Metropolitan, and Central Java Province.
Similar to the ones I used for AAPC pastoral counselors, the electronic, in-depth
interview consisted of eleven questions related to the qualities of supervisees.
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supervisors, and the supervisory relationship. I also included one question related to how
the supervisors and supervisees managed problems about learning.
To explore hidonesian helping profession interns' perspectives of the major
hidonesian cultural characteristics that might affect the best practices of supervisory
relationship, I administered in-depth interviews electronically to nine hidonesian helping
profession interns. Similar to the ones I used for AAPC interns, the in-depth interview
related to the qualities of supervisees, supervisors, and the supervisory relationship. I also
included one question related to how the supervisor and supervisee managed problems
about learning.
To triangulate the qualitative data collected from Indonesian supervisors and
interns, I held a focus group discussion. The study involved six 2013-2014 PCE interns.
The focus group discussion used the same format as the interview I used for other intern
participants. It consisted of three questions related to good supervisees, three questions
related to good supervisors, and five questions related to the most ideal condition of
supervisory relationships. In addition, I included one question related to how the
supervisors and supervisees managed problems about learning.
Research Question #3
What are the major characteristics of the best practices of pastoral counselor
formation supervision that can become the foundation of the manual of pastoral counselor
formation supervision in the future?
To answer the third research question I compared, triangulated, unified, and
synthesized the collected data from the American and Indonesian sites to discover the
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major characteristics of the best practices of pastoral counselor formation supervision that
can be incorporated in the future development of the manual.
Population and Participants
According to Greg Guest, Emily E. Namey, and Marilyn L. Mitchell, sampling is
one of the most important aspects of research design. Ln research context, sampling refers
to the process of selecting a subset of items from a defined population for inclusion into a
study (41). To simplify the process of selecting the population and the participants of the
study, I used a purposive-homogeneous sampling strategy to describe, explore, or
generate certain subgroups' concepts (Creswell 214-15; Bloomberg and Volpe 191;
Glesne 29). Using a purposive-homogeneous sampling strategy, I attempted to identify
American and hidonesian supervisors', pastoral counselors', and supervisees' concepts of
the qualities of the best practices or the most effective ways of supervisory relationship of
the formation of pastoral counselors' personal quality and professional capacity.
During the study I lived in the city of Salatiga, Central Java Province. The study
involved participants who lived in two different countries: the United States of America
and Indonesia. Nine male or female AAPC supervisors, nine male or female AAPC
pastoral counselors, and nine male or female AAPC interns lived in the United States of
America. The study involved three male or female Indonesian helping profession
supervisors who lived in the city of Semarang, six male or female Indonesian helping
profession supervisors who hved in the city of Yogyakarta, three male or female
Indonesian helping profession interns who lived in the city of Semarang, six male or
female helping profession interns who hved in Yogyakarta, and nine male or female
Indonesian pastoral counselors who lived in East Java, Yogyakarta, Central Java, and
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Jakarta Metropolitan Special Province. During the study, six PCE interns resided in the
city of Salatiga, Central Java.
Design of the Study
Reflecting on the research problem, I decided to utilize an exploratory, qualitative
design. The exploratory, qualitative research promotes deep understanding of a social
setting or activity as viewed from the perspective of the research participants (Bloomberg
and Volpe 8-9). The qualitative method implies an emphasis on exploring, discovering,
describing, defining, and identifying situations, experiences, and the contexts of research
participants (Maykut and Morehouse 39-45).
This study explored, discovered, described, and identified how the research
participants (American supervisors/interns and Indonesian supervisors/pastoral
counselors/interns) thought about, felt about, and experienced the best practices of
pastoral counselor formation supervision. Considering this research method and the place
and the life contexts of the participants, I designed a twelve-month project.
Instrumentation
During the study I created three main instruments, namely (1) supervisors' in-
depth interview questions, (2) pastoral counselors' in-depth interview questions, and (3)
interns' in-depth interview questions. All research instruments consisted of eleven semi-
structured questions regarding the quahties of supervisees, supervisors, and the
supervisory relationship. I included one question regarding how to solve the interns'
problems about learning and the impact of Indonesian culture on the supervisory
relationship. I used the same format of the interns' in-depth interview questions to
facilitate PCE interns' FGD.
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First, I used the supervisors
'
in-depth interview questions for the participants of
both sites, namely those who lived in the US and hidonesia. Further, I administered the
supervisors
'
in-depth interview questions for American participants electronically. I
translated the supervisors' in-depth interview questions into hidonesian for
administration to the hidonesian supervisors. Second, I used the pastoral counselors' in-
depth interview questions electronically for research participants of both sites, namely
those who lived in the US and those who lived in Indonesia. To help Indonesian pastoral
counselors understand and respond to the interview questions, I translated them into
Indonesian. Third, I used electronic versions of the interns ' in-depth interview questions
for participants of both sites except for the PCE interns' FGD. To facilitate Indonesian
interns' better understanding and response to the interview questions, I used an
Indonesian version of the interns ' in-depth interview questions.
Expert Review
To validate all instruments of the study, I involved all committee members of the
Beeson International Leaders DMin program, namely Dr. Anthony Headley as mentor,
Dr. Chris Kiesling as second reader, and Dr. Milton Lowe as the Beeson International
Leaders representative. In addition, I asked van Beek to review the instruments.
Pilot Group
Corrine Glesne suggests that the researcher can improve question quality and
reach greater level validity by trying out before using them in the study (74-75).
Therefore, I recruited one pastoral counselor, one school counseling supervisor, and two
PCE interns to become the pilot group of the study to evaluate the items from the
questionnaire and to confirm that the questions achieve clarity.
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Reliability and Validity
The issue of reliability is related to the stability and consistency of data or the
results of an instrument used in the study (Creswell 169; Idrus 149). In qualitative study
methods, the data collected should be the same or nearly the same when the researcher
asks the same question of different participants at different times (Idrus 178). The issue
of validity is related to the soundness and meaningfulness of data collected so the
researcher can draw a good conclusion from the selected research population and
participants (Creswell 169; Machfoeds 25).
To make this study reliable and valid, I involved (1) two perspectives of
participants�^the supervisors and the interns, (2) focus group discussion as a qualitative-
triangulation method of data collected from an in-depth interview and closed-question
questionnaire (Bloomberg and Volpe 72-73), (3) researcher-designed, semi-structured,
in-depth interview questions based on literature review discoveries, and (5) an expert
review strategy.
Data Collection
To collect the qualitative data of the research participants, I took four major steps.
The first, in July to August 2013, 1 contacted the AAPC office to introduce myself and
request its pastoral counselor formation supervision related documents. I asked the AAPC
office to introduce me to nine AAPC supervisors and pastoral counselors. Later I asked
each one of the AAPC supervisors to introduce me to one of their interns to be the
research study participant. During this time, I learned about AAPC relevant document
and developed the supervisors' in-depth interview questions, pastoral counselors' in-
depth interview questions, and interns' in-depth interview questions simultaneously.
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For the second step, in September 2013, 1 contacted hidonesian helping
profession supervisors in the cities of Semarang, Salatiga, and Yogyakarta to introduce
myself and the study and to ask them to be the participants in it. Later, I asked each one
of them to introduce me to one of their interns to be research study participants.
Simultaneously I recruited the participants of the 2013-2014 PCE.
hi the third step, December 2013 to January 2014, 1 administered all methods of
the study and collected the data. In August 2013 as PCE supervisor, I started 2013-2014
PCE intensive courses and continued conducting PCE internship supervision through
May 2014.
The fourth and final step, in January 2014, 1 conducted the PCE intern focus
group discussion, with the help of research assistants, and then transcribed all recorded
data to the Microsoft Word document format, which allowed me to compile, check, code,
unify, and store all collected data. Soon after receiving all qualitative data, I analyzed
analyzed it and derived the findings of the study.
I stored all qualitative data collected through electronic mail confidentially. I filed
all electronic data collected in a computerized folder. However, to prevent me from
losing or missing any electronic data, I printed all of them and maintained them in a hard
copy file. I recorded and transcribed individual interviews verbatim, and I transcribed
them into MicrosoftWord documents. Further, I recorded and transcribed notes of the
focus group discussion into MicrosoftWord.
Data Analysis
Because the study used a qualitafive research methods design, I administered
typical qualitafive procedures, executing data coUecfion and analyses simultaneously. I
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organized, categorized, compared, interpreted, searched for patterns, coded schemes,
combined, synthesized, integrated, and contextualized all collected data from e-mail, in-
depth interviews to identify themes of the best practices of pastoral counselor formation
supervision. I transcribed simultaneously all data collected from participant interviews
and focus group discussion into a MicrosoftWord document. Further I organized,
categorized, compared, interpreted, searched for patterns, coded schemes, combined,
synthesized, integrated, and contextualized all transcribed data to identify patterns and
themes of the best practices of pastoral counselor formation supervision (Glesne 130).
Dr. Anthony Headley, my seminary dissertation mentor, reviewed all designed
instrumentations and the thematic data collected. Finally, three persons of the dissertation
committee reviewed the findings and conclusions of the study in order to give expert
judgment validation.
From data analysis, I found the characteristics of good interns, supervisors, and
supervisory relationships. I also found the impact of hidonesia culture on supervisory
relationships. Based on the findings, I developed a concept or a theory of the best practice
of pastoral counselor formation supervision that could become the foundation of a
pastoral counselor education manual.
Ethical Procedures
As a clinical member of the LAPC, I abided by their code of ethics, particularly
Principle TV, No. 24-30: Confidentiality; Principle V, No. 31-34: Supervisory
Relationship; and Principle VIIL Research. Because I respected the privacy of all
research participants, I gave copies of the transcribed interviews to each subject of the
study, limited the utilization of data collected in this case to the research itself, and
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maintained confidentiality in all information of the in-depth interviews and focus group
(Glesne 122). hi any research study, ethical issues relating to protection of the
participants are a very vital concern (Bloomberg and Volpe 85). To maintain the
confidentiality of all collected data, I filed and stored all collected data properly. Using a
special password, I saved and stored all electronic data in a folder. Further, I stored all
recorded, written, and hard-copy data and instrumentations in a safe, confidential place. If
I chose to release any information regarding my study to someone else, I needed a written
agreement (i.e., informed consent) from the participant (s).
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
Because of some obvious reasons, the study could not collect enough data from
American participants. After having discussions with the mentor of the study, I decided
to base the findings of the study on the data collected from Indonesia participants.
Problem and Purpose of the Study
PCE was quite new in Indonesia so its supervision was quite new, too. PCE
supervision had neither guidelines nor a manual. I designed the study to describe the best
practices of American pastoral counselor formation supervision that fit within an
Indonesian context and could become the foundation of a future manual of the
supervision.
According to the original design, based on the data collected from American
participants, the study wanted to describe the major characteristics of the best practices of
the supervision. The study then matched those major characteristics with the data
collected from Indonesian participants, especially related to the context of Indonesian
culture. The matched-major characteristics of both sides could become the sound
foundation of the future manual of the supervision. Unfortunately the response of
American participants was extremely low and did not permit any analysis. As a result, the
findings focused on the data collected from Indonesian participants.
Participants of the Study
The research study was aimed at two kinds of participants, American and
Indonesian. On the American site, the study targeted nine AAPC certified pastoral
counselors, supervisors, and interns to complete the questionnaire. They lived in various
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areas across the country. On the hidonesian site, the study targeted nine lAPC pastoral
counselors to complete the questionnaire, nine helping profession supervisors to be
interviewed, and nine helping profession interns to complete the questionnaire.
hidonesian participants lived on the Island of Java, Indonesia. The study also used the
FGD of six PCE interns to collect data. The PCE interns hved in Salatiga (see Table 4.1).
Table 4.1. Participants of the Study
No Names ofParticipants Contacted Intended Collected
2. American Supervisors 22 9 1
2. American Interns 22 9 1
3. American Pastoral Counselors 34 9 0
4. Indonesian Pastoral Counselors 11 9 9
5. Yogyakarta Supervisors 6 6 6
6. Yogyakarta Interns 6 6 6
7. Semarang/Salatiga Supervisors 3 3 3
8. Semarang/Salatiga Interns 3 3 3
9. PCE hitems FGD 6 6 6
Total 125 60 35
During the study, the pilot group found three major areas of the best practices of
the supervision, namely the quality of the readiness of the intern, the supervisor, and the
supervisory relationship. The first area corresponded to questions 1-3; the second area
corresponded to questions 4-6; and the third area corresponded to questions 7-1 1 of the
in-depth interview, the questionnaire, and FGD. The first one consisted of the personal
and professional readiness of the interns. The second one consisted of the personal
quality and professional capacity of the supervisors, including the supervision strategies
used. The third one consisted of the most ideal condition of the supervisory relationship.
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The pilot group also viewed the readiness of the interns, the major characteristics of
hidonesian culture, and the strategy used to manage the interns' problems about learning,
which could impact the quality of the supervisory relationship.
American Participants
I sent an introduction letter to the AAPC Office in Fairfax, Virginia. While I was
waiting for AAPC's response, I used the AAPC official Web site directory to search for
needed contact person addresses and found thirty-four e-mail addresses of certified
pastoral counselors and twenty-two e-mail addresses of certified training centers.
The response of American participants was not as good as I expected. Of the
thirty-three e-mail addresses of AAPC certified pastoral counselors, I found five were
incorrect. One pastoral counselor of the twenty-nine correct e-mail addresses responded
and told me that she was already retired, so she was not willing to complete the
questionnaire. By the deadline of the data collection on 31 January 2014, none of the
twenty-eight pastoral counselors with correct addresses had completed the questionnaire.
The study collected zero data of the nine intended AAPC pastoral counselors.
I sent introduction letters, questionnaires, and informed-consent forms to twenty-
two counseling centers that provided pastoral counselor training. According to AAPC
regulations, the supervision of pastoral counselor training (i.e., the nine intended intern
participants) had to be executed by a Fellow or Diplomate of AAPC. I found three e-mail
addresses ofAAPC supervisors were incorrect. I received only three responses out of the
nineteen correct e-mail addresses of AAPC supervisors. Two of them referred me to other
correct e-mail addresses.
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By the deadline of data collection, only one American supervisor and one
American intern had completed the questionnaire. The supervisor was a Diplomate of
AAPC, had a doctorate degree, and practiced his supervision in one of the major cities in
the state of Georgia. The intern had completed his community counseling graduate
program and completed two years in his counselor professional education program (see
Table 4.1). Considering the low response of American participants, I disregarded the data
collected from American participants and depended on the data collected from
hidonesian participants to extract the findings of the study.
Indonesian Participants
On 27 December 2013, 1 conducted one-day training for the research assistants
Yoshua Fibry Jati Nugroho, Yonathan Yacob Monimbar, and Afthonul Afif. I assigned
Yoshua and Yonathan to lead the focus group discussion of 2013/2014 PCE interns on 25
January 2013. 1 assigned Afif to conduct one interview with one helping profession
supervisor and his or her intern in the city of Yogyakarta. I conducted the in-depth
interview with five Indonesian helping profession supervisors and had five interns from
Yogyakarta complete the questionnaire. Three helping profession supervisors were
interviewed and three helping profession interns from Semarang and Salatiga completed
the questionnaire in the first to third week of January 2014.
By the deadline of the data collection on 31 January 2014, of twelve lAPC
pastoral counselors, nine completed the questionnaire; six chnical psychology supervisors
interviewed; six clinical psychology interns completed the questionnaire; three clinical
nursing supervisors interviewed; three clinical nursing interns completed the
questionnaire; and six PCE interns joined in the FGD.
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Data Consolidation
On 27 January 2014, Yoshua and Yonathan conducted a meeting to synchronize
the data collected during the FGD. They then transcribed the data collected into Word
format verbatim. On 30 January 2014, Yoshua and Yonathan conducted a consolidation
data meeting in the Salatiga Counseling Center and handed over the data collected to me.
Another research assistant, Afif, sent me the result of his interview and collected helping
profession intern questionnaires on 22 January 2014. 1 simultaneously transcribed the
data collected into a Word format.
Glessne and Peshkin consider that a researcher has to comply with the
professional ethical codes of his or her professional organization (1 1 1). I perceive that
one of the most important issues of the ethical codes is the confidentiality of participants.
To maintain the confidentiality of the participants, I used a different code for each
participant in the process of presenting and analyzing data. I saved all collected data in
one folder (see Table 4.2).
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Table 4.2. Participant Professions and Research Codes
No Profession Research Code Technique N
1. Clinical psychologist supervisors IDSUl to IDSU6 In-depth interview 6
2. Clinical nurse supervisors IDSU7 to IDSU9 In-depth interview 3
3. Pastoral counselors IDPCltoIDPC9 Questionnaire 9
4. Clinical psychology interns IDINl to IDIN6 Questionnaire 6
5. Clinical nursing interns ID1N7 to IDIN9 Questionnaire 3
6. PCE interns IDIFl to IDIF6 FGD 6
7. AAPC supervisors AMSUl Questionnaire 1
8. AAPC interns AMINI Questionnaire 1
Total 35
Research Question #1
The study wanted to find the characteristics of the best practices of the
supervision. To answer to this research question, I compiled and found the descriptors
used by participants of a given group to describe the characteristic of the best practices of
the supervision.
Data from Pastoral Counselor Questionnaire
The first area of the best practices of the supervision related to the personal and
the professional readiness of the interns as reflected in questions 1-3 of the questionnaire
(see Table 4.3). The pilot group considered that the professional readiness of the interns
mainly related to the courses they took before joining in the supervision.
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Table 4.3. Questions 1-3 of the Questionnaire
No Questions
1 . Could you describe the primary goal of your professional education/training?
2. What did you see as the key elements in your readiness for an internship?
3. Could you tell me what counseling-related courses you had before taking your internship?
By having nine pastoral counselors complete he questions 1-3, the study found the
primary purpose of the supervision of pastoral counselor formation was developing
personal quality and professional capacity of pastoral counselors. The collected data from
pastoral counselor participants presented nine descriptors of the best characteristics of the
intern personal readiness (see Table 4.4).
Table 4.4. Perception of Intern Personal Readiness by Pastoral Counselors
No Descriptors N
1 . Enough financial resources (IDPC4) 1
2. Parents/family support (1DPC7) 1
3. Church/denomination/institution support (1DPC8 & 9) 1
4. Ready to grow in a cross-cultural group (IDPCl to 9) 9
5. Ready to learn about themselves (IDPCl to 9) 9
6. Committed to finish PCE (IDPC 1 to 9) 9
7. Having a job opportunity after the completion of PCE (IDPCl to 9) 9
8. Understanding of the purpose of the supervision (IDPCl to 9) 9
9. Understanding of counseling as a part of Church ministry (IDPCl to 9) 9
Regarding the personal readiness of the interns, the study found nine hidonesian
pastoral counselor participants used six descriptors concerning the best characteristics of
intern personal readiness, namely that an intern should (1) have to understand the purpose
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of the supervision clearly, (2) understand pastoral counseling ministry as a part of the
church ministry firmly, (3) have strong commitment to finish PCE, (4) be ready to learn
about himself or herself, (5) be ready to grow in a cross-cultural group, and (6) have a
clear job opportunity after completing his or her internship. However, the study learned
that only one participant used the descriptors enoughfinancial resources, parent/family
support, and church or denomination or institution support.
Regarding the professional readiness of the interns, the completion of questions 1-
3 yielded eighteen descriptors of courses used by pastoral counselor participants for
intern professional readiness. To be more specific, the study found all participants
pointed out five theological courses and nine psychological/counseling courses, those
were: (1) pastoral theology; (2) theology of health, healing, and wholeness; (3) theology
of integrated health ministry; (4) pastoral counselor spiritual gifts; (5) theological
anthropology; (6) religious resources in pastoral counseling; (7) introduction to pastoral
care and counseling; (8) pastoral counselor basic qualities; (9) pastoral counsehng
approaches and techniques; (10) pastoral counsehng diagnostic; (11) pastoral counselor
professional education; (12) code of conduct; (13) introduction to psychology; and, (14)
cross-cultural counseling (see Table 4.5). In addition the study found the expressions
anthropology ofmental health used by four participants, group counseling used by one
participant, marriage andfamily counseling used by one participant, and griefcounseling
used by three participants to describe the characteristics of intern professional readiness
(see Table 4.5).
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Table 4.5. Perception of Intern Professional Readiness by Pastoral Counselors
No Descriptors N
1. Pastoral theology (INPCl to 9) 9
2. Theology of health, healing, and wholeness (INPCl to 9) 9
3. Theology of integrated health ministry (INPCl to 9) 9
4. Pastoral counselor spiritual gifts (INPCl to 9) 9
5. Religious resources in pastoral counseling services (INPCl to 9) 9
6. Introduction to pastoral care and counseling (INPCl to 9) 9
7. Theological anthropology (INPCl to 9) 9
8. Pastoral counselor basic qualities (INPCl to 9) 9
9. Pastoral counseling approaches and techniques (INPCl to 9) 9
10. Pastoral counseling diagnostic (INPCl to 9) 9
1 1 . Pastoral counselor professional education (INPCl to 9) 9
12. Code of conduct (INPC 1 to 9) 9
13. Introduction to psychology (INPCl to 9) 9
14. Cross-cultural counseling (INPC 1 to 9) 9
15. Anthropology of Mental Health (INPC 2, 5, 6, and 9) 4
16. Group counseling (1NPC7) 1
17. Marriage and family counseling (1NPC7) 1
1 8 . Grief counseling (INPC1,2,8) 3
Data from Focus Group Discussion Participants
Different from pastoral counselor participants, the study compiled ten descriptors
used by FGD participants for intern personal readiness. The study found six similar
significant characteristics used by pastoral counselor participants, namely (1) ready to
grow in a cross-culture group, (2) ready to learn about themselves, (3) committed to
finish PCE, (4) having a job opportunity after the completion of PCE, and (5)
understanding of the purpose of the supervision clearly (i.e., learning how to develop
personal and professional identity). In addition, the study found two new descriptors,
spiritually mature and ready to work with the counselees, used by all FGD participants.
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Altogether FGD participants indicated seven significant characteristics as a qualified
intern candidate. However, the study found three descriptors, namely enough financial
resources, hospitable, and humble, used by only one FGD participant (see Table 4.6).
Table 4.6. Perception of Intern Personal Readiness by FGD Participants
No Descriptors N
1. Enough financial resources (IDIFl) 1
2. Spiritually mature (ID1F2) 6
3. Ready to work with the counselee (IDIFl to 6) 6
4. Ready to grow in a cross-cultural group (IDIFl , 3, 4, 5 & 6) 6
5. Ready to learn about themselves (IDIFl to 6) 6
6. Hospitable (IDIF5) 1
7. Humble (ID1F5) 1
8. Committed to finish PCE (IDIF 1 to 6) 6
9. Having a job opportunity after the completion of PCE (IDIFl to 6) 6
10. Understanding of the purpose of the supervision clearly (IDIFI to 6) 6
As I presented in the previous sections, before participating in pastoral counselor
formation, the interns not only have to possess several personal but also professional
characteristics. Regarding FGD participants' perception of intern professional readiness,
the study learned fourteen similar descriptors to the ones used by the pastoral counselor
participants (see Table 4.7).
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Table 4.7. Perception of Intern Professional Readiness by FGD Participants
No Descriptors N
1. Pastoral theology (IDIFI to 6) 6
2. Theology of health, healing, and wholeness (IDIFl to 6) 6
3. Theology of integrated health ministry (IDIFl to 6) 6
4. Pastoral counselor spiritual gifts (IDIFl to 6) 6
5. Religious resources in pastoral counseling services (IDIFl to 6 ) 6
6. Introduction to pastoral care and counseling (IDIFl to 6) 6
7. Theological anthropology (IDIFl to 6) 6
8. Pastoral counselor basic qualities (IDIFI to 6) 6
9. Pastoral counseling approaches and techniques (IDIFl to 6 ) 6
10. Pastoral counseling diagnostic (IDIFl to 6) 6
1 1 . Pastoral counselor professional education (IDIF 1 to 6) 6
12. Code of conduct (IDIFl to 6) 6
13. Introduction to psychology (IDIFl to 6 ) 6
14. Cross-cultural counseling (IDIFl to 6) 6
15. Crisis counsehng (IDIFl to 6) 6
In addition, the study found that all FGD participants used a new descriptor�
crisis counseling. Responding to question 3 of the FGD raised by the facilitator, IDIF2
said, "I would like to remind you all that you might take a crisis counsehng course before
joining PCE." Other FGD participants agreed with IDIF2 that they also took the same
course before joining PCE.
Altogether fifteen significant descriptors of theological and psychological courses
were present, which could become the significant characteristics of the professional
readiness of the interns (see Table 4.8). All pastoral counselor and PCE intern
participants confirm that they have five theological and eleven psychological or
counsehng relates courses (see Table 4.5 and 4.7).
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Data from the Helping Profession Supervisors' In-Depth Interview
I started the interview by asking the participants if they had some kind of
education or formal training of clinical supervision. IDSU8 responded, "As far as I know
there is neither education nor formal training of supervision." Other participants said that
they had no formal training or education of the clinical supervision either. Their main
resources of learning supervision were their own experience and the supervision practice
of their senior colleagues. The study found that participants had neither education nor
training in clinical supervision.
Regarding the personal readiness of the interns, the study found nine helping
profession supervisor participants presented eight descriptors of the personal readiness of
the interns. Among those nine descriptors, four were similar to the ones used by pastoral
counselor and FGD participants, namely (1) being ready to work with the patients or
clients or counselee, (2) being committed to finish the internship, (3) having a job
opportunity after the completion of the internship, and (4) understanding the purpose of
the supervision clearly (i.e., developing the professional identity of clinical psychologist
or clinical nurses; see Table 4.8).
hi addition to the similarities, the study found four different descriptors of
personal readiness of the interns used by all hidonesian helping profession supervisor
participants, namely (1) emotional maturity, (2) enough financial resource, (3)
parents/family support, and (4) preparedness to learn from the supervisors.
During the interview, IDSUl said that no scholarship was available for the
interns, so they had to self-support or get their parents' or family's financial support. I
clarified the issue of the interns' family/parent support to other participants, and all
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participants agreed with IDSUl 's opinion. Moreover, the study found seven out of nine
supervisor participants mentioned that the family, parent, or couple should give
permission to the intern candidate to join the internship. Otherwise, the intern candidate
might not be able to complete his or her internship plan.
In addition, the study found helping profession supervisor participants considered
themselves clinical experts who are responsible for the life and the death of the patients
or clients. The interns had to be ready to learn from the supervisors to treat the patients or
clients correctly; otherwise, the interns used some harmful interventions with the patients
or clients. During the interviews all supervisors mentioned that the development of
professional identity was the main purpose of the clinical supervision.
Table 4.8. Perception of Intern Personal Readiness by Supervisors
No Descriptors N
1. Enough financial resources (IDSUl to 9) 9
2. Family support (IDSUl to 9 9
3. Emotionally mature (IDSUl to 9) 9
4. Ready to work with the patients or clients (IDSUl to 9) 9
5. Ready to learn from the supervisors (IDSUl to 9) 9
6. Committed to finish the internship (IDSU 1 to 9) 9
7. Having s job opportunity after the completion of the internship (IDSUl to 9) 9
8. Understanding of the purpose of the supervision clearly (IDSUl to 9) 9
9. Having good communication skills (IDSU5) 9
Regarding the professional readiness of the interns, the study found that the
government only allows the graduate program to conduct the clinical psychology
professional education, so the interns had to take clinical psychology curriculum
standardized by the Department of National Education of the Republic of Indonesia (see
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Table 4.9). A clinical psychological graduate program could provide an additional course
called local content curriculum. Through analyzing the data collected from the helping
supervisor participants, the study found that the majority of the programs did not provide
local content curriculum. The standardized curriculum of the Department ofNational
Education of the Republic of Indonesia clinical psychology and nursing internship
focused on technical and clinical issues (see Table 4.9).
The study found the government allows both undergraduate and graduate
programs to conduct chnical nursing professional education. The Department ofNational
Education of the Republic of Indonesia has also standardized the curricula of both
programs. As does the clinical psychology graduate study curriculum, the clinical nursing
undergraduate study curriculum focuses on the technical and clinical issues of the
profession. Because the study only interviewed the clinical nursing undergraduate
supervisors, the study discovered the curriculum of clinical nursing undergraduate
programs (see Table 4.9) but did not find the curriculum of clinical nursing graduate
programs.
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Table 4.9. Perception of Intern Professional Readiness by Supervisors
No Descriptors N
1. The philosophy of humanity 6
2. Research methodology: quantitative 6
3. Research and statistics 6
4. Research methodology: qualitative 6
5. Developing psychological measurement 6
6. Observation and interview practicum 6
7. Psycho-diagnostics practicum 6
8. Psychological intervention practicum 6
9. Code of conduct 6
10. Clinical assessment 6
11. Psychological dynamics 6
12. Clinical intervention 6
13. Internship 6
14. Intervention and assessment seminar 6
15. Religiosity 3
16. General psychology 3
17. Personality development 3
18. Transcultural nursing 3
Data from Helping Profession Intern Questionnaire
Having responses of nine interns, the study compiled nine words or expressions
used by the participants to describe the personal readiness of the interns. Six of them
were similar to the ones used by the supervisor participants, namely (1) enough financial
resource, (2) parents'/family's support, (3) readiness to work with the patients/clients, (4)
commitment to finish the internship, (5) a job opportunity after the internship, and (6)
understanding the purpose of the supervision (see Table 4.10). However, the study found
two new significant terms used to the personal readiness of the interns, namely ready to
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work with the supervisors and ready to work in a new environment. The helping
profession interns did not use the descriptor ready to learn about themselves as did
pastoral counselors and PCE interns (see Tables 4.4, p. 133; 4.6, p. 136).
Table 4.10. Perception of Intern Personal Readiness by Helping Profession Interns
No Descriptors N
1. Financial resource (IDINI to 9) 9
2. Parent/family support (IDINI to 9 9
3. Ready to work with the patients or clients (IDINI to 9) 9
4. Ready to work with the supervisors (IDINI to 9) 9
5. Ready to work in a new environment (IDINI to 9) 9
6. Committed to finish the internship (IDINI to 9) 9
7. A clear job opportunity after the completion of the internship (IDINI to 9) 9
8. Understanding the purpose of the internship (IDINI to 9) 9
9. Having good communication skills (1D1N4, 5, and 8) 3
Supervisory Ratings�Personal Quality, Professional Capacities, and Strategies
The second area of the best supervision practices related to the personal quality
and the professional capacity of the supervisors. The professional capacity of the
supervisors included the strategies they used in the supervision. Responses to questions 4
to 6 of the questionnaire reflected these ratings (see Table 4.1 1). This area utilized data
from the pastoral counseling questionnaire, FGD, helping profession supervisor in-depth
interview, and helping profession intern questionnaire.
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Table 4.11. Questions 4-6 of the Questionnaire
No Questions
4. What did you think were the personal qualities of a good supervisor?
5. You would you rate your supervisor in term of his or her professional capacities?
6. What were the key strategies your supervisor employed in his or her supervision?
Supervisory Ratings from the Pastoral Counselor Questionnaire
The study compiled eleven terms used by nine pastoral counselor participants to
portray the personal qualities of the supervisor. All participants confirmed seven out of
the eleven descriptors: (1) patient, (2) spiritually mature, (3) genuine, (4) humble, (5)
hospitable, (6) helpful, and (7) attentive to be the significant characteristics of the
supervisor personal quality (see Table 4.12). All pastoral counselor participants placed
the descriptor ofpatient in the first place of the supervisory ratings. However, two
participants used the descriptor responsive, one participant used the descriptor//rm, and
one participant used the descriptor empathic to describe the major characteristics of the
best practices of the supervision.
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Table 4.12. Supervisor Personal Quality as Rated by Pastoral Counselors
No Descriptors N
1. Patient (IDPCl to 9) 9
2. Spiritually mature (IDPCl to 9) 9
4. Responsive (1DPC3 & 8) 2
5. Genuine (IDPCl to 9) 9
6. Humble (IDPCl to 9) 9
7. Hospitable (IDPCl to 9) 9
8. Attentive 9
9. Helpful (IDPC5) 9
10. Firm (1DPC5) 1
11. Empathic (1DPC7) 1
Regarding the professional capacity of the supervisor, the study found all
participants placed the descriptors able to apply counseling theories and techniques into
practice and experienced in counseling service in the first and the second place.
Table 4.13. Supervisor Professional Capacity as Rated by Pastoral Counselors
No Descriptors N
1. Able to apply counseling theories and techniques in practice (IDPCl to 9) 9
2. Experienced in counseling service (IDPCl to 9) 9
3. Certified practicing pastoral counselor (IDPCl to 9) 9
4. Able to help the interns help the counselees (IDPCl to 9) 9
5. Able to build partnership with the churches (IDPCl to 9) 9
6. Able to build partnership with the community resources (IDPCl to 9) 9
7. Comply with the code of conduct (IDPCl to 9) 9
8. Able to use the Bible in counseling session (IDPC4 and 5) 2
9. Able to help the interns help themselves (IDPCl to 9) 9
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All participants used six other descriptors to describe the professional capacities
of a good supervisor: (1) certified or licensed as pastoral counselor, (2) able to help the
interns help the counselees, (4) able to build partnership with the churches, (4) able to
build partnership with the community resources, (5) compliant with the code of conduct,
and (6) able to help the interns help themselves (see Table 4.13). However, the study also
found the signifier able to use the Bible in counseling session used by two participants to
describe the professional capacities of the supervisors.
Because the strategies are parts of the best practices of supervision, the study also
wanted to know the strategies the supervisors use in supervisor. The study found eleven
terms used by all participants to describe the supervisors' strategies to facilitate the
personal and the professional growth of the interns: (1) supervisory covenant/contract, (2)
individual supervision, (3) mutual growth group, (4) holistic case study/conference
group, (5) verbatim analysis group, (6) counseling practice progress report, (7)
interdisciplinary case study, (8) social gathering, (9) joint-visit or joint-counseling if
needed, especially for home visit, (10) visitation by some other counseling service, and
(1 1) home visit (see Table 4.14).
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Table 4.14. Supervisory Strategy as Rated by Pastoral Counselors
No Descriptors N
1. Supervisory covenant/contract 9
2. Individual supervision 9
3. Mutual growth group 9
4. Holistic case study/conference group 9
5. Verbatim analysis group 9
6. Counseling practice progress report 9
7. Interdisciplinary case study 9
8. Social gathering 9
g
Joint-visit or joint-counseling if needed (especially for home ^
visit)
10. Visitation of other psychotherapy/counseling services 9
1 1 . Weekly self-examination or spiritual exercise 9
12. Home visit 9
Supervisory Ratings from the Focus Group Discussions
Six FGD participants used six out of twelve terms to explain the image of a good
supervisor: (1) patient, (2) spiritually mature, (3) firm, (4) wise, (5) exemplary, and (6)
cross-culturally sensitive. The study found two similar descriptors, having spiritual
maturity and being patient used by both groups: lAPC pastoral counselors and PCE
intern FGD participants (see Table 4.15). In addition the study found the descriptor of
cross-culturally sensitive used by all participants of FGD to define the significant
personal characteristics of the supervisors. The study then also found four other
descriptors, that is, having good self-esteem, being courageous, being hospitable, being
willing to serve others, and being loyal, used only by one FGD participant.
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Table 4.15. Supervisor Personal Quality as Rated by FGD Participants
No Descriptors N
1. Patient (IDIFI to 6) 6
2. Good self-esteem (IDIFl & 4) 1
3. Courageous (IDIF2) 1
4. Spiritually mature (IDIFl to 6) 6
5. Firm (IDIFl, 3 & 5) 6
6. Wise (IDIFI to 6) 6
7. Exemplary (IDIFl to 6) 6
8. Hospitable (1DIF4) 1
9. Willing serve others (1DIF54) 1
10. Loyal (IDPC2) 1
11. Cross-culturally sensitive (IDIFI to 6) 6
Regarding the professional capacity of the supervisors, the study found six out of
seven descriptors used by all FGD participants to define the professional capacity of a
good supervisor. They consisted of (1) being a certified counselor, (2) understanding the
theories and practices of counseling, (3) complying with the code of conduct, (4) being
able to apply models and techniques of counseling, (5) being able to facilitate the interns
to become good counselors, and (6) understanding the wide variety of personality types.
However, only one participant used the descriptor knowing how to supervise one to ten
interns to describe the professional capacities of a good supervisor (see Table 4.16).
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Table 4.16. Supervisor Professional Capacity as Rated by FGD Participants
No Descriptors N
1. Being a certified counselor (IDIFI to 6) 6
2. Understanding the theories and practices of counseling (IDIFI to 6) 6
3. Complying with the code of conduct (IDIF2) 6
4. Being able to apply models and techniques of counseling (IDIFl to 6) 6
5. Being able to facilitate the interns to become good counselors (IDIFl f.
to 9)
\j
6. Understanding the wide variety of personality types (IDIF4 & 6) 2
7. Being able to supervise one to ten interns (ID1F2) 1
As mentioned in previous sections, nine LAPC pastoral counselors and six PCE interns
were involved in the study. Because they went through the same pastoral counselor
formation program, the PCE of the School of Theology of SWCU, the study discovered
similar terms used by FGD participants to configure the strategies used by the supervisors
(see Table 4.17).
Table 4.17. Supervisory Strategy as Rated by FGD Participants
No Descriptors N
1. Supervisory covenant/contract 9
2. Individual supervision 9
3. Mutual growth group 9
4. Holistic case study/conference group 9
5. Verbatim analysis group 9
6. Counseling practice progress report 9
7. Interdisciplinary case study 9
8. Social gathering 9
Q
Joint -visit or joint-counseling if needed (especially for home 9
7.
visit)
10. Visits to other psychotherapy/counseling services 9
11. Weekly self-examination or spiritual exercise 9
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12. Home visit 9
Supervisory Ratings from Helping Profession Supervisors' In-Depth Interview
By compiling the data of the study from the in-depth interviews to nine helping
profession supervisor participants, the study observed seven terms used by the
participants to define the personal quality of a good supervisor. The study then found five
of them used by all participants to explain the significant characteristics of a good
supervisor: (1) patient, (2) emotionally healthy, (3) willing to teach the interns, (4)
skillful, and (6) open minded, hi addition the study found the signifier warm used by one
participant and the descriptor responsible used by two participants (see Table 4.18).
Table 4.18. Supervisor Personal Quality as Rated by Supervisors
No Descriptors N
1. Patient (IDSUl to 9) 9
2. Emotionally healthy (IDSUl to 9) 9
3. Willing to teach the interns (IDSUl to 9) 9
4. Skillful (IDSU 1 to 9) 9
5. Warm (IDSU5) 1
6. Open minded (IDSUl to 9) 9
7. Responsible (IDSU 6, 7, 9) 2
Regarding the professional capacities, the study found five descriptors used by all
helping profession supervisor participants to describe the professional capacities of a
good supervisor. To define the professional capacities of the supervisors, nine hidonesian
helping participants used the terms of (1) being a state licensed clinical
psychologist/nurse, (2) being a member of a professional organization, (3) knowing how
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to diagnose and treat the patients, (4) being a practitioner, and (5) knowing how to teach
the interns (Table 4.19).
Table 4.19. Supervisor Professional Capacity as Rated by Supervisors
No Descriptors N
1. Being a certified and state licensed clinical psychologist/nurse
(IDSUl to 9)
9
2. Being a member of professional organization (IDSUl to 6) 9
3. Knowing how to diagnose and treat the patients (IDSUl to 9) 9
4. Knowing how to teach the interns (IDSUl & 9) 9
5. Knowing how to supervise the interns (IDSUl, 2) 9
As the result of having in-depth interviews with nine hidonesian helping
profession supervisors, the study discover seven descriptors used by all participants to
configure the strategies used by the supervisors to process the supervision: (1)
supervision contract, (2) initial clinical orientation, (3) daily preconference group, (4)
daily postconference group, (5) individual bedside learning, (6) individual reflecting
learning, (7) joint-visit or joint-counseling, and (8) individual final case examination (see
Table 4.20).
Table 4.20. Supervisory Strategy as Rated by Supervisors
No Descriptors N
1. Supervision contract (IDSUl to 9) 9
2. Initial clinical orientation (IDSUl to 9) 9
3. Daily preconference group (IDSUl to 9) 9
4. Daily postconference group (IDSUl & 9)
5. Individual bedside learning (IDSUl to 9)
6. Joint-visit or joint-counseling (IDSUl to 9)
7. Individual final case examination (IDSUl to 9)
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Supervisory Ratings from Helping Profession Intern Questionnaire
Helped by nine helping profession intern participants completing the
questionnaire, the study compiled eleven descriptors used by the participants and found
ten of them used by all participants to describe the personal qualities of a good
supervisor: (1) patient, (2) wise, (3) healthy emotionally, (4) respectful, (5) willing to
teach the interns, (6) skillful, (7) warm, (8) open minded, (9) trusted, and (10) responsible
were . In addition, the study found the descriptors honest used by one participant and
responsible used by two participants (see Table 4.21).
Table 4.21. Supervisor Personal Quality as Rated by Helping Profession Interns
No Descriptor N
1. Patient (IDINI to 9) 9
2. Wise (IDINI to 9 9
3. Healthy emotionally (IDINI to 9) 9
4. Respectful (IDINI to 9) 9
5. Willing to teach the interns (IDINI to 9) 9
6. Skillful (IDIN 1 to 9) 9
7. Warm (IDIN5) 9
8. Open minded (IDINI to 9) 9
9. Honest (IDIN3) 1
10. Trusted (IDINI to 9) 9
11. Responsible (IDIN 1 and 7) 2
In relation to the professional capacity of the supervisors, the study compiled
seven descriptors used by helping profession interns, and all the participants chose five
out of seven to define the professional capacity of a good supervisor: (1) able to teach the
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intern, (2) able to teach the interns to write the status of the patients/clients, (3) able to
facilitate the interns to grow, (4) able to help the intern's problem if any, (5) able to relate
theories to the problem of the patients/clients, and (6) able to show correct techniques of
intervention (see Table 4.22). However, the study also observed two other descriptors,
namely being a state licensed clinical psychologist or nurse and being an active
practitioner used by less than nine participants as the significant characteristic of the
professional capacity of a good supervisor (see Table 4.22).
Table 4.22. Supervisor Professional Capacity as Rated by Helping Profession
Interns
No Descriptor N
1. Being a state licensed clinical psychologist/nurse (1D1N5 and 8) 2
2. Being an active practitioner (1D1N6) 1
3. Able to teach the interns (IDINI to 9) 9
4. Able to teach the interns to write the status of the patients/clients (IDINI & 9 9
5. Able to facilitate the interns to grow (IDINI to 9) 9
6. Able to help the intern's problem if any (IDINI to 9) 9
7. Able to relate theories to the problem of the patients/clients (IDINI to 9) 9
8. Able to show correct techniques of the intervention (IDINI to 9) 9
As previously elaborated, the second area included the strategies used by the
supervisors in the supervision. The study found hidonesian helping professional
education, especially chnical psychology and nursing, had been standardized; therefore,
the study found similar descriptors with the ones used by the helping profession intern
participants (see Table 4.23).
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Table 4.23. Supervisory Strategy as Rated by Helping Profession Interns
No Descriptors N
1. Supervision contract (IDINI to 9) 9
2. Initial clinical orientation (IDINI to 9) 9
3. Daily preconference group (IDINI to 9) 9
4. Daily postconference group (IDINI to 9) 9
5. Individual bedside learning (IDINI to 9) 9
6. Joint-visit or joint-counseling (IDINI to 9) 9
7. Individual final case examination (IDINI to 9) 9
The Supervisory Relationship
The third area of supervision was related to the quality of the supervisory
relationship. Defined as the most ideal condition of the supervisory relationship between
the supervisors and the interns, this indicator facilitated the interns to grow their
professional identity. The descriptor could be impacted by readiness, the culture of the
interns, and the strategies of dealing with the interns' learning problems.
The third area of supervision related to questions 7 to 1 1 of the questionnaire, the
in-depth interview, and FGD (see Table 4.24). The data of the study came from the
completion of questions 7 to 1 1 of the questionnaire by nine lAPC pastoral counselors
and helping profession interns. The data also came from nine Indonesian helping
professionals' in-depth interviews and six PCE intern FGD participants. In regards to the
responses for question 9 of the questionnaire, the in-depth interview, and FGD, I took a
closer look and put them in separate sections under the report of Research Question #2.
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Table 4.24. Questions 7-11 of the Questionnaire
No Questions
7. What did the ideal supervisory relationship look like?
8. How did your readiness impact the supervisory relationship?
9. To what extent did your cultural background affect your supervisory relationship?
Suppose you experienced some problems about learning, such as burnout. To what extent
did you deal with those problems?
11. If you had didactics during your internship, on what topics did they focus?
The supervisory relationship as seen by pastoral counselors. The study
compiled eight descriptors used by nine pastoral counselor participants and found five of
them were used by all participants to determine the most ideal condition of the
supervisory relationship: (1) equal relationship, (2) mutual relationship, (3) two-way
relationship, (4) mutual trust relationship, and (5) professional relationship. The study
found these four could become the descriptors of the most ideal condition of the
supervisory relationship. However, the study observed three other descriptors, namely (1)
mutual support used by two participants, (2) empowering relationship used by one
participant, and (3) brother-to-brother or sister-to-sister relationship used by two
participants (see Table 4.25).
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Table 4.25. Perception of the Supervisory Relationship by Pastoral Counselors
No Descriptor N
1. Equal relationship (IDPCl to 9) 9
2. Mutual relationship (IDPCl to 9 9
3. Two-way relationship (IDPCl to 9) 9
4. Mutual trust relationship (IDPCl to 9) 9
5. Professional relationship (IPCl to 9) 9
6. Mutual support (IDPC 3 and 4) 2
7. Empowering relationship (IDPC5) 1
8. Brother-to-brother or sister-to-sister relationship (IDPC2 and 8) 2
By compiling data from nine pastoral counselor participants who completed
question 10 of the questionnaire, the study found a wide variety of descriptors of
resources used by pastoral counselors to deal with the interns' problems about learning.
The study recognized thirteen descriptors used by the participants: (1) doing self-
evaluation, (2) having time of self-reflection, (3) doing self-spiritual exercises, (4) taking
a break, (5) having midnight meditation, (6) writing a poem/song/journal/daily devotion,
(7) going on individual retreat, (8) going on individual pilgrimage, (9) discussing the
issue with close friends, (10) discussing the issue with cointerns, (11) discussing with the
senior colleagues, (12) discussing the issue with the supervisor, and (13) getting help
from relevant outside resources.
The study found five out of the twelve descriptors used by all participants to
determine helping resources when the interns dealt with problems about learning: (1)
doing self-evaluation, (2) having time of self-reflection, (3) discussing the issue with
cointerns, (4) discussing the issue with the supervisor, and (5) getting help from relevant
outside resources. Four participants used doing self-spiritual exercises. Three participants
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used discussing the issue with cointerns. Two participants used going on individual
pilgrimage and discussing the issue with senior colleagues. The last but not least, one
participant were taking a break, having midnight meditation, writing a
poem/song/joumal/daily devotion, going on individual retreat, and discussing the issue
with close friends (see Table 4.26).
Table 4.26. Strategy ofDealing with Problems about Learning by Pastoral
Counselors
No Descriptor N
1. Doing self-evaluation (IDPCl to 9) 9
2. Having time of self-reflection (IDPCl to 9) 9
3. Doing self-spiritual exercises (IDPC5, 7, 8 and 9) 4
4. Taking a break (IDPC2) 1
5. Having midnight meditation (IDPC8) 1
6. Writing a poem/song/journal/daily devotion (IDPC8) 1
7. Going on individual retreat (IDPC8) 1
8. Going on individual pilgrimage (IDPCl and 8) 2
9. Discussing the issue with close friends (IDPC2) 1
10. Discussing the issue with co-interns (IDPCl to 9) 9
11. Discussing the issue with senior colleagues (IDPC7 and 8) 2
12. Discussing the issue with supervisors (IDPCl to 9) 9
13. Getting help from relevant outside resources (IDPCl to 9) 9
Question 1 1 of the questionnaire related to the topics of didactics during the
supervision. To respond to question 11, IDPC2 and ID0C8 commented, "The supervisor
has to cover Javanese Psychology," and IDPC4 responded, "The supervisor has to cover
Indonesian-Cross-Cultural Psychology." The study noted that the other six participants
did not respond to question 1 1 .
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The Supervisory Relationship as Seen by FGD Participants
IDIFl responded to the question 7 by saying, "The ideal supervisory relationship
must be an equal relationship." IDIF5 then added, "An equal supervisory relationship
between the supervisor and the supervisee creates a two-way traffic and empowers
communication." IDIF6 then responded, "In an equal relationship, the supervisor and the
supervisee create a transformative climate for interns to grow their pastoral counselor
identity." IDIF2, IDIF3, and IDIF4 simultaneously said, "Having an equal relationship,
the supervisor can create a meaningful and fruitful learning momentum for the intern."
Compiling the conversations of six FGD participants, the study found a similar descriptor
of the most ideal supervisory relationship used by nine pastoral counselor participants,
which was "equal relationship."
To respond to question 8 of the questionnaire raised by the facilitator, IDIF2,
IDIF3, IDIF4, and other participants responded simultaneously, "The better the personal
and professional readiness of the intern, the better the supervisory relationship will be.
The ideal supervisory relationship creates a three-way traffic communication among the
supervisor, cointerns, and counselees." Using different wordings, IDIFl, IDIF5, and
IDIF6 commented, "The better our personal and professional readiness, the better our
communication with the supervisor, and we could learn many more things from the
supervisor, cointerns, and counselees in order to be good pastoral counselors personally
and professionally." Compiling the comments of FGD participants to question 8, the
study found that the better the readiness of the intern, the better the supervisory
relationship would be.
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The FGD facilitator continued to raise question 10 about how the supervisor
managed problems about learning during the supervisory relationship. By observing the
data compiled from the FGD participants, the study found problems could impact the
supervisory relationship. IDIF3 suggested, "The supervisor and the interns had to deal
with them wisely." Simultaneously IDIFl, IDIF2, IDIF6 responded, "Firstly, we have to
reflect and evaluate our motivation of joining PCE." IDIF4 responded, "Then if we can't
solve our problem, we have to get external help, such as our cointerns or supervisors,. . .
or maybe some other professional helper somewhere else." Finally, IDIF5 added a
comment, "Yes I agree with you all. If we can't solve our own problems, we have to get
some help outside there." The study found at least five main resources used by the
supervisors and the supervisees to deal with problems about learning: self-evaluation,
self-reflection, cointerns, supervisors, and outside professional helpers.
The Supervisory Relationship as Seen by Helping Profession Supervisors' In-Depth
Interview Participants
During the in-depth interview, IDSU7 argued, "Because of the individual
differences, there is not the ideal condition of the supervisory relationship." IDSU7 was
not willing to answer question 7 of the in-depth interview.
Eight helping profession supervisors were willing to answer question 7 of the
questionnaire; therefore, the study compiled six descriptors used by participants to
determine the ideal condition of the supervisory relationship, namely (1) professional
relationship, (2) mutual relationship, (3) more to less experienced practitioner
relationship, and (4) teacher-students relationship. Because the study found four out of
those six descriptors used by eight participants, it regarded them as characteristics of the
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best practices of supervision: (1) professional relationship, (2) mutual relationship, (3)
more to less experienced practitioner relationship, and (4) teacher-student relationship, hi
addition, the study found that four supervisory participants used the descriptor two-way
relationship, and two supervisory participants chose equal relationship (see Table 4.27).
Table 4.27. Perception of the Supervisory Relationship by Supervisors
No Descriptor N
1. Professional relationship (IDSUl - 6, 8 and 9) 8
2. Mutual relationship (IDSUl - 6, 8 and 9) 8
3. Two-way relationship (IDSUl, 3, 8 and 9) 4
4. More to less experienced practitioner relationship (IDSUl - 6, 8 and 9) 8
5. Teacher to student relationship (IPSUl - 6, 8 and 9) 8
6. Equal relationship (IDSU 5 and IDSU8) 2
Regarding hidonesian helping supervisors' responses to question 8 of the
questionnaire, IDSUl said, "The better personal and professional readiness of the interns,
the better, the more effective, and the more fruitful the supervisory relationship will be."
The five other helping profession supervisors in the city of Yogyakarta and the three
helping supervisors in Salatiga or Semarang supported IDSUl 's opinion.
Regarding the helping supervisors' responses to question 10 of the questionnaire,
by interviewing nine helping supervisors, the study found the internship focused on
professional and formal relationships, so the supervisor was only willing to help the
interns' learning problems related to some technical-clinical issues of their patients' or
clients' intervention. If the interns dealt with some problems about learning, the
supervisor would ask the intern to get professional help from other outside resources.
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Regarding the helping supervisors' response to question 1 1, the study found no
didactics in the internship. However, the supervisors allowed the interns to join in a short
course, seminar, symposium, workshop, case conference, or panel discussion if any were
available. IDSU 5 testified that the focus of the internship was to sharpen the knowledge
and skills of the interns for the purpose of treating patients or clients.
The Supervisory Relationship as Seen by Helping Profession Interns
Regarding the participants' responses to question 7, the study compiled six
descriptors used by all participants to explain the most ideal condition of the supervisory
relationship. The list of the most ideal conditions of the supervisory relationship
consisted of (1) professional relationship, (2) wise parent to child relationship, (3) mutual
relationship, (4) two-way relationship, (5) conducive learning-teaching relationship, and
(6) coUegial relationship (see Table 4.28).
Table 4.28. Perception of Supervisory Relationship by Helping Profession Interns
No Descriptor N
1. Professional relationship (IDINI to 9) 9
2. Wise parent to child relationship (IDINI to 9) 9
3. Mutual relationship (IDINI to 9) 9
4. Two-way relationship (IDINI to 9) 9
5. Conducive learning-teaching relationship (IDINI to 9) 9
6. CoUegial relationship (IDINI to 9) 9
Regarding Indonesian helping profession interns' responses to questions 8, 10,
and 1 1 , the study found the supervisors only wanted to help the interns in term of clinical
and technical issues of the treatment of the patients or the clients. If an intern dealt with
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some problems about learning, the supervisors would ask the interns to get some
professional help from some other outside resource.
hi addition, generally the supervisors of chnical supervision did not provide any
didactic training. All helping professional education supervisors explained that they only
wanted to deal with the interns' learning problems.
Research Question #2
The second research question sought major characteristics of the hidonesian
culture that might affect the best practices of pastoral counselor formation supervision.
Based on the responses of the participants to question 9 of the questionnaire, the in-depth
interview, and PCE intern FGD, the study found the following answers.
Observing the responses of thirty-three hidonesian participants (see Table 4.1, p.
128; 4.2, p. 132) the study found two kinds of responses. First, eight participants did not
respond to question 9, and the other twenty-five participants responded and indicated
hidonesian culture had both positive and negative impact on supervision.
Data from Indonesian Pastoral Counselor Questionnaire
The following responses from participants describe their positive views of cross-
cultural learning:
When I was doing my internship, I was from a different cultural
background from the rest of the group, but we were one. I felt they were
part ofmine and I part of them. So I felt comfortable being with them and
had no difficulty working with them from the beginning to the end.
(IDPC6)
One of the major characteristics of hidonesian culture is hospitality, so it
made me, my supervisor and colleagues feel comfortable to encounter
each other from the beginning of the supervision. (IDPC2)
IDPC3 wrote:
"
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One major characteristic of hidonesia culture which could have positive
impact to the supervisory relationship is gotong royong (hidonesian) or
mutual cooperation or mutual support. (IDPC3)
Regarding the positive characteristics of hidonesian culture, twenty-five hidonesian
participants view that the characteristics of belongingness, hospitality, and mutual
cooperation of hidonesian culture can impact the quality of the supervisory relationship.
However, the study also found the supervision suffered from negative impact as a
result of the major characteristics of hidonesian culture:
One of the major characteristics of hidonesian culture is paternalism, so in
some way, the paternalistic culture impacted my supervisory relationship.
I knew the most ideal supervisory relationship was an equal one, but in the
beginning of the supervision, I beheved it was more hierarchical. It was
like a "leader to follower" relationship. So it took me one to two weeks
before developing an equal supervisory relationship with the supervisor
and my cointerns. I was aware that my supervisor tried to build an equal
supervisory relationship, but I didn't have courage to do so. (IDPC4)
Because of some cultural differences, in the beginning of the supervision I
was reluctant to talk openly and freely with the supervisor. It took me
several weeks to talk to him freely and openly. (IDPCl)
The cultural-social-religious differences and exclusivism could develop
some misunderstanding or misperception. I was blessed by my supervisor
who was very thoughtful and listened to me attentively and carefully.
(IDPC8)
On one hand I considered my supervisor was a 'great guru' ofmine so he
was the one who taught, reminded, directed, and trained me. (IDPC7)
According to Indonesian counselor participants, several other characteristics of
hidonesian culture, such as paternalism, cultural differences (caused by ethnical group
origins, religions, ages, social statuses), and exclusivism can impact negatively the
quality of the supervisory relationship.
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Data from PCE Intern Focus Group Discussions
Regarding question 9 of the FGD, the study also found the same lands of
responses:
The negative side of Indonesian culture does not impact to my supervisory
relationship with my supervisor, co-intern, and counselee for my own
culture has been mixed with some other cultures and I have met many
people from other cultures. I feel comfortable to work with them. (IDIF3)
However, some responded differently:
I am the youngest one, so in the beginning I was not comfortable to
encounter the supervisor and my group. It took me more than three weeks
before I could encounter him and the group comfortably. Finally helped by
their hospitality and open mind, now I feel better to work with and
encounter him. (IDIF2)
Using different wordings, IDIF3 and IDIF4 agreed:
We have to use the positive characteristics of our culture, such as our
hospitality wisely and be careful with the negative characteristics of our
culture in order to create good relationship to the supervisor, counselee,
and other stakeholders of supervision. (IDIF4)
The interviews found that one of the FGD participants views that Indonesian culture has
neither positive nor negative impact on the supervisory relationship. However, the
majority of the FGD participants considered that several characteristics of Indonesian
culture, including hospitality, have a positive impact while characteristics such as age
differences can impact the supervisory relationship negatively.
Data from Indonesian Helping Profession Supervisors' In-Depth Interview
Having interviewed nine helping profession supervisor participants, two (IDSU6
and IDSU 7) did not respond to question 9 because they thought that the culture had not
impacted the supervision. Seven other responses indicate the diversity of Indonesian
culture and how it could impact supervision both positively and negatively.
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In short, the responses of four helping profession supervisor participants (IDSUl,
2, 3, and 4), the study found that the hospitality characteristic of Indonesian culture
created facilitative supervisory relationships. IDSU2 said, "Because several interns of
mine were very hospitable, I had to be hospitable to the entire group of interns, too."
Regarding question 9 of the in-depth interview, IDSU9 said, "The characteristic sense of
community togetherness could help my interns build the team smoothly and quickly."
When I brought up the characteristic of the sense of community in my interview with
IDSU6, she responded, "That is right. It could help my interns build the sense of being a
helping team in very short period of time." The majority of the helping supervisor
participants found that the sense of hospitality of Indonesian culture can impact positively
the supervisory relationship.
During the interview, IDSU5 discussed the uniqueness of interns' cultural
background:
The supervisor had to be aware of every individual intern's cultural
background carefully. Because of their cultural backgrounds, some interns
may respond the instruction quickly. On the other hand, some other interns
may respond a little bit slower. Some interns may speak loudly, freely,
openly, and straight to the point. On the other hand some other interns
may speak gently, indirectly, and go around the bush first. If facing some
problem they tend to talk with certain co-interns than to the supervisor or
the whole group during morning or afternoon briefing. Dealing with the
diversity of Indonesian culture, the supervisor has to relate to every
individual intern patiently, open-mindedly, and wisely.
Using different wording, IDSU4 had the same response as IDSU5: "The supervisor has to
learn the culture of each individual intern. The supervisor was blessed to have a unique
opportunity to learn the diversity of Indonesian culture." Regarding cultural-social-
ethnical-religious differences of the interns, the participations of the study found that the
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supervisors have to able to understand each individual intern correctiy and relate to him
or her accordingly.
Data from Indonesian Helping Profession Intern Questionnaire
Of nine, three helping profession interns did not respond to question 9 of the
questionnaire because they thought that the supervisory relationship was formal,
professional, technical, and clinical. Using different words, IDIN2, IDIN5, and IDIN6
responded similarly:
The supervisory is a formal, professional, consultative relationship. It is
focused on technical and clinical issues of the treatment of clients or
patients. To some degree the characteristics of Indonesian culture have no
impact on the supervisory relationship. It depends on each individual
supervisor and intern. So the supervisor has to pay attention to the
characteristic of each intern individually.
Concerning question 9 of the questionnaire, IDINI discussed the supervisory
relationship:
In some way or the other, the quality ofmy relationship to the supervisor
impacts my relationship to my clients. So I try to use the positive
characteristics ofmy culture, such as friendly talk, being hospitable, and
freely and openly building a mutual relationship with my supervisor. I am
a twenty-two-year-old male intern, and my supervisor is a religiously
clinical psychologist in her fifties. She was like an expert, and I was "a
dumb student" before her in the beginning. Now we are able to build a
better supervisory relationship. It might not be an equal relationship, but at
least it is a mutually trusting relationship. And, a better supervisory
relationship with the supervisor helped to build better rapport to with my
clients and cointerns.
Regarding question 9 of the questionnaire, IDIN3 stated that the gender and age of the
interns can impact the supervisory relationship:
The differences of the supervisor's gender and age could prevent the
supervisor and the interns from developing equal and mutual supervisory
relationships. This kind of supervisory relationship makes me feel
uncomfortable in the internship. It impacts my counseling relationships
with my clients. According to my culture, the older the leader, the
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supervisor has to take an initiative to create a better supervisory
relationship. So I just wait for the supervisor to change the quality of the
supervisory relationship.
Using different words, IDIN8 and IDIN9 responded similarly. Furthermore, IDIN4
mentioned that religious affiliation can impact the supervisory relationship:
The difference of religious affiliation can prevent the supervisor and the
intern from developing an equal-mutual supervisory relationship. The
interns who are from the minority group religiously or ethnically may feel
some minority syndrome. They tend to feel inferior, lonely, marginalized,
useless, or powerless. On the other hand, the interns who are from the
majority religiously or ethnically tend to feel superior, comfortable, proud,
or powerful.
Using different wording, IDIN7 responded to question 9 similarly. She added her
comment, "According to the characteristic of hidonesian culture, the supervisor has the
strategic position to build a better supervisory relationship among the supervisor, the
supervisees, and all relevant parties." The majority of helping profession interns found
that the sense of hospitality of Indonesian culture can impact positively the supervisory
relationship and the counseling relationship with clients. However, according to helping
profession interns, their religious and ethnical group affiliation, especially the minority
group can become barriers of the supervisory relationship.
Research Question #3
The third research question involved determining the major characteristics of the
best practices of pastoral counselor formation supervision that could become the
foundation of the future manual of pastoral counselor formation supervision. Through
observing the data collected from thirty-tree Indonesian participants, the study found
three major foundations for a future manual of the supervision, namely the quality of
readiness of the intern, the supervisors, and the supervisory relationship.
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Characteristics of Good Intern Candidates
The first foundation consists of the personal and professional readiness of the
interns. The study found all participants based their views of good personal readiness of
the interns on the characteristic of understanding the purpose of the supervision clearly,
understanding counseling as the ministry of the church, being mature spiritually, being
mature emotionally, committing to finishing the internship, being ready to grow in a
cross-cultural group, being ready to learn about themselves, being ready to work with the
supervisor, being ready to learn from the supervisor, being ready to work with the
counselees/patients/clients, being ready to work in a new environment, and a having job
opportunity after the completion of the internship. However, certain participants based
their views of good personal readiness of the interns on the characteristic of having
enough financial resources, having parent/family/church/denomination/institution
support, having good communication skills, being hospitable, and being humble (see
Tables 4.4, p. 133; 4.6, p. 136; 4.8, p. 139).
The study learned that all participants based their views of good professional
readiness on five theological foundations: pastoral theology, theology of health, healing
and wholeness, theology of integrated health ministry, theological anthropology, and
pastoral counselor spiritual gifts, eleven psychological/counseling/pastoral counseling
foundation: introduction to psychology, introduction to pastoral care and counseling,
religious resources in pastoral counseling services, pastoral counselor basic qualities,
pastoral counseling approaches and techniques, pastoral counseling diagnostic, pastoral
counselor professional education , code of conducts, introduction to psychology, cross-
cultural counseling, and crisis counseling course (see Tables 4.5, p. 135 and 4.7, p. 137).
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However, the study found certain pastoral counselor participants and PCE interns
presented several other professional foundations of the readiness of interns: anthropology
ofmental health, group counseling, marriage andfamily counseling, and grief counseling
(see Table 4.5, p. 135 and 4.7, p. 137). Furthermore, the study found that clinical
psychology and nursing intern participants used similar descriptors to the ones of the
standards of the government of Indonesia (see Table 4.9, p. 141).
Characteristics of Good Supervisors
The study found that the participants base the quality of the supervisors on their
personal qualities and professional capacities. The professional capacities of the
supervisors include the strategies they use in the process of supervision.
The study found all participants based their view of personal capacities of good
supervisors on the characteristic of being patient, hospitable, open minded, cross-
culturally sensitive, attentive, humble, wise, respectful, genuine, dependable, skillful,
helpful, firm, coachable, mature spiritually, healthy emotionally, and willing to teach the
interns (see Tables 4.8, p. 139; 4.11, p. 143; 4.13, p. 144; 4.15, p. 147) to describe good
supervisors. However, certain participants also based their views of good supervisors on
the characteristics of having good self-esteem, being courageous, being responsive, being
firm, being warm, being responsible, being honest, being empathic, being hospitable,
being loyal, and being willing to serve others.
The study found that all participants based their views of professional capacities
of good counselors on characteristic of being able to apply counseling theories and
techniques into practice, being able to diagnose and treat patients or clients, being willing
to comply with the code of conduct, being willing to help the interns help themselves.
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being able to teach the interns, being able to teach the interns to write the counseling
records, being willing to facilitate the interns to become good pastoral counselors, being
able to facilitate the interns to grow, being willing to help the interns to solve their
problems if any, being able to supervise the interns, being able to build partnership with
churches, being able to build partnerships with community resources, being certified by a
professional organization and/or state licensing board, and being able to understand the
theories and practices of counseling (see Table 4.13, p. 144; 4.16, p. 148; 4.18, p. 149;
4.21, p. 152). However, certain participants based their views of professional capacities
on the characteristics of understanding a wide variety ofpersonality types, being state
licensed and active practitioners, being able to use the Bible in counseling practices, and
being able to supervise one to ten interns.
hi relation to the strategies used in the process of supervision, the study found that
that all pastoral counselor and FGD participants used the same descriptors, namely
supervisory covenant/contract, individual supervision, mutual growth group, holistic case
study growth, verbatim analysis group, counseling practice progress report,
interdisciplinary case study, social gathering, joint-visit or joint-counseling, other
psychotherapy or counseling service visits, self-examination or spiritual exercises, and
home visit for the interns (see Tables 4.14, p. 146; 4.19, p. 150).
The study also found that hidonesian helping profession supervisors and interns
used the same strategies of supervision in accordance with the standards of the
government of hidonesia, namely supervision contract, initial clinical orientation, daily
preconference group, daily postconference group, individual bedside learning, individual
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reflecting learning, joint-patient visit or joint-counseling, and (8) individual final case
examinafion (see Table 4.20, p. 151; 4.23, p. 153).
Characteristics of Good Supervisory Relationship
According to the data collected, the study found that all participants the
characteristics of the ideal condition of the supervisory relationship are on the
professional, equal, mutual, coUegial, two-way, mutually trusting, wise parent to child,
more to less experienced practitioner, good teacher to student, open-minded, and
facihtative (see Tables 4.25, p. 155; 4.27, p. 159; 4.28, p. 160). However, certain
participants added other characteristics, such as mutual support, empowering
relationship, and brother-to-brother or sister-to-sister relationship (see Table 4.25, p.
155).
Moreover, the resources used by the supervisors or the supervisees to handle
problems about learning could impact the ideal condition of the supervisory relationship.
The study found five helping resources available for the supervisors or the interns to deal
with problems about learning, that is the intern's own resources; close friends, partners,
or family members; cointerns; senior colleagues; supervisors; and other professional
services.
Regarding the impact of Indonesian culture on supervision, the study found
several major characteristics of Indonesian culture that could impact the supervisory
relationship positively, such as the sense of corporate personality, the inclusive we-ness
of the culture, the hospitality, the mutual cooperation, and togetherness. However, the
study also found several major characteristics of Indonesian culture that could impact the
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supervisory relationship negatively, such as the sense of paternalism, cultural diversity
caused by any reUgious or ethnical group affiliation, and exclusivism .
Summary ofMajor Findings
Based on the previous data elaborations, the following major findings are
discussed in Chapter 5:
Based on the data, the following major findings are discussed in Chapter 5:
1. The major characteristics of good intern candidates.
� The study discovered ten personal characteristics of good intern candidates,
including understanding the purpose of supervision and committed to
complete the internship.
� The study discovered sixteen professional characteristics of good intern
candidates. They have to posses five theological and eleven
psychological/counseling courses, including pastoral theology and
introduction to pastoral counseling.
2. The major characteristics of good supervisors.
� The study discovered eighteen personal characteristics of good supervisors,
including being patient and hospitable.
� The study discovered fourteen professional characteristics of good
supervisors, including know how to help the interns to grow and
understanding the theories and practices of counseling.
� The study discovered fifteen are able to provide fifteen strategies of
supervision, including individual and group supervision.
3. The major characteristics of good supervisory relationship.
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� The study discovered eleven characteristics of the ideal condition of
supervisory relationships, including professional, equal, and mutual.
� The study discovered seven resources of dealing with the interns' problems
about learning, including con-interns, supervisors, and other professional
services.
4. The impact of hidonesian culture to the supervision
� The study discovered four positive characteristics of hidonesian culture that
can impact on the supervisory relationship, including the inclusive w^-ness
and hospitality.
� The study discovered two negative characteristics of hidonesia culture that
can impact on the supervisory relationship, including paternalism and cultural
diversity.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
My desire for a better supervision of pastoral counselor formation in Indonesia
formed the basis of the study. Because I received no responses from participants in the
US, the major findings of the study are based only on the data collected from Indonesian
participants. The following pages discuss the major findings, the implications of the
study, recommendations for the development of a future supervision manual for pastoral
counselor formation, and limitations of the study, follow by a postscript.
Major Findings
The In-Depth Interviews of nine helping profession supervisors, the questionnaire
given to nine helping profession interns, the questionnaire for nine LAPC pastoral
counselors, and the FGD from six PCE interns provided rich insights concerning the best
practices of supervision. Chapter 4 not only provided major characteristics of good intern
candidates, good supervisors, and the ideal supervisory relationship but also the major
characteristics of Indonesian culture that could impact supervision. In the following
pages the study exphcates the findings under four major areas. These findings can
become the foundations for a future manual for supervision of pastoral counselor
formation in Indonesia.
The Major Characteristics of Good Intern Candidates
All participants of the study agree that the intern candidates must have at least
twelve significant personal characteristics. All participants strongly agree that
understanding the purpose of the supervision clearly will guarantee the best practices of
supervision (see Table 4.4, p. 133; 4.6, p. 136; 4.8, p. 139; 4.10, p. 142). hi addition, all
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pastoral counselor participants place the characteristic of clear understanding of the
counseling as the ministry of the Church as a significant characteristic (see Table 4.4, p.
133).
hi order to create the best practices of supervision, all participants of the study
agreed that good intern candidates need ten personal characteristics: being (1) spiritually
mature, (2) emotionally mature, (3) ready to grow in a cross-cultural group, (4) ready to
learn about themselves, (5) ready to work with the supervisor, (6) ready to learn from
the supervisor, (7) ready to work with the counselees, (8) ready to work in a new
environment, (9) committed to finish the program, and (10) having a prospective job after
the completion of the program (see Table 4.4, p. 133; 4.6, p. 136; 4.8, p. 139; 4.10, p.
142). Several other participants added new characteristics of qualified intern candidates,
such as having enough financial resources, having
parent/family/church/denomination/institution support, being hospitable, and being
humble (see Tables 4.4, p. 133; 4.6, p. 136; 4.8, p. 139; 4.10, p. 142).
During the internship the interns work with and help the counselees solve the
problems they face (Hiltner 21). hi order to be able to help the counselees effectively, the
interns must know the nature of the counselees as human beings, their problems, the best
way to help them, approaches, techniques, and skills to help the counselees help
themselves, hi order to be good helpers in the counseling practices, the interns must have
minimal professional, educational or academic characteristics before joining in the
internship. They need to have the right attitudes to relate to the counselees and also
know how to help them. The personal readiness of the interns is related to supervision as
an art and the professional readiness is related to supervision as a science (McCarty 1 1).
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Pastoral counselor participants and FGD participants strongly agree that interns'
professional readiness consists of a theological and psychological or counseling
foundation. Both foundations relate to the nature of pastoral counseling as an integration
of applied theology and psychology (Benner 1 1-22; Cobb 3-5; Farnsworth 77). To
support the best practices of the supervision, the pastoral counselor and PCE intern
participants came to solid consensus that before participating in the supervision of
pastoral counselor formation, the intern candidates have to study five basic theological
foundations and ten basic psychological foundations of pastoral counseling, namely
pastoral theology; theology of health, healing, and wholeness; theology of integrated
health ministry; theological anthropology; pastoral counselor spiritual gifts; religious
resources in pastoral counseling services; introduction to pastoral care and counseling;
pastoral counselor basic qualities; pastoral counseling approaches and techniques;
pastoral counseling diagnostics; pastoral counselor professional education; code of
conduct; introduction to psychology; cross-cultural counseling; and crisis counseling
(see Table 4.5, p. 135 and 4.7, p. 137). Several participants added other significant
professional, educational, and academic characteristics of the readiness of the candidate
interns, such as taking anthropology of mental health, group counseling, marriage and
family counseling, and grief counseling courses before becoming involved in supervision
of pastoral counselor formation (see Table 4.5, p. 135 and 4.7, p. 137).
Based on the data presented in Chapter 4, 1 noticed a higher agreement among the
participants of the study on personal readiness than on professional readiness of interns,
such as on the characteristic of being committed to finish the internship, having a clear
understanding of the purpose of the supervision, being ready to work in a group, and
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being ready to work with the counselees and the supervisors (see Tables 4.4, p. 133; 4.6,
p. 136; 4.8, p. 139; and 4.10, p. 142). The lower consensus of the professional readiness
of the interns among the participants might be caused by the difference of specialties
(e.g., clinical psychology versus nursing), school origins, and contexts of services. I
assume this finding confirmed that no standardized curriculum for pastoral counseling
courses was in existence among theological schools. I did confirm the finding of the
existence of a standardized curriculum for clinical psychology and nursing education
exists in hidonesia. This difference might have made for some difference in responses.
The Major Characteristics of Good Supervisors
To create the best practices of the supervision that could form competent pastoral
counselors, the supervision not only needs to have qualified supervisees but also needs
qualified supervisors personally and professionally. Healthy supervisors need healthy
supervisees to accomplish the purpose of the supervising of pastoral counselor formation
Bennet, 90-91). IDPC9 mentioned formal education or training of the supervision was not
available in hidonesia.
It is an urgent need lAPC shall provide some education or training of the
supervisor to develop competent pastoral counselor formation supervisors
in the future. lAPC shall find a way to partner with some international
institutions to organize an education or training of the supervisor.
He added, "lAPC can't take for granted a good pastoral counselor can become a good
supervisor of the pastoral counselor formation automatically."
The study found eighteen characteristics of personal qualities of good supervisors,
namely patient, warm, open minded, cross-culturally sensitive, attentive , humble, wise,
respectful, genuine , trusted, skillful, helpful, firm, exemplary, mature spiritually, healthy
emotionally, and willing to teach the interns. Deck and Morrow include the descriptions
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of warm, open-minded, respectful, and genuine (italics mine) in their list of good
supervisor characteristics (37-40). Even though several characteristics got a low rate from
the participants, such as having good self-esteem, being hospitable, willing to serve
others, being loyal, having courage (see Table 4.15, p. 147), being responsible, and being
honest (see Table 4.20, p. 151). Bradley includes the description courageous in his list of
the characteristics of good supervisors (6, 41).
By having those eighteen characteristics, supervisors would be able to build
facilitative relationships with supervisees. Supervisors' personal identities will help them
create good attitudes toward the supervisees in such a way that the supervisees become
comfortable working with the supervisors. By being comfortable the supervisees could
accelerate the process of formation of pastoral counselor professional identity. I would
like to note that all participants of the study agreed to place being patient as the top one
among those eighteen characteristics of a good supervisor. The paternalism of hidonesian
culture can impact the supervisors' relationship with the supervisees, especially when
young supervisees encounter older supervisors. In the beginning of the supervision,
supervisees may be reluctant or afraid of expressing their feelings to the supervisor and
co-interns. Supervisors must be patient and wait for the right time to ignite, encourage, or
their supervisees to express their feelings openly and freely in individual and group
supervision.
Steere considered that the supervision of pastoral counselor formation is one
among many other helping profession education supervisions ("Supervision Among the
Helping Profession" 39-40). According to all participants of the study , in order to
become good supervisors and maintain the best practices of supervision, supervisors have
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fourteen professional capacities: (1) being able to apply counseling theories and
techniques into practice, (2) being experienced in counseling service, (3) being certified
by a professional organization and/or state licensing board, (4) to understand the theories
and practices of counsehng, (5) being able to diagnose and treat patients or clients, (6)
being able to comply with the code of conduct, (7) being able to help the interns help
themselves, (8) being able to teach the interns to write their counselees' progress records ,
(9) being able to facilitate the interns to be good pastoral counselors, (10) being able to
facihtate the interns to grow, (11) being able to help the interns solve their problems if
they have any, (12) being able to supervise the interns, (13) being able to build
partnership with churches, and (14) being able to build partnership with community
resources. Several participants of the study added the capacity of understanding a wide
variety of personality types, being state licensed and active practitioners, being able to
use the Bible in counseling practices, and being able to supervise one to ten interns as the
characteristics of competent supervisors (see Table 4.13, p. 44; 4.16, p. 148; 4.19, p. 150;
4.22, p. 153).
The professional capacities of the supervisor included the strategies used by the
supervisor in supervision. To facilitate the supervisees to have appropriate personal
qualities and professional capacities, the study found twelve strategies that could be used
by the supervisor, namely supervisory learning covenant/contract, individual
supervision, mutual growth group, holistic case study growth, verbatim analysis group,
counsehng practice progress report, interdisciplinary case study, social gathering, joint-
visit or joint-counseling, visitations to other psychotherapy/counseling services, self-
examination or spiritual exercises, and home visit. Regarding the strategies used by the
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supervisors to build the best practices of the supervision, Compton considers that
developing the supervisory learning contract in the beginning of the supervision is
extremely important (41). Even though Steere uses a different technical term, the learning
covenant, he shares the same idea (The Supervision of Pastoral Care 70). Compton
creates a list of strategies similar to the ones used by the participants that can be used by
supervisors in the process of supervision, namely individual supervision, a chnical case,
interdisciphnary case conferences, regular supervisor's evaluation, regular peer's
evaluation, regular self-evaluation, and interpersonal relation group dynamics (52 - 63).
hi the field of clinical psychology and nursing the supervisors use somewhat
different strategies to process supervision (see Tables 4.20, p. 151 and 4.23, p. 153).
However they also provide learning contract and case conferences. The difference can be
caused by the nature of specialties such as clinical psychology and nursing. The
professional education of clinical psychology and nursing is mostly situated in hospital
settings. They might follow some conventional medical model and more focus more on
the technical, clinical, and curative issues than on holistic human beings. They might not
pay enough attention to the personal growth of the supervisees and nor utilize certain
reflective and interpretive approaches as much as pastoral counselor formation
supervisors does (Ramsay, Pastoral Diagnosis 23).
TheMajor Characteristics of Good Supervisory Relationships
On a practical level of supervision, several characteristics make the ideal
condition for the supervisory relationship, hi addition, the readiness of the interns and
the strategies of dealing with the interns' problems about learning can impact the best
practices of the supervisory relationship.
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As I elaborated in previous sections the majority of supervision experts agree on
the need for supervision in a formal learning-contract (McCarty 8; Bradley 26; Munson
3; Gill xv; Steere, Supervision ofPastoral Care 21-22). Because the nature of the
supervision is a formal learning-contract, the relationship of the supervisor and the
supervisee must be professional. All participants of the study agreed to define the first
characteristic of the best practices of the supervisory relationship as professional (see
Table 4.25, p. 155; 4.27, p. 159; 4.28, p. 160).
Even though the best practices of supervision are primarily characterized by a
professional relationship, the ideal conditions of the supervisory relationship have to be
equal, mutual, coUegial, dialogical, trustful, facilitative, parental, genuine, and conducive.
Deck and Morrow also mentions that the ideal condition of the supervisory relationship
must be equal (35). hi addition they add several other characteristics, such as hospitable,
warm, empathic, non-judgmental, open-minded, genuine, and authentic (35-40).
According to Loganbill, Hardy, and Delworth the ideal condition of supervisory
relationship must be facilitative (4). Those characteristics of the ideal condition of the
supervisory relationship accelerate the personal and professional growth of pastoral
counselor identity.
I notice several participants of the study used the characteristic of the wise parent
to child relationship, the good teacher to student relationship, and brother-brother or
sister-sister relationship as the best practices of supervisory relationship. Even though
they used different images, I assume that they referred to the same nature of the ideal
condition of the supervisory relationship which is an equal andmutual relationship. This
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quality allows supervisors to accelerate the process of the forming the interns' pastoral
counselor personal quality and professional capacity.
The ideal condition of the supervisory relationship is supported by both the
readiness of the interns and the strategies the interns used in dealing with problems about
learning. The better the readiness of the intern and the more appropriate strategies used,
the better the supervisory relationship was. The study found seven helping resources were
available for the interns to deal with their problems about learning: (1) their own
resources, (2) family members, (3) close friends, (4) co-interns, (5) senior colleagues, (6)
supervisors, and (7) some other outside professional services (see Table 4.26, p. 156). I
consider the first resource to be the internal resource and the rest are external resources.
All participants of the study listed self-evaluation and self-reflection as belonging
to the internal resources. Even though the characteristics of taking a break, doing self-
spiritual exercise, holding midnight meditation, and doing individual pilgrimage received
low scores, I assumed those resources could be used by interns to deal with problems
about learning, and the supervisors had to help them use these internal resources wisely.
To some degree I thought the supervision of pastoral counselor formation was also a
process of spiritual formation.
Impacted by the sense of the togetherness of Indonesian culture, the supervisees
tended to seek help from their immediate helping resources to deal with their learning
problems. On the practical level in Indonesia, for pastoral counselor formation to require
compulsory counseling services during the internship is not wise. The service must be
based on the mutual agreement of the supervisor and the supervisee and done wisely in
some appropriate time frame of the supervisee. The supervisor cannot refer supervisees to
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some other outside helping profession if they deal with problems about learning.
Moreover, the supervisor has to empower the co-interns to create a mutual helping
system in such a way that if a supervisee deals with any growth barrier the co-interns
could offer help individually or in a group.
hidonesian people, particularly Javanese people, develop a sense of spiritual being
(Fudyartanto 53-60; Hadiwijaya 18; Sedyawati 29). Culturally, the Indonesia supervisees
have spiritual resources for used in dealing problems about learning. When the
supervisees face some problems about learning, they first have to use their internal
resources to solve the problems. If their internal resources cannot help them, they will get
help from external resources. In supervision, the supervisor has a strategic position to
empower the supervisees' internal resources to deal with their problems about learning,
including the spiritual resources.
The study found pastoral counselor participants used the descriptor of self-
evaluation or memeriksa diri (Indonesian) and self-reflection or mulat sarira (Javanese)
to describe the spiritual resources of the supervisees (see Table 4.23, 153). Four pastoral
counselor participants used the descriptor of self-spiritual exercise to describe the
spiritual resources used in dealing with problems about learning (IDPC5, IDPC7, IDPC8,
and IDPC9). Even IDPC8 used two other descriptors midnightmeditation or tahajud
(Arabic-Javanese) and individual pilgrimage or ziarah makam ke orang suci (Indonesian)
as the internal spiritual resources that can be used to deal with the problems about
learning. Helped by the supervisor, through using the spiritual resources, the supervisees
can grow spiritually. To some extent supervision can also be seen as the spiritual
formation of the supervisees.
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The Impacts of Indonesian Culture to Supervision
The supervision of pastoral counselor formation in hidonesia did not happen in a
vacuum. I think each culture has positive and negative characteristics (Herusatoto 5-16).
I assume that some major characteristics of hidonesian culture impact the quality of the
supervisory relationship both positively and negatively, hi keeping with this assumption,
the study found several major characteristics of Indonesian culture which could
negatively impact the supervisory relationship. These characteristics include the sense of
paternalism, that of cultural diversity by any difference (age, gender, religious affiliation,
ethnic group, educational background), and that of exclusivism. These major
characteristics may prevent the interns from feeling comfortable in the group, from
growing their sense of belonging to the group, from expressing their feelings or thought
freely, and from being willing to criticize the practice openly. In addition, these major
characteristics may become serious barriers to the growth of their personal quality and
professional capacity.
The late Fuad Hassan, a well-known Indonesian social psychologist partly
confirmed the idea of group belongingness. He noted that the majority of Indonesians
base their thoughts and feelings more on we-ness (i.e., community) than on I-ness (i.e.,
individualism). The sense of the w^-ness originates several other major characteristics of
Indonesian culture, such as the sense of oneness in diversity, the sense of corporate
personality, hospitality, mutual cooperation, and togetherness. These major
characteristics make the interns feel comfortable in the group, increase the sense of
belonging, facilitate the process of the interns' team building, encourage them to express
their feelings or thoughts wisely and freely, feel free to reflect their practices, be willing
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to offer help to others, and accelerate the process of the personal quality and professional
capacity as growth.
The supervisor has to address these issues. In dealing with the positive and
negative impacts of Indonesian culture, the supervisor has a strategic position to use the
positive characteristics of Indonesian culture maximally and manage the negative
characteristics of Indonesia culture wisely to develop the most ideal conditions of
supervisory relationship. By building the most ideal condition of supervisory relationship,
the supervisor is able to facilitate personal and professional growth of the identity of
brand new pastoral counselors.
Implications of the Findings
First, the characteristics of the readiness of the interns enable them to encounter
the presence of the supervisor, the counselees, and all relevant parties of the supervision
properly and effectively. The readiness of the interns helps them build good rapport with
counselees in such a way that counselees solve their own problems. PCE should recruit
thoroughly and guarantee all selected intern candidates have the required characteristics.
Otherwise during the process of supervision, the supervisors would have to deal with
unqualified interns effectively so they can grow personally and professionally. PCE
should consider the recruitment as the first screening gate. If for some reason an intern
may pass through the first screening gate and is later found to lack some of the necessary
characteristics, that individual could benefit from having a second gate. This second gate
would involve a two-three-week intensive course meant to address some of the
shortcomings of the intern. Having these two gates would likely help ensure that the PCE
engages qualified interns.
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Second, theological and psychological foundations are very important to for a
pastoral counselor education program. Unfortunately, those basic theological and
psychological foundations for pastoral counselor formation have not been standardized
yet in hidonesia: each seminary or theological school has its own curriculum. The
curriculum of the theological schools in hidonesia edited by B. F. Drewes and Julianus
Mojau on behalf of the Association of Theological School in hidonesia suggest three
related courses for study: pastoral theology, pastoral psychology, and pastoral counseling.
However a pastoral counsehng course in more detail was not specified. The editor
allowed each school to decide what the curriculum should be (148-49). I could assume
this curriculum has been developed without considering the theological and
psychological foundation of pastoral counselor formation.
To help the interns to have wider basic theological and psychological foundations
of the pastoral counselor education, PCE would provide a two-three-week intensive
course to introduce basic theological and psychological foundations. During the
internship, PCE would cover several courses that received a low rating from the
participants, such as grief counseling, group counseling, marriage and family counseling,
and how to use the Bible in counseling practices. PCE shall help the interns learn how to
use the Bible in the case study group, verbatim analysis group, individual supervision,
and group supervision. According to Benner, pastoral counselors not only should learn
how to the Bible but also how to use other religious resources in the pastoral counseling
ministry (19).
Third, in the future a pastoral counselor education program in Indonesia
tentatively may face those who have the qualities of personal readiness but do not have
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enough financial support from their parents, partners, or denominations (see Tables 4.4,
p. 133; 4.6, p. 136; and 4.8, p. 139). Facing those issues PCE should initiate partnership
with institutions where the interns work to provide them some stipend during the
internship. lAPC and all related parties of pastoral counselor formation have to encourage
the leadership of the denominations, churches, and Christian institutions to be aware of
the counseling ministry need in the local churches and community settings and see it as
an integral part of the ministry. Hopefully they would provide needed support of the
interns and they may even open new pastoral counseling ministry job opportunities in
their settings.
Fourth, Chapter 4 presented the strategies supervisors could use, such as social
gatherings, home visits, other counseling/psychotherapy service visits, and partnerships
with local churches and communities (see Table 4.13, p. 144). The utilization of these
strategies may be impacted by hidonesian culture's sense of togetherness. By developing
partnerships with local churches and communities, the supervision can use them to
implement prevention programs, healthy life education, volunteer trainings, public
seminars, workshops, presentations, and panel discussions. The supervisees can also use
those activities to learn how to develop partnerships with local churches and
communities. Because those activities are integral parts of the supervision, the
supervisors need to know how to build partnerships with local churches and communities
(see Table 4.14, p. 146; 4.17, p. 148). According to the study's pastoral counselor
participants, the capacity of building partnership with local churches and communities is
one of the major characteristics of the best practices of supervision of pastoral counselor
formation in hidonesia.
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Fifth, according to the original design of study, the findings will become the
foundation for the future manual of the supervision of PCE. Developing the best practices
of supervision, the future manual should cover the three different areas of comprehensive
supervision. To develop the first manual of supervision of pastoral counselor formation,
the School of Theology should partner with lAPC. The manual should cover all aspects
ot PCE recruitment and implementation. For example, the future manual should cover the
guidance of how to conduct PCE recruitment, how to start the supervision, how to
supervise the interns, how to utihze religious resources in pastoral counseling practice,
how use a wide variety of supervision strategies, how to help the interns handle problems
about learning, how to build partnership with local churches and communities, how to
terminate the supervision, and how to apply code of conduct for counseling practices.
Sixth, according to hidonesian culture, the study found the supervisors have a
strategic position in the role of supervision. Dealing with positive and negative impacts of
hidonesian culture on supervision, the supervisors have to use positive characteristics of
hidonesian culture maximally and manage the negative characteristics of Indonesia
culture wisely to develop the most ideal conditions of a supervisory relationship. By
doing so the supervisors are able to facilitate personal and professional growth of the
supervisees. The future manual of PCE should also cover the guidance of how to use the
positive aspects of Indonesian culture wisely and how to manage the negative aspect of
Indonesian culture effectively.
Recommendations
First, to develop the best practices of the supervision of pastoral counselor
formation in hidonesia, I recommend the future manual should consider the three areas of
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the supervision as a social system. Using a social system model, I see that each area of
the best practices of the supervision has its own characteristics and creates a boundary
(Jones and Butman 350-352; Ixwis, Daniels, and D'Andrea, 144). However, each one of
them is an integral and equal part and builds an interconnectedness system. I could see
each area of the best practices of the supervision differently but fundamentally altogether
they form a single integrated entity systematically, organically, dynamically, and
perfectly which I call the best practices of the supervision ofpastoral counselor
formation. They are inter-related, inter-dependent, and inter-complementary qualities of a
single integrated system. I do not think of each one of them as a sub-system of the
supervision system but as a co-supporting system of the integrated single system.
The best practices to ready interns, the supervisor, and the supervisory
relationship could also be seen as three different foundations of the best practices of
supervision but equally, interdependently, systematically, organically, dynamically, inter-
relatedly, and inter-complementarily form an integrated single supervision. I think the
notion of the supervision as a systemic social entity complies with the sense of corporate
personality in Indonesian culture. I can see each supporting system as a different single
entity; however, I cannot ignore the other two. Each supporting system has to be seen
from the perspective of the whole system and vice versa.
If the whole system and its co-supporting system run healthily, the system will
form successfully the identity of pastoral counselors personally and professionally. The
program of the supervision has to make sure each one of three qualities of the supervision
is executed perfectly. The program has to build the quality control system in such a way
to guarantee three major qualities of the supervision: the readiness of the interns, the
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supervisor, and the supervisory relationship run perfectly. The raw inputs, the processor,
and the process of the supervision have to be maintained equally and perfectly to form
perfect outputs�good pastoral counselors.
Second, standardized curriculum of pastoral counseling graduate program does
not exist in hidonesia. I propose that the Association of Theological School in hidonesia
partners with all pastoral counseling stakeholders (such as hidonesia Association of
Pastoral Counselors) to develop a more comprehensive curriculum of pastoral counseling
graduate study to include the internship as an integral part of the curriculum. To support
this plan, the Association of Theological School in hidonesia and its members have to
improve the capacity of their pastoral counseling faculties, hi addition I propose that the
Association of Theological School in hidonesia initiate partnership with more
experienced international institutions to develop pastoral counselor formation
supervisors.
Third, before developing a manual of the supervision of pastoral counselor
formation, I recommend to enrich the major findings of this study with a wider study of
the major characteristics of Indonesian cultures and the best practices of helping
supervision in Indonesia. This future study should cover wider regions of Indonesia and
more disciplines/professions. This future study should cover larger numbers of
participants such as Indonesian culture experts, the supervisors, practitioners, and interns
of the profession education of school counseling, psychiatric, and social work. I hope the
new manual of PCE supervision could have deeper and stronger roots in Indonesia
context.
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Fourth, using the findings of the major characteristics of the readiness of the
interns, the supervisor, and the supervisory relationship, I recommend PCE, lAPC and
other related parties to develop some specific measurement of those three main best
characteristics of the supervision accordingly. I hope these new measurements will
become some kind of practical and contextual guidance of the recruitment,
implementation, and termination of future supervision of pastoral counselor formation in
hidonesia.
Fifth, I recommend all related parties of the supervision of helping profession
education or training in Indonesia have a time to sit, discuss, and plan continuous
partnership plan to improve the best practices of the helping professions (including
pastoral counseling) and their profession education in Indonesia.
Limitations of the Study
According to the original design of the study I wanted to collect the data from
nine AAPC supervisors, pastoral counselors, and interns in order to describe the best
practices of the supervision that could be transferred into the context of Indonesian
culture. Due to some obvious reasons, I could not collect the data from American
participants. AAPC is the oldest, the largest, and the well-known pastoral counsehng
profession organization in the world, the data of study could have been enriched if the
study collected enough relevant data from American participants.
Compared with other counseling services, the school counseling movement in
Indonesia is the oldest one. Because of some obvious constraints, the study was not able
to collect the data of the supervision of the school counseling side. The findings of the
study might have been enriched with data from school counseling participants.
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Unfortunately as far as I have learned, the supervision of the school counselor profession
education did not exist in hidonesia before the year 2000. The discipline is relatively
new. The study could contribute findings to the advancement of the supervision of school
counselor profession education.
Another limitation of the study was that the data was limited only by nine
relatively new pastoral counselors, six interns of PCE, six clinical psychology
supervisors, three clinical nursing supervisors, three clinical psychology interns, and
three clinical nursing interns. The data collected from hidonesian helping profession
participants was bound by its particularity and specialty: a formal, technical, and clinical
supervisory relationship.
I found several similarities in the characteristics of the best practices of the
supervision, especially in the area of the quality of the interns' readiness, the supervisors,
and the supervisory relationship. I found a relevant, sound, and generic foundation of the
future supervision manual of pastoral counselor formation. Even though these findings
might be bound by its particularities I was certain they would be applicable for some
other profession education supervisions, especially in the area of the quality of interns'
readiness, the supervisor, and the supervisory relationship.
Unexpected Observations
I assumed hidonesian helping professions, such as psychiatry, clinical
psychology, nursing, psychiatric nursing, school counseling, or social work had
developed a sound-comprehensive system of the education of clinical supervisor. During
the study I found no such education existed among the hidonesian helping profession. I
hoped the helping professions in hidonesia including pastoral counseling could share our
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clinical supervision experience and partnered to find a new contextual model of the
education of helping profession supervisor to hidonesian culture.
I assumed Indonesian helping profession organizations were autonomous to
develop their curriculum of their profession educations. During the implementation of the
study I found the Department ofNational Education of the Republic of Indonesia had
standardized the curriculum of clinical psychology for graduate study and clinical nursing
undergraduate study. I wondered about the role and the contribution of Indonesian
helping profession organizations in the process of developing the curriculum of
professional education. I assumed this system maintained the Dutch colonial system that
tended to control everything in Indonesia.
I assumed pastoral counselor formation could learn many meaningful and
important issues about the supervision from its twin brothers and sisters�other
Indonesian helping professions. During the implementation of the study I found van der
Yen's criticism was right. He criticized helping professions education was too clinical-
therapeutic and technical-managerial (48-81). He also criticized the same trend in the
supervision of pastoral counselor formation. Responding to his criticism, the supervision
of pastoral counselor formation in Indonesia has to find its own way without neglecting
positive contributions of the supervision of its twin-brothers/sisters�the helping
professions.
Postscript
This study has been the culmination of twenty-eight years of pastoral counseling
ministry in several settings (rural congregation, local school, hospital, church-related
counseling center, natural disaster survivor services, and university) and four years
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pastoral counselor education supervision. This study is only the tiny beginning of a new
way of participating in God's incarnational ministry in helping churches, ministers, and
Indonesians encounter many comphcated psycho-spiritual-social issues. God, my Savior,
who has called me to start this supervision ministry in Salatiga will be the one who
continues through others like starfishes that cut themselves and become many other new
starfishes until his second coming.
I hope the School of Theology of SWCU, PCE, and lAPC will use the findings of
the study as solid foundations of a future manual of pastoral counselor formation in
Indonesia. If God provides a way for me, I will also use the findings of the study to write
a publication of helping profession supervision in the next two years. I hope many new
pastoral counselors and other helping profession practitioners will be better equipped in
Indonesia and more people will be touched by God through them, with me saying,
"Praise the Lord," forever.
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APPENDIX A
IN-DEPTH INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
Problem Statement
Pastoral Counselor Education in Indonesia had no supervision guidehnes, so I
supervised the interns without a framework and practiced what I learned from my own
professional training. To develop a better pastoral counselor formation, I wanted to
identify the best practices of American pastoral counselor formation supervision and
Indonesian contexts that can be integrated to develop a comprehensive and sound
supervision manual of the personal and professional identity formation of Indonesian
pastoral counselors.
Research Question #1
What were the major characteristics of the best practices of American pastoral
counselor formation supervision?
Research Question #2
What were the major characteristics of the Indonesian cultures that may affect the
best practices of pastoral counselor formation supervision?
Research Question #3
What were the major characteristics of the best practices of pastoral counselor
formation supervision that can become the foundation of the manual of pastoral counselor
formation supervision in the future?
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Research Method Design
Considering the purpose of the project, the questions of the project, the context of
the project, and the process of collecting and analyzing data, I decided to utilize the
Exploratory Qualitative Research Method Design.
Research Participant Sample
To collect relevant data in relatively limited time, energy, and site constraint, I
utihzed "purposive sampling category" (Patton 250) by which I could learn a great deal
about the issues of the central importance to the purpose of the study.
Data Collection Method
I utilized a topical interview form (Glesne 69) for supervisors, pastoral
counselors, and interns in order to focus on the supervision related issues. To be efficient
in time, energy, and cost I employed structured questions in individual face to face
interviews with hidonesian supervisors. I also employed written-electronic interviews
with AAPC supervisors, AAPC pastoral counselors, AAPC pastoral counselors in
training, Indonesian interns, LAPC pastoral counselors, and with lAPC pastoral
counselors in training using a focus group. In addition, I complemented those data with
relevant documented resources.
The In-Depth Interview Steps
I developed the protocol and its analysis through three stages: the pre-interview,
the interview, and the post-interview stage. To simplify the process of research I utilized
the protocol for all interviews.
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The First Stage: The Pre-Interview
The first stage consisted of (1) drafting interview questions, (2) getting mentor
approval, (3) getting expert review, (4) piloting interview, (5) finalizing interview
questions and translating the interview questions into hidonesian, (6) training research
assistants, (7) scheduling interviews, and (8) checking interview equipment.
The Second Stage: The Interview
The second stage consisted of (1) introduction, (2) stating the research purpose,
(3) agreeing on interview time frame, (4) stating confidentiality, (5) requesting interview
recording permission, (6) reviewing interview questions, (7) processing and recording
interviews, and (8) forwarding appreciation.
The Third Stage: The Post-Interview
The third stage consisted of (1) synchronizing written notes with recorded
interviews, (2) transcribing interviews and translating interviews into English if needed,
(3) research assistant and researcher consolidation, (4) handling over all data collected,
and (5) analyzing data collected.
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APPENDIX B
AAPC AND INDONESIAN HELPING PROFESSION SUPERVISORS'
QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Could you describe the primary goals of your supervision?
2. What do you see as the key elements that make up an intern's readiness?
3. Could you tell me what counseling related courses your interns typically have
before taking the internship?
4. What do you think are the personal qualities of a good supervisor
5. What do you think are the professional capacities of a good supervisor?
6. What are the key strategies you used in your supervision?
7. What does the ideal supervisory relationship look like?
8. How does the readiness of your interns impact your supervisory relationship?
9. To what extent do your interns' cultural backgrounds affect your supervisory
relationship?
10. Suppose your interns experience some problems about learning, such as burn-out,
to what extent do you deal with those problems?
11. If you provide didactics during the internship, what topics do you typically cover?
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APPENDIX C
AAPC AND lAPC PASTORAL COUNSELOR QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Could you describe the primary goals of your profession education/training?
2. What do you see as the key elements needed in of the readiness for your internship?
3. Could you tell me what counseling related courses you had before taking the
internship?
4. What do you think are the personal qualities of a good supervisor
5. How would you rate your supervisor in terms of his or her professional capacities?
6. What are the key strategies your supervisor employed in your internship?
7. What did the ideal supervisory relationship look like?
8, How did your readiness impact to the supervisory relationship?
9. To what extent do your cultural backgrounds affect your supervision?
10. Suppose you experienced some problems about learning, such as burn-out, to what
extent would you deal with those problems?
1 1 . If you supervisor provides didactics during your internship, what topics did they
cover?
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APPENDIX D
AAPC AND INDONESIAN HELPING PROFESSION INTERN
QUESTIONNAIRE
1 . Could you describe the primary goals of your profession education/training?
2. What do you see as the key elements needed in of the readiness for your internship?
3. Could you tell me what counseling related courses you had before taking the
internship?
4. What do you think are the personal qualities of a good supervisor
5. How would you rate your supervisor in terms of his or her professional capacities?
6. What are the key strategies your supervisor employed in your internship?
7. What did the ideal supervisory relationship look like?
8. How did your readiness impact to the supervisory relationship?
9. To what extent do your cultural backgrounds affect your supervision?
10. Suppose you experienced some problems about learning, such as burnout, to what
extent would you deal with those problems?
1 1. If you supervisor provides didactics during your internship, what topics did they
cover?
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APPENDIX E
PCE FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION PROTOCOL
To bring several different perspectives of the research inquiry into contact
(Maykut and Morehouse 103), I utilized Focus Group Discussion (FGD). I employed the
same three stage process used in the development and analysis of the in-depth interview
protocol. That is, I used a Pre-FGD, a FGD, and a Post-FGD in the development and
analysis.
The First Stage: the Pre- FGD
The first stage consisted of (1) drafting FGD questions, (2) getting mentor
feedback, (3) getting expert review, (4) getting mentor approval, (5) finalizing FGD
questions, (6) recruiting research assistant, (7) training research assistants, (8) scheduling
FGD, (9) setting FGD venue, (10) inviting interns, and (11) checking interview
equipment.
The Second Stage: the FGD
The second stage consisted of (1) introduction, (2) stating research purpose, (3)
agreeing on interview time frame, (4) stating confidentiality, (5) requesting FGD
recording permission, (6) reviewing interview questions, (7) processing and recording
FGD, and (8) forwarding appreciation.
The Third Stage: the Post-FGD
The third stage consisted of (1) complying written notes with recorded interviews,
transcribing interview and translating interview - if needed (2), research assistants'
consolidation (3), research assistants and researcher consolidation (4), handling over data
collected (5), and analyzing data collected (6).
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PCE Intern Focus Group Discussion Question Guide
1. Could you describe the primary goals of your profession education/training?
2. What do you see as the key elements needed in of the readiness for your internship?
3. Could you tell me what counseling related courses you had before taking the
internship?
4. What do you think are the personal qualities of a good supervisor?
5. How would you rate your supervisor in terms of his or her professional capacities?
6. What are the key strategies your supervisor employed in your internship?
7. What did the ideal supervisory relationship look like?
8. How did your readiness impact to the supervisory relationship?
9. To what extent do your cultural backgrounds affect your supervision?
10. Suppose you experienced some problems about learning, such as burn-out, to what
extent would you deal with those barriers?
1 1 . If you supervisor provides didactics during your internship, what topics did they
cover?
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APPENDIX F
RESEARCH SYNOPSIS AND INFORMED CONSENT FORM
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Research Question # 1: What were the major characteristics of the best practices of
American pastoral counselor formation supervision?
Research Question #2: What were the major characteristics of the hidonesian cultures
that may affect the best practices of pastoral counselor formation supervision?
Research Question #3: What were the major characteristics of the best practices of
pastoral counselor formation supervision that can become the foundation of the manual of
pastoral counselor formation supervision in the future?
RESEARCH PURPOSE: To develop better pastoral counselor formation in hidonesia, I
wanted to identify the best practices of American pastoral counselor formation
supervision and hidonesian contexts that can be integrated to develop a comprehensive
and sound internship supervision manual for the personal and professional identity
formation of hidonesian pastoral counselors.
RESEARCH METHOLOGY
Research method design: The study is exploratory in nature therefore a qualitative
method design is adopted.
Participants selection: I utilize "purposive sampling category" by which I could learn a
great deal about the issues of the central importance to the purpose of the study.
Data Collection Method: I adopt a topical interview form for supervisors, pastoral
counselors and interns in order to focus on the supervision related issues. To be efficient
in time, energy and cost I employ structured questions in individual face to face and
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electronic-mail out interviews. In addition I complemented those data with relevant
documented resources.
ANONYMITY OF PARTICIPANTS: The anonymity of research participants is
guaranteed. The participants will be referred to by numbers.
CONFIDENTIALITY OF INFORMATION: The confidentiality of all data/responses
is guaranteed. Data/responses will be linked to the specific data analysis only.
PUBLICATION OF RESEARCH RESULTS: The resuhs of this study will be
published in the doctor ofministry's dissertation of Asbury Theological Seminary.
TIMEFRAME: Face to face and electronic-mail out interviews will be conducted at
your earliest convenience and all data will be collected ideally before February 10, 2014.
CONSENT:
Please put the date in the space provided below and email back to me
to indicate that:
� You have read and understood the information above with regards to the
requirements of this research study.
� You give your consent for this research study.
Date
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APPENDIX G
INTRODUCTION AND REQUEST TO AAPC PASTORAL COUNSELORS
My name is Totok S. Wiryasaputra, a Reformed Church minister, a Th.M.
graduate of Columbia Theological Seminary, Decatur, GA, a senior lecturer of the School
of Theology of SatyaWacana Christian University in Salatiga, and a D. Min. student of
Asbury Theological Seminary, Wilmore, KY.
I am conducting my dissertation research under the supervision of Professor
Anthony Headley Ph.D. The title ofmy dissertation is "Developing the Foundation for A
Manual of Pastoral Counselor Formation in hidonesia." The purpose of this study is to
determine the best practices of American pastoral counselor formation supervision that fit
within an hidonesian context and could become the foundation of a future manual of
pastoral counselor formation supervision for the Pastoral Counselor Education in
hidonesia. For your information I enclose the synopsis of the study.
Helped by AAPC membership directory data base I have identified thirty four
(34) AAPC pastoral counselors to be invited to participate in the research study. I
sincerely hope that you will consider participating in this important effort and completing
the attached questionnaire. If there are any questions that you prefer not to answer, you
may skip them. If you would like to write additional comments on the questionnaire,
please feel free to do so. The completion of this electronic-mail questionnaire will be at
your convenience. All information that you provide through your participation will be
kept confidential and you will not be identified in the dissertation or publication based on
the research.
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It would be appreciated if you would return the completed questionnaire and
signed the inform consent form ideally before January 31, 2013.
Thank you very much in advance for your kind co-operation and taking time to
help me with the research. God bless your pastoral counsehng ministry in the States.
Sincerely yours,
Totok S. Wiryasaputra
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APPENDIX H
AAPC CERTIFIED TRAINING CENTER INTRODUCTION AND REQUEST
Salatiga, December 24, 2013
Dear AAPC Certified Training Center,
My name is Totok S. Wiryasaputra, a Reformed Church minister, a Th.M.
graduate of Columbia Theological Seminary, Decatur, GA, a senior lecturer of the School
of Theology of Satya Wacana Christian University in Salatiga, and a D. Min. student of
Asbury Theological Seminary, Wilmore, KY.
I am conducting my dissertation research under the supervision of Professor
Anthony Headley Ph.D. The title ofmy dissertation is "Developing the Foundation for A
Manual of Pastoral Counselor Formation in Indonesia." I want to determine the best
practices of American pastoral counselor formation supervision that fit within an
Indonesian context and could become the foundation of a future manual of pastoral
counselor formation supervision for the Pastoral Counselor Education in Indonesia. For
your information I enclose the synopsis of the research study.
Helped by AAPC membership directory I have identified that your counseling
center conducts pastoral counselor education/training by which the interns/pastoral
counselors in training (PCiT) work under the supervision of AAPC Diplomate/Fellow. I
sincerely hope that you will consider one of your supervisors and interns participating in
this important effort through completing the attached questionnaire.
If there are any questions that your supervisor/intern prefers not to answer, he or
she may skip them. If he or she would like to write additional comments on the
questionnaire, they may feel free to do so. The completion of this electronic-mail
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questionnaire will be at his or her convenience. All information that he or she provides
through his or her participation will be kept confidential and he or she will not be
identified in the dissertation or publication based on the research.
It would be appreciated if he or she would return the completed questionnaire and
sign the inform consent form ideally before January 31, 2013.
Thank you very much in advance for your kind co-operation and the participation
of your supervisor and intern in the research. God bless your pastoral counseling ministry
in the States.
Sincerely yours
Totok S. Wiryasaputra
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